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ON

TEMPTATION.

PART I.

TOL. II.





SEKMON I.

Matthew IV. Verse L

Then ivas Jesus led up of the spirit into the

ivilderness, to be tempted of the devil.

In this season of the year, when we are

reminded of our Saviour's miraculous

temptation, it is highly expedient that we
should consider those perils to which we
are exposed by the great deceiver of man-

kind ; who offers to us also all the pleasures,

and glories of the world, if we will forget

the Lord our God, and fall down to the

worship of the powers of darkness. Day,

and night man is tempted from the path of

his salvation ; and on each side stand

alluring pleasures, inviting him to destruc-

b 2
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tion : There are lust, avarice, and ambi-

tion ; the great sin of intemperance ; deep

servitude to this world ; timid apostacy

that corrupted the soul of Peter ; revenge,

that shed the blood of Abel ; cruelty, that

sharpened the sword of Herod ; falsehood,

by which Ananias fell ; treachery, that

nailed Jesus to the cross : The soul is

assailed by all these powers of darkness,

and no man will ever see God, who has not

clad himself in the armour of righteousness,

and walked unhurt through them all to the

mountain of Calvary ; to finish his race at

that goal, to breathe his last at the feet of

Christ.

Let him among us, (say the scriptures,)

who would avoid temptation, think meanly,

and humbly of himself: The danger that is

to be averted, must be well known, and

rationally apprehended, or it will come in

double terror : No confidence, I beseech

you, in the strength of resolutions, in the

solemnity of vows, in the force, and

freshness of repentance ;—the wind scatters

chaff, the waves toss down mounds of sand >
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passion sweeps before it the oaths, the

protestations, the resolves of men, and

breaks in pieces, the slender fabrics of his

soul. Before temptation, we are more

than angels ; have I not, (the sinner says,)

mourned for my fault ? am not I weary of

the bondage of this sin ? is it possible that

I shall be tempted once more, that I shall

forget all that suffering has taught me, all

that I have learnt from dejection, and self-

reproach ? Alas ! a word, a sound, a

sight wr ill melt all this new wisdom into

air, and hurry us back to the same station

of sin; again we shall resolve, again feel

boldness, and pride ; again learn the weak-

ness of man's nature, again know the

strength of sin, and again feel the bitterness

of repentance.

There is a degree of fear, however

which leads to despair ; our notions of the

power of sin may be so excessive as to

make all resistance appear hopeless ; but the

holy fear, of which I am speaking, is that

which is opposed to rash confidence ; a fear,

mingled with so much hope, that it excites
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activity, and does not confound judgment;

a fear which discovers the whole extent of

the danger, without magnifying it more

than reality ; and distrusts the means of

opposing sin, without distrusting them more

than they ought to be distrusted ; distrusts

them when unaided by grace, when un-

founded on religion, when unblest by^God,

when purely, and entirely human; but

when connected with heaven, when sanc^

tified, and hallowed, and touched by Christ

;

then sees their dignity, and glory ; and

knows they have strength to trample on

every lust, and passion of the flesh.

Confidence is the great auxiliary of

temptation ; if we say that we have no

sin we perpetually deceive ourselves, and

the truth is not in us : Profound christian

humility is the only safeguard of virtue :
" I

dare not so much as lift up my eyes to that

allurement ; I dare not confide it to my
thoughts ; I will flee from it into the bosom

of the deep, and into the nethermost parts

of the world ; if God save me not, I am lost,

for of myself I can do nothing—and my
portion is sin ;"—so think the just ; thus do
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they cry unto God in their prayers, and in this

way, by fear and trembling, are they saved.

I beg you to observe, that in speaking

of this timid apprehension of the perils

of temptation, I speak rather of the

beginning of righteousness, than of its very

advanced, and mature state; the time at

length comes, when the force of tempta-

tion is diminished, and the power of resis-

tance increased ; and this fact is one of the

strongest incitements to resist temptation,

that the difficulty, and the struggle become

every day less intense, till righteousness,

and evangelical purity appear to be almost

habitual ; we see in the perils of the flesh,

that which we have before encountered, and

subdued ; we remember the former protec-

tion of Heaven ; we resume the same con-

fidence in Christ ; we put up the same

prayer ; we receive for our aid the same ema-

nations of the Divine Grace ;—there dwells

within us a constant courage, founded upon

experience of the efficacy of grace, a prone-

ness to trust in God, a cheerful, and invin-

cible hope. " Yea, though I walk through

the valley of the shadow of death, I will
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fear no evil ; thy rod, and thy staff shall

comfort me."

At first, every passion of the flesh

seems irresistible ; if we are tempted by

anger, we do not perceive how it is possible

to remain serene ; if the sweetness of re-

venge invites us, then it is not in our na-

ture to forgive ; but the true servant of

Christ, who has begun this good exercise,

who has often prayed against temptation,

and praying often subdued it, who has car-

ried the old man forth to funeral, with the

solemn tears of repentance, and buried

him in the grave of Jesus, and put on the

new man, a new heart, a new understand-

ing, new affections, and excellent appetites

of Heaven ; he can be tempted by anger,

and remain in peace ; he can be injured, and

forgive ; he can look upon intemperance,

and be frugal ; he can witness successful

violence, and be just ; beauty to him is

marble, riches dross, power vanity, ambi^

tion toil ; the freedom of righteousness, and

the law of Christ, are to him all in all ; for

these he has vanquished every temptation,

broken asunder the massive chains of sin*
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and walks henceforward with God, in per-

fect freedom, and with joyful hope.

There is a practice which, for the re-

sistance of temotation, cannot be too much

inculcated, and that is the practice of see-

ing things in their true nature, and calling

them by their right names : If we serve

Mammon instead of God, we must abide

the consequences of that faith we have es-

poused; but do not let us call those things

of Heaven which belong to Mammon, or

those things of Mammon which belong to

God; if an action is sinful, and unchristian,

at least convince yourself that it is sinful,

and call it by the name of sin ;—if you are

led away by temptation to do that

which is injurious to temporal, and eternal

welfare, state the fact to vour own under-

standing in the truest colours, and the

plainest words ; it is your Daly chance of

recovery, your only hope of returning to

the true shepherd of your souls ; if we use-

the language of the world, if we cast a veil

over the eye of piety, if with accomodating

phrases, and plausible pretexts, we seek

to call that righteousness which is sin; to
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say that is innocent, which the warning

voice of our Saviour has forbidden ; we are

then doomed to hopeless destruction, and

not to perish eternally becomes impossible.

If this plain dealing with ourselves

deprives us of any comfort at all, it is of a

very ambiguous, and imperfect comfort ; we
may set conscience to sleep, but the sleep of

conscience is rie\ er sound ; she seems to sleep

in agony, and in pain ; and often starts

up in wildness, and distrust ; the deception

which a sinner practices upon himself,

is but an half deception, a rude and un-

skilful art ; he is perpetually reviewing, and

appealing from, his own decisions, and sees

dimly, and distantly the fraud which he has

exercised upon his soul, without daring to

throw upon it the meridian light of truth ;

we may deceive ourselves enough to insure

the commission of sin, but not enough to

acquire the comforts of righteousness ;—in

cultivating this inward sincerity, we give up

a system of fraud, the peril of wrhich is

immeasurable, and in the consolation of

which it is not wise to place a moment of

firm dependance ; it is not possible to
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combine together the pleasures of sin,

and the quiet of righteousness ; but if

we are wicked, we must be miserable.

Then, there must be no treaty entered

into with the tempter ; no parley, no doubt,

no lingering explanation, but clear denial, in-

dicating calm, and invincible resistance ; for

in this way the souls of men are lost to sal-

vation ; it seems innocent to listen, it is no

crime to hear what the thing is ; I can

always deny, I can always retreat ; I am
still master of my own actions. But this is

an error, for you cannot deny, or retreat,

but at the first pause you were lost, and sin,

and death marked you for their own ; it is

madness to combat with the eloquence of

sin, or to gaze at the pictures of passion

;

if you dispute with pleasure, she will first

charm you to silence, then reason you to

conviction, then lead you utterly from God ;

she wants you only to hear and see ; she re-

quires only one moment's pause ; she knows

if you can balance for a point of time, be-

tween her present rapture, and the distant

felicity of Heaven, that you are quite gone ;

you must meet temptation with blind eyes,
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and deaf ears, and with a heart which no

more balances whether it shall be virtuous,

than it does whether it shall send the blood

of life through all the extremities, and

channels of the bodily frame.

One of the great instruments for

withstanding temptation, and changing our

whole nature into a state of grace, is a firm

belief in, and perfect assent to the promises

of the gospel, for holy scripture speaks great

word concerning faith : It quenches the fiery

darts of the devil, saith St. Paul; it overcomes

the world, saith St. John ; it is obedience,

it is humility, it is a shield, a breast-plate,

a mystery ; by faith God is pleased ; by faith

we are sanctified; by faith we are saved; by

it our prayers shall prevail for the sick ; by it

all the miracles of the church have been

done ; it gives great patience to suffer ; it in-

spires mighty confidence to hope; it commu-
nicates strength to perform; it imparts infal-

lible certainty to enjoy ; but then it is not,we

must observe, a notion, or opinion situated

finally in the understanding, but a principle

productive of holy life ; not only a believing

in the propositions of scripture, as we
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believe a proposition in science, for which

we are neither the better, nor the worse,

but a belief of things so great, that no man
who can think, and chuse, who can desire,

and act towards a definite object that can

possibly neglect them ; this faith, which

justifies the faithful, confirms the just, and

crowns the martyr ; this faith it is which,

placing us above the temptations of the

world, will make heaven the end of our

desires ; God, the object of our worship ;

the scriptures, the rule of our actions ; and

the holy spirit, our mighty counsellor, and

assistant.

Faith in Christ, such as I have described

it to be, is, above all things, likely to afford

to us the comfort of general rules ; to give

to the inward mind the benefit of good laws,

firmly administered, the comfort of planning

a wise system, and pursuing it steadily, for

the misery of yielding incessantly to tempta-

tion is, that we live upon no plan, and to no

certainty ; we do not advance to a point, but

wander to and fro, ignorant to day, whether

weare to be good, orbad to-morrow; whether

we are to crawl in the dust of this world, or
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to act with the purity of an angel ; but is it

not mean, and degrading to say, I shall spend

this day rationally, and piously, if I am spared

by all the lusts of the flesh ; but if I am
tempted by any appetite, or goaded by any

passion, my piety will be dissipated, and my
reason destroyed ; whether I am the servant

of righteousness, or the child of sin, depends

upon the accidents of the hour, upon whom
I see, and what I hear, and upon all that

comes in contact with me : I take from

every passing event those inwrard principles,

though I ought, with my inward principles,

to impart their character, and complexion to

all the events of life.

The general rule which guards us against

temptation, must be laid down, and in time

it will come to be regarded on its own
account ; many things, in themselves inno-

cent, will be avoided on account of their

influence upon the rule; many things which

might be omitted, will be done for its pre-

servation ; what we love long for its utility,

we love at last for itself; the rule which has

often guarded us from sin, which has saved

us from the shame of inconsistency, and
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relapse, becomes at last sanctified, and en-

shrined in our minds ; we guard it with jea^

lousies, we encompass it about with nice

feelings, we watch it with lively apprehen-

sions, we remove from it all distant harm,

and contingent inconvenience ; we love it,

and glory in it, and preserve it, as the chil-

dren of Israel preserved the Ark, and the

Seraphim kept the gates of Paradise.

But above all things, however often we
may be tempted, and however we may yield

to temptation, we must bewrare of despair; we
must never cease to resist, never believe that

God has made the appetites of the body

irresistible, and swim dowTn at once in the

full torrent of sin, from a conviction that it

cannot be stemmed : For every temptation

with which we can be tempted in this world,

in, whatever shape of allurement it may
come, there is a power within, given to us

by Almighty God, greater, and mightier than

the temptation
;
we have reason to discern

between evil, and good ; wTe can look for-

ward, and discern that good, and evil, in

remote periods of time; we have freedom to

resolve; we have revelation to teach us what
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to resolve ; we have laudable pride to ani-

mate us in guarding that resolve ; we have

shame to prevent us from its infringement,

and we have the grace of God, and his pro-

tecting spirit, to sanctify all the good that

we intend. Therefore, we will begin ; the

terror of sin will be lessened, its triumphs

deadened, and its strength withered away

;

success will be remembered ; one victory will

ensure another ; we shall meet temptation,

accustomed to overcome it, with the full,

and certain conviction, that the Saviour of

mankind never deserts the humble, and con-

trite spirit, that, in the hour of peril, pours

forth his fervent prayer to him.
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SERMON II.

Matthew IV. Verse I.

Then tvas Jesus led up of the spirit into the

wilderness, to be tempted of the devil.

In my last discourse upon this subject, I took

occasion, from some preliminary observations

upon the miraculous temptation of our bles-

sed Saviour, to introduce, and discuss the

subject of temptation, considering it to be a

subject peculiarly well adapted to the

sacred season of the year, at which we
are arrived, a season, which it has ever been

the practice of the church, in all ages, to

observe with peculiar solemnity, and to

c2
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dedicate to the examination of subjects

intimately connected with the salvation of

mankind. I found it impossible to do jus-

tice to so extensive a topic of religion, in

the compass of a single discourse, and

therefore, with the good leave, and per-

mission of my congregation, I will now

proceed with my observations, and conclude

them. I shall first go on to specify those

general habits of mind, which are emi-

nently useful for the withstanding of temp-

tation.

I have before stated, how very import-

ant towards this object is an attachment to

general rules, but these general rules, in

order to be kept, must be moderate ; they

must contain all that the gospel requires,

but no more than the gospel requires ; they

ought by no means to exclude the innocent

pleasures of life, or to throw an air of crime

over any system of actions which our

blessed Saviour, as wise, as he was holy, has

left open to the tastes, and inclinations of

mankind : There are some men who, with

the best possible intentions, would diminish,

to the narrowest circle, the extent of human
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enjoyments, and drive their fellow creatures

to the contemplation of another world ; by

rendering this as tasteless, and uninteresting

as possible. These lessons of severity, are

the mere inventions of man, not the wisdom

of God ; we hear them from mistaken zeal

;

we do not read them in the gospel ; inno-

cent pleasure is, on the contrary, a very great

security against sinful pleasure : By taking

that good which almighty God, in his bene-

volence, has allowed us, we do not feel

deprived of every thing ; we are often

encouraged to stop there by dint of exertion,

often content to stop there, without any

exertion at all; but when we deny our-

selves those gratifications we may righ-

teously enjoy, we become weary of

exaggerated duties, and listen to the seduc-

tions of the tempter from finding the bur-

then of false righteousness greater than we
have strength to endure; in seeking to be more

than righteous, we become less, and are

plunged into real sin, because we are too

scrupulous to avail ourselves ofpermitted en-

joyment. I speak this against rash vows, over-

strained, and heated resolutions, needless self-

afHiction, dread of happiness, and all that
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innumerable train of evils, which false

notions of religion entail upon mankind.

God asks not of us such sacrifices as these

;

they have no grateful smell before him he

rejects them, as he rejected the offerings of

Cain ; but the great enemy of us all wishes

to see this, and loves it, and knows when

he can make a man believe, that God is one

thing, and happiness another ; that the soul

of that man is his own, that the angels have

lamented over him in Heaven, that he is

lost to Christ. Here am I placed, (a man
says,) in this dull servitude, dead to all joy,

combatting for ever with my soul, goaded

by appetites which I must not gratify,

surrounded with pleasures which I must

not approach, restrained by commandments

too vigorous for the infirmities of my
nature, the member of a religion, which

overwhelms me with present misery, and

promises me future pleasure ; the inhabitant

of a world, in which I am placed, only to

be allured, and to be denied : All these feel-

ings, are the offspring of a false, and

overacted severity, and the parents of the

foulest, and most abominable sin : What
our Saviour instructs us to do is arduous,
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not impossible ; but it is very easy for

human errors to render it impossible, then

to cry up to Heaven, to blame God, to say

it is too much, to take up the wages
of sin, and to perish eternally.

It will diminish our extravagant notions

of the strength of temptation, by observing

that we are all proof against some tempta-

tions, and that these some are all different

;

intemperance is your sin, and it is irresis-

tible
; you cannot conceive how such allure-

ments can be withstood, but you are not

subject to gusts of passion, and can com-

mand yourself upon the fiercest provocation ;

another man is a slave to irascible feelings,

and a master of sensual appetites ; this

person is tempted by depraved ambition,

and wholly exempted from every taint of

avarice ; the next would live cheerfully in

obscurity, and is only desirous of accumu-

lating wealth. It is quite certain that you

find many temptations easy to be overcome,

which to others are highly formidable ; that

others find those wholly insignificant, which

are formidable to you ; all sin, then, may be

overcome by the grace of Heaven, and by the
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good principles of our nature ; there is no

one temptationso strong, but that you may-

see it in the minds of some men completely

subdued, and utterly disregarded ; there is

no vice which must necessarily, and certainly

subdue religious firmness ; but the event de-

pends upon how much we struggle, and how
long; wemay obey,or command,w^emaylivein

the bondage of satan, or the freedom of God.

It is a great matter also, in temptation,

not only to gather the powers ofour minds for

resistance, from the daily, and common evi-

dence which our nature affords ; but to

search diligently the scriptures, for the

many examples of chosen men, who, placed

in situations of mortal peril, have kept their

souls in all purity, spotless, untempted, and

above the world, The fear of death could

not keep Daniel from his worship, nor stop

Paul from his way to Jerusalem, nor tempt

the weary David to drink of the water, nor

cause Shadrack to fall dowai to the idol. Every

apostle was tempted to deny his crucified

Saviour, tempted by perils of sea, and land,

t>y the weariness ofjourneying;, by the cruelty

of barbarous people, a.tnong whom they
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sojourned, by monstrous, and unheard-of tor-

ments ; we deem that we are soon arrived at

the extremities of our nature ; we can nei-

ther bear ridicule, nor look at terror, nor

defy pleasure ; but there are men upon re-

cord, who shame us out of these narrow

limits, and teach us the true bounds, and

dimensions of our nature ; who have acted

decently in the midst of every pleasure, who
have acted bravely in the midst of every

danger, and with inflexible duty to God, in

the midst of ridicule, outrage, and scorn

:

These men are our masters, and our exam-

ples ; upon their model we mu^t form our-

selves in the great work of pleasing God,

and saving our souls from the destruction of

sin.

Much of our success in this great war-

fare, depends upon the general views we
take of the temptations to which we are

exposed ; temptations must by no means be

considered as needless difficulties, there are

other views of this matter, which are the

true, and just views ; if any man will shew

in the gospel, any one prohibition to any-

one action, which action is neither injurious
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to him who does it, nor to any one else ; then,

it may be allowed, that temptation is an

unnecessary hardship; but otherwise it is

plain, that we are only forbidden to do,

what it would be injurious to us to do ; and,

therefore, the first rule is to connect toge-

ther resistance of temptation with increase

of happiness ; to perceive that we are only

enlarging our conceptions of enjoyment by

resisting temptation, and not pleasing our-

selves for the moment that is passing by,,

at the expence of the years that are to

come.

The next rule is not only to connect

resistance of temptation with happiness

;

but to connect it with immortal glory, to

consider it as a mean of distinction, an oc-

casion of doing something more difficult, ...and

ri I orious, than any other thing in the whole

id. There are many laws of the gospel

wbichprohihitreiigiouspride ; but none which

bit religious ambition ; it is not lawful

lorvthat we are better than other men ; but

it is quite lawful, it is quite right, it is quite

igelical to strive to become so: no man

too hard to out- vie others in extir-
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pating from his soul the seeds of corruption,

in mastering his own nature, and in sacri-

ficing to God his beloved sins ; no hope is

too eager for this, no industry too perfect,

no dedication of time, and understanding

too absorbing, too exclusive, and too entire.

It is quite certain, also, that after the first

efforts of temptation are overcome, the

occupation of bending our minds to reli-

gious obedience, of subjugating our inclina-

tion, and actions, to the dictates of our

reason, may be rendered the most interest-

ing of all human occupations, as it certainly

is the most important. It is ever to be re-

membered, in reflecting on these matters,

that there is an intimate connection between

virtues, and between vices ; that one virtue

fairly established in the character, will pro-

bably introduce many others, that one sin

corrupting our nature, will generate, and

nourish many other principles of corruption
;

so that in conquering, and completely sub-

duing any species of temptation ; we gain

a double blessing, and we avoid a double

curse, for in freeing ourselves of the sin,

we not only are clear of that sin, but clear
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of others, which would have connected

themselves with it ; and in gaining the op-

posite virtue, we gain other virtues asso-

ciated wTith it : He who withstands the

sin of avarice, withstands the tempta-

tion to hardness of heart, and callous

indifference to human misfortune ; he who
has all his bodily appetites in perfect com-

mand, gains sweetness of disposition, a

love of order, and an habit of self-com-

mand, which may conduct him to every

sublimity of active, and passive righteousness,

and make him the chosen servant of Christ.

This last observation is addressed, particu-

larly to those who imagine they can indulge

in any one fault, and stop there ; that they

can atone for indulgence in a darling vice,

by abstaining from others, for which they

have less inclination ; in the first place, this

is a mere mockery of God, that an epicure

may give himself up to sensuality, if he

keeps clear of ambition ; or a meek man

sacrifice his pride, and console himself by

fraud, and falsehood ; but if it were no

offence against religion, it would not be pos-

sible to gratify any one single sin. and keep

ourselves clear from others : it is so deadlv to
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live in a state of disobedience to the gospel, to

know that you do so, and to continue to do

so, that there is no evil, and no combination

of evils, which may not be expected from it

;

if any man sees in his soul one speck ot

death, and decay, and does not rush to stop

it with all the resources of healing righteous-

ness, it will become more dark, and more

deep at every moment, it will spread over

all his counsels, it will blacken all his

thoughts, it will put on thegenuine signs, and

characteristics of hell, and cut him off, for

ever, from the mercy of God.

If this affinity, and connection of sins,

makes temptation so terrible, if, for these rea-

sons, it is so difficult to confine ourselves to any

one error, still more difficult is it to proceed

to a certain length in any one sin, and to stop

there, to say thus far will I be tempted, and

no farther ; and when I have sinned up to a

particular point, I will then put on the spirit

of righteousness, and resist ; in truth, the

delicate, and graduated softness of doing-

wrong is not to be resisted ; when the first

step is made, the descent is so easy, the

intervals so gentle, the accommodation so

happy, the contrivance so exquisite, that
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we are far advanced down, before we are

thoroughly aware of having began ; there is,

in fact, but one spot where any effectual re-

sistance is ever made, and that is at the very

beginning; if we give way there, it is quite

certain, from the common experience of

life, that we can rarely, or ever return

;

and this first step of sin, is not what we
commonly suppose it to be, action, but

thought; nothing which outwardly ap-

pears, but something which inwardly dis-

poses ; what we are to beware of in avoiding

temptation, is, (as our blessed Saviour tells

us) the adultery of the heart, the revenge of

the heart, the malice of the heart : The

beautv of the Christian religion is, that it

does not wait for sin, till it is strong, and

flourishing, but roots it up just as the seed is

bursting into its pernicious life ; it carries the

order and discipline of heaven into our very

fancies, and conception, and by hallowing

the first shadowy notions of our minds from

which actions spring, makes our actions

themselves good, and holy.

Prayer, in all temptation, is ever

to be resorted to, for it is much to be

believed, that the prayers of men, hum-
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bly, and honestly asking of their Creator

the means of doing well, are heard favourably,

grantedabundantly
}
andremembered eternally.

I have thus, to the best of my abi-

lities, and from the humble hope of doing

good, in this, and the preceding discourse,

past through the subject of temptation, and

I conclude, by reminding you of what that

season is, in which I have brought this

subject before you ; a season, in which the

anniversary of our Saviour's death is now
nigh at hand; the death of him who lived for

our instruction, and happiness, who expired

for our salvation, and who bequeathed to us,

at his death, a gospel, which has diffused more

gentleness, more goodness, more real happi-

ness among mankind, than the united wisdom

of the wisest sages could ever conceive

before him ; in addition, therefore, to all

other motives for resisting temptation, we
have this,—not to render vain that death, and

that crucifixion ; and after the greatest of all

beings has done so much for us, not to cast

away his mercy, and frustrate his divine

goodness, by ceasing diligently to labour for

our own salvation.
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SERMON III.

Acts XXVII. Verse XXII.

And now I exhort you to be of good cheer,

for there shall be no loss of any fn ans

life among you.

*I consider myself as fortunate, that it has

fallen to my lot to recommend, from the

pulpit, the establishment of an humane

society in this neighbourhood, for the pre-

servation of life ; because, as I am sure,

from the benefits it will confer, that it must

be long remembered, and zealously supported,

I cannot but be pleased to connect myself,

however humbly, and distantly, with that

* This Sermon was preached at Watford, to recom-

mend the institution- of an Humane Society, rendered ex-

pedient by some very dreadful accidents which had re-

cently occurred there.

T>2
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which I believe will impart happiness, and

security to so many human beings.

I dare say there are few herepresent, who
are unacquainted with the great progress which

has been lately made, in the art of reco-

vering persons apparently dead ; it appears,

from the reports of the society established

in London, that men have been restored to

life, nearly an hour after every sign

of animation had disappeared, and after

they had been given up, by common ob-

servers, as completely dead ; it appears also by

the records of the same society, that under

their exertions, and by the means they have

recommended, more than three thousand

persons have already been restored to life,

whose preservation, but for the skill

diffused by the society, would have

been considered as impossible. It is of the

greatest importance to remember this,

because it shews the enormous extent of

those accidents which are fatal to life, and

the high degree of perfection to which this

art of resuscitation is already carried—four

thousand human beings rescued from sudden

death : Let any man of common humanity,

reflect upon the rapturous happiness which
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this mercy has excited ; the tears which it

has dried up ; the broken hearts which it

has healed ; the tender relations of life which

it has restored ; the dreadful thoughts of

everlasting separation which it has spared ;

think of this, and there is not a man, whose

heart, and whose understanding would not

urge him to take part in so noble, and inte-

resting a charity : Four thousand human

beings, won, with labour, and difficulty, from

the grave ; an hour of war, would have

overwhelmed twice their number, so easy it is

to destroy, so difficult to save ; God be

thanked that this latter is our task ; that

while all Europe is again rushing into arms,

we are met together in the name of

Christ to see how we can increase the secu-

rity of life, and diminish the victory of the

grave.

We mav consider such sort of insti-
it

tutions as the sure signs of the preva-

lence of good laws, sound morals, and

of a general state of prosperity; it

is not so much an object, that there

should be many people, as that those who
are, should exist in the greatest attainable
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comfort, and be exposed to the least possible

degree of peril, and disturbance. In a savage

state, man is so often destroyed by the sud-

den excesses of passion, and subjected to de-

struction from so many causes, that life is

there of less consequence, and men never

think of entering into any schemes for its pre-

servation : In poor countries, no institutions

of charity can flourish ; the attention ofman-

kind cannot rise above their dailv wants ; and

though life may be respected by their habits,

and laws, they cannot make any considera-

ble sacrifices for its preservation : In despotic

countries, it is not life in general, which is of

importance, but only the life of the rich, and

great ; there are countries even, in Europe,

where a plan for saving the lives of the

lowest classes of society, would carry with

it an air of ridicule, and hyperbole. Such

kind of institutions can only exist in a

country where a just administration of just

laws, has made the life of man of supreme

importance ; they can only take place in a

country, where Christianity, in its best form,

is universally diffused ; they can only take

place in a country, which industry has

raised above the common wants of life, and
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which can afford to be munificent in its good-

ness ; such an attention to human life, is

the united result of piety, of justice, and of

opulence.

This scheme of benevolence has

also a peculiar interest, as it connects itself

with a knowledge of the human frame, and

of the most important laws by which it is

regulated : Let no man think that know-

ledge ever can be impious, or that it has

any other limits, but the limits of possi-

bility ; whatever secrets of nature man
can discover, he is permitted to discover

;

whatever could not be entrusted to him, is

placed beyond his reach ; his efforts may be

fruitless, but they cannot be criminal ; for it

is only by experience he can find out those

boundaries which Providence has fixed, and

those rewards which it has assigned to his

labours. It may happen, then, that the

science, which this charity patronises, may
be yet in its infancy ; that it may have new
resources for the calamities of life ; fresh

consolation for the bitterness of grief; that

it may go as far beyond the present art of

resuscitation, as that art exceeds what wais
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believed to be possible, in the times which

preceded its invention.

It must be remembered too, whatever be

Che degree to which this art is carried, that

the institution of an humane society in this

neighbourhood, secures the pratice of that

art, in its utmost present perfection ; in case

of any dangerous accident, you can com-

mand all the resources which mechanical, or

medical aid can supply; and, really, I cannot

well conceive what an unhappy man can

thereafter say to his own heart, who, wheii

.such a mean of obviating some of the

greatest calamities of life is placed before

liim ; when it is insisted upon, and earnestly

pressed upon his attention, hears it with

indifference, or rejects it as frivolous, or

insignificant. Can any person, here present,

who may think the object, upon which I

am employed, to be trifling, and inade-

quate ? can any man pretend to say,

before another Sunday summons him to

church, that he may not be crying over the

dead body of his child ; and lifting up frorn

the ground, its poor miserable mother ? and

if a man has no children of hi; own, still, is
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there such a feeling in the world, as to bring

a child back to its parents, to say, I took

it up when it was breathless, I never

quitted it till life came back ; I labored for

the sake of God, and for pity, and there is

the child yet living ? I come here, to

awaken in you such thoughts as these, to

be the humble instrument of good to you,

and yours ; it is not for any distant objects

that I appeal to your compassion, but for

the interests of this place, and this peo-

ple ; for scenes which you all may witness,

for misfortunes to which vou are all ex-
mi

posed.

Every man who has riot beheld such

scenes, as those to which I have alluded,

is apt to wonder that they are insisted

upon so eagerly, and felt so much ; bu£

those who have seen them wonder that

they are not felt more. I have been twice

present at the process of resuscitation, and

^1 cannot wish that any person should

purchase his feelings of compassion at;

so dear a rate. I shall not attempt to

describe such scenes, but one circumstance

no time will ever efface from my mind ; the

frantic grief of the mother was not so
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affecting, because it was dreadful, and

alarming ; but when the first sympton of re-

turning life appeared, I saw her, a poor, labour-

ing woman, kneeling with her hands clasped

close to the reviving infant ; breathing as

her child breathed, growing red, and grow-

ing pale with it; praying, hoping, fearing

with her looks, and gazing immovably on

him, till the poor lad rose up, and knew
his mother once more ? Whv did we all labour

for this wretched woman, who had scarcely

clothes to cover her, or bread to eat? we
did it i without thought, or reflection, be-

cause we found ourselves irresistibly called

upon to make such an exertion ; and so are

you called upon to minister to such an-

guish, to prevent such misery, to lighten

that load of sorrow, which presses down
the heart of man, in the sad journey of life.

Man is not discontented to part with

those whom he loves in old age, when the

fair career of life is run, he feels such

losses ; but he knows they are the inevitable

laws of nature, the condition upon which

he livejs ; he knows this, and such an habi-

tual style of thinking, brings his affliction

within the limits of reason ; it operates, too,
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as some diminution of wretchedness, where

there has been a previous warning, and a

gradual diminution of hope, as in a long ill-

ness ; but there is no heart strong enough

to support the sudden loss of kindred,

and of children. " It was only an hour ago,

that I was playing with my child ; a*nd

when I came back, I saw the hope, and

pride of my life, lying dead, and breath-

less upon the ground." It is too much for

man to bear ; it is the bitterest dreg in the

cup of God's wrath ; a man may live after

it; but I defy him to taste of happiness

ever again, or to know what is meant by

tranquillity, and peace.

It is a subject of great delicacy to

touch upon ; but let it be remembered, we
concern ourselves, not only with the conse-

quences ofaccidental, but of intentional death

.

we stop the impious temerity of the suicide

;

we call back to life, to duty, to shame,

the man who is retiring from the world be-

fore God, and nature summon him away ?

We keep back a spirit from the torments

of hell ; we seize upon the first dawn-

ings of returning reason, to teach him.
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that he must never abandon his con-

fidence in Heaven. We spare to wretched

women, and children, a spectacle of in-

famy, and horror ; we give back a son to

parents, a parent to children, a citizen to the

state, a repentant man to all the duties,

charities, and relations of life; it is asto-

nishing, that any wise, and reflecting mind,

should attempt to underrate the grievous sin

of suicide ;—putting aside all higher consi-

derations, what sort of doctrine does it tend

to inculcate ? " It is of no sort of importance

to me, to labour slowly, and systematically

to establish a reputation in the world ; I will

eat and drink, for to-morrow I can die ; I

will plunder, dissipate, and destroy ; and

when the vengeance of mankind is falling

too heavily upon me, the remedy is in my
own hands ; he who is careless of his own
life, has nothing to fear from any human

being." It is not only this style of thinking,

and acting, which is to be apprehended

from the frequency of suicide ; but no man
stands insulated from the world, no man can

dispose of his own life, without affecting, in

the deepest manner, the happiness of many
other human beings, who have acquired
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certain rights over every important action of

his life. I pass over, at present, the reli-

gious offence, I speak only of the alarm,

the agony, the disturbance, the universal

horror, which such a crime occasions, if wq

diminish (as we do most clearly diminish.)

all this train of evils ; then, surely, upon

every plea of reason, and feeling ; upon

every principle of the gospel, is our society

entitled to your protection, and support.

There is something; in the very idea of

the art of reviving the apparently dead,

which cannot foil to inspire the feelings of

solemnity, and religion. Is there life yet in

the body, or is the soul of this man gone

to render account of the good, and the evil

it has done at the judgment seat of God ?

Is it merely perishable matter with which

we are occupied, that to-morrow will be

laid in its grave ? or will it once more be in-

formed by a reasonable soul, and agitated by

passions ? are the days of his years come to

an end, or will he remain to act a valuable,

and important part upon the theatre of the

world ? then, what is this life, which we
are calling back with such eager, and inces-
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sant care ? whence comes it ? how went it

away ?—what is it ? The flesh is not life,

nor the blood, nor the complicated system

of nerves ; the eye cannot see it, nor can it

be subjected to any sense, nor has reason

explained, and defined it ; it is a thought

which baffles enquiry, inspires terror,

teaches wisdom, humbles the most aspiring

being, by telling him, that there is a Crea-

tor, a master; and then, too, apunisher above.

You see before you, too, on such occa-

sions, and see with no common interest, a man
who has tasted of death ; who has been

subjected to that agony which we all must

feel, and exposed to that peril which we all at

last must meet ; how natural to ask, " What
were your feelings at such a moment ? In

what shape, in what array, with what host

of terrors, with what new, and stupendous

machinery of feelings, does death come ?

What is it at whichwe all recoil with so much
horror, and which we learn, from our earliest

youth, to consider as the great bane of

human happiness?" But upon such points as

these, the veil of nature cannot be penetra-

ted, nor can living beings know the dreadful

mysteries beyond the grave ; this we know,
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however^ from the universal assurance of

all who have been exposed to this anticipa-

tion of death, that their last recollections

have been the mercy, and protection of God

;

that they descended, as they thought, to

death, calling on his name, and supplicating

his forgiveness ; that this was the last notion

with wrhich they seemed to resign the world.

And so it always is with us all ; religion is

natural, and necessary to the heart of man;

where else can that being seek for succour,

who is in death, in the midst of life ? what

other hope, in the perils of land, or water ;

on the bed of sickness ; in the hour of death

;

in the day of judgment ? Do not mind

what the ministers of religion say, but

in all the stupendous events of life, if

you find men falling back upon religion,

not only as their greatest, but as their only con-

solation; if those, who have thought them-

selves perishing in secret, tell you that at that

dread moment, it was the rod, and staff upon

which they leant ; this is one of those powerful,

and unpreparedevidencesin favour of religion,

which outweighs all that eloquence, and

argument can produce,

I am afraid, that I have already ex-
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tended what I have to say, to an im-

proper length, but I am most anxious to

succeed in my object, and to prevent a

repetition of those melancholy scenes, which

have given to us all so much pain ; think

what it is to save one father for his children ;

to rescue one child from untimely death ; t&

diminish so much alarm ; to diffuse so much
heartfelt joy ; to place under the control of

skill, and prudence, some of the bitterest

calamities of the world. God knows how
often the life of man has been cast away

;

the little account that has been made of it

in all the great changes, and revolutions of

the wrorld ; the millions which have pe-

rished, for some object which they did not

comprehend, and by which they could not

benefit ; it is delightful to think, amid all the

works of bad ambition, amid all the groans,

and bleedings of the earth, that in some little

part of the world, at least, men are occupied

with the preservation of life ; that there are

some human beings, who can derive the

highest gratification in restoring to those who

lovehim, the lowest, and poorest of mankind.

These thoughts are pleasant, and refreshing

;
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they do honour to those with whom they

originated ; I am sure they must produce the

happiest effects in this neighbourhood ; and

I sincerely implore the blessing of Almighty

God, upon so wise, so humane, and so chris-

tian an undertaking.
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SERMON IV.

Galatians V. Verse XXV.

The fruits of the spirit are, love, joy,

peace, long-suffering, gentleness, good-

ness, &c.

In this epistle to the Galatians, as in many

parts of his writings, St. Paul distinguishes

between the works of the flesh, and of the

spirit ; meaning by the first, the gratification

of those bad appetites, and passions inciden-

tal to our nature ; and by the last, those

virtues which we are taught by the Christian

religion.

The catalogue of natural vices exhibits

a true, and disgusting picture of man un-

taught, and unpurified by his Creator. The
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works of the flesh, says he, are hatred,

variance, strife, wrath, emulations, envyings,

and seditions : But the Christian religion

teaches another mind ; the fruits of that

spirit it would inculcate, are love, joy,

peace, long-suffering, gentleness, and good-

ness : In this manner, the general scope of

Christianity is pointed out in a few words,

and a test afforded us, by~ which we may
estimate our progress in religion.

We say, in our language, to seize on

the spirit of a thing ; we talk of the spirit

of our political constitution, of the spirit of

our civil, and criminal law ; and we seem

to mean by the expressions, those few lead-

ing principles which uniformly pervade these

respective codes, and give them consistency

of character ; in this sense, the apostle

unfolds to us the spirit of Christianity, the

object, and tendency of all its laws ; they

are instituted to increase love, and affection

amongst mankind ; to make us happy, to

diffuse peace, to inculcate mutual for-

bearance, gentleness, goodness* and rneek-^

ness.
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The fruits of the spirit are love.—By
love, the apostle means philanthropy, the

general love of our fellow-creatures, a

passion dwelling more often on the lip, than

in the heart, and rather a theme on which

we declaim, than a motive from which we
act. The mass of us who are called Chris-

tians do not hate cur fellow-creatures, but

we do not love them. Misanthropy is a

compound of ill temper, disappointment,

and folly, which does not often occur : But

most men are indifferent to that part of the

species, which is out of the pale of their

own private acquaintance ; the cry of public

wretchedness never reaches them ; they

never seek for hidden misery ; they shrink

from that courageous benevolence which

wades through mockery, and contempt, and

horror, to curb the infamous with laws, and

comfort the poor with bread ; and when the

rain, and the tempest blacken the earth,

they gather round their comforts within

;

and make fast the bars of their gates against

the crying Lazarus, and leave his sores to

the dogs, and his head to the storm.

Again nothing can be more dissimi-
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lar from the fruits of the spirit, than that lit-

tle indulgence, which our mutual faults ex-

perience one from the other. The character,

and conduct of those with whom we live,

is not only a very natural, but a very

necessary object of inquiry ; we should live,

and act in the dark, ifwe were not to make it

so ; but the strong tendency to injustice, and

ill nature is the thing to be corrected. Tear

the veil off your heart, and look at it

steadily, and boldly ; for a keener eye than

your's shall one day pierce into its darkest

chambers : Is there no secret wish to find

the imputation true, by which another is

degraded ? Is there no secret fear that it

should be refuted ? Do these sentiments

never lurk under the affectation of pity, and

condolence ? Have you never concealed

those circumstances, and considerations,

which you knew would extenuate the guilt

of an absent, and an accused person ? Have

you never sat in the prudent ecstacy of

silence, and seen the fame of a good, or an

eminent man mangled before your eyes ?

Have you never given credit, and circulation

to improbable evidence of crime ? Have
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you examined the guilt of your neighbour,

as you would examine the guilt of your

child, in heaviness of heart, and in all the

reluctant wretchedness of conviction ?

Have you never added to evil report ? never

in a bad hour, and with accursed tongue,

and w^ith unblushing face, heaped up infamy

on a better man than yourself; and spoke

that which was false of the helpless, the

good, the wise, or the great ? And if you

have done it, if it fojrm the daily habit of

your life, w^hat title have you to the name of

Christian ? Or of wrhat right do you call on

Jesus the merciful, and the good ? Be not

deceived ; God is never scorned : Think you

that he who set at nought the idle sacrifice

of the Jews, w^ho would not eat bulls flesh,

or drink the blood of goats, w^ill be mocked

with bended knees, and uplifted hands ? Are

we the disciples of Christ, because we stand

at this prayer, and rise at that, and sanctify

the face, and strain at trifles, and fill the

temple with the cry of God, God, and

Lord, Lord ? If these are our notions of

religion, we walk on deceitful ashes, which

will plunge our bodies in flame. Christ,/

came down from the mercy-seat of
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God to heal our woes, and minis-

ter to our infirmities, to soften the

nature of man, and to bend his heart to

mercy : If you truly venerate his holy

name, walk in that spirit with which

he walked on the earth ; forgive, as you

would be forgiven ; do unto others, as

you would they should do unto you
;
judge

your brethren in mercy, be slow to condemn,

and swift to forgive ; bearing always upon

you the fruits of the spirit, peace, long-

suffering, gentleness, and goodness.

Another cause, equally fatal to our pro-

gress in Christianity, is that proud contest

for superiority, so strongly observable in

society.

Few human creatures, indeed, are emi-

nent either for birth, fortune, beauty, learn-

ing, or any thing on which the world set a

value, without considering such distinctions

as a justification of pride in themselves, or

the want of it, as a mark of degradation in

others. The sole object for which they

mingle in society, is, to display what
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they possess, and to insinuate what the rest

of the world want. Their intercourse with

their fellow creatures is an eternal mixture

of ostentation, and sarcasm ; and they would

seem to be certain beings of a superior order,

made by some other God, and hoping for

a more select salvation. The effect of Chris-

tian faith upon daily behaviour is often,

indeed, scarcely discernible, if it exist at all

;

every one is the greatest in his own eyes ;

our forms of speech only are humble, our

hearts are full of disdain, and Christians in

this house, are mere creatures of the world

when they leave it. And yet there is nothing

in the humility of a Christian incompatible

with the elegance of a gentleman ; and that

polish of manners on which the world places

so great, and perhaps so merited a value,

proceeds chiefly from the indication of quali-

ties, which it is so much the object of the

Christian religion to diffuse. A man of grace-

ful behaviour counterfeits humility, throws a

veil over his advantages, and perfections ; he

discovers concealed merit, brings it into light,

and gives it brilliancy, and force.—Nobody

has any fault before him ; he is in appear-

ance gentle, long-suffering, and benevolent.
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There is hardly any one Christian quality

which a man, actuated by the mere vanity of

pleasing, does not assume, to effect his

object : Such oblique evidences in favour of

Christianity, is not without force, and shews,

that the disposition of mind which it labours

to inculcate, is precisely that which would

render human happiness the greatest, by

rendering society the most delightful ; much
more. delightful than it ever can be, when we
varnish over heart-burnings, Jealousies, envy-

mgs, and seditions, with Christian faces, and

more than Christian language.

There must exist in society distinction

of rank, as well as difference of natural

endowments, and attainments the effect of

study ; but God ordained this inequality

amongst mankind for wiser purposes than to

minister to the pride of one being, and to

wound the spirit of another ; the mere know-

ledge of our superiority is not criminal, and

indeed is frequently inevitable. It is the

internal pride, and contemptuous treatment

of others, founded on Such consciousness of

superiority, which violate a law of the gospel
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most frequently repeated, and most clearly

explained.

After all, take some quiet, sober mo-

ment of life, and add together the two ideas

of pride, and of man; behold him, a crea-

ture of a span high, stalking through infinite

space, in all the grandeur of littleness :

Perched on a little speck of the universe,

every wind of heaven strikes into his blood

the coldness of death ; his soul fleets from

his body, like melody from the string : day

and night, as dust on the wheel, he is rolled

along the heavens, through a labyrinth of

worlds, and all the systems, and creations of

God are flaming above, and beneath. Is

this a creature to revel in his greatness ? Is

this a creature to make to himself a crown

of glory ; to deny his own flesh and blood ;

and to mock at his fellowr
, sprung from that

dust, to which they both will soon return ?

Does the proud man not err ? Does he not

suffer ? Does he not die ? When he

reasons, is he never stopped by difficulties ?

When he acts, is he never tempted by plea-

sures ? When he lives, is he free from

pain ? When he dies, can he escape from
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the common grave ? Pride is not the heri-

tage of man ; humility should dwell with

frailty, and atone for ignorance, error, and

imperfection.

It is not merely with gross acts of vice,

or with splendid virtues, that Christianity is

conversant ; this is not the true genius, and

nature of our religion ; it descends even to

that turn of mind, and sentiment, which

fashions the deportment of man to man ; it

not only guards society from daring enormi-

ties, but would render our lives more happy,

by endearing cares, and engaging attentions;

it teaches man to be gentle, and kind to his

fellow, to forbear with him, to forgive foi-

bles, to forget injuries, to cheer the lowly

with glad words, and kind looks. This civil

and gracious spirit, is perhaps the truest test

of our progress in Christianity : Every one

is subject to occasional fits of generosity, but

a humane consideration, a rational indulgence

for others, evinced by a constant sweetness

of manner, is, perhaps, the most indis-

putable proof, that Christianity has sunk

deeply, and intimately into the heart. Do
not let this seem a frivolous, and inadequate
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object for a Divine lawgiver ; it owes its

importance to the moral constitution of

man. The causes of great happiness, and

misery, rarely occur ; little circumstances,

and events that appear trifling, singly consi-

dered, makeup the sum ofhuman enjoyment,

or misery. The retrospect of our past lives

will show us, that the greatest misfortune

we have suffered, is the sum total of useless

vexation inflicted on ourselves, and others,

from the want of this Christian restraint

upon temper, and Christian incitement to

t)enevolence,

Men are more pained by affront, than

by injury ; affront implies the absence of es-

teem, and the presence of contempt ; and

to gain the one, and avoid the other, seems

to be almost the ruling passion of our lives.

For wherefore are the greater part of man-
kind studious of riches, but from the conse-

quence they reflect on their possessor ? Of
what good are hidden beauty, or concealed

talent, or secret splendor of descent ? All

these we covet, as they enable us to move
with greater dignity in the world. What is

the sting of poverty ? not the privation of
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luxuries, but ridicule, and contempt, which

men die daily to avoid, because they fear

them worse than death : Esteem is the great

stake for which we all play ; and to show a

human being, not rendered infamous from

crime, that you despise him, is a cruelty

which savors little of that gentle religion we
profess, or that merciful Redeemer we adore.

The worldly motives to cultivate the

fruits of the spirit '(though subordinate of

course to those of religion), are numerous,

and strong. The resentment which proceeds

from contempt, is as much to be feared, as

the affection excited by courteous treatment

is to be desired, and cherished. It is

wretched policy to stimulate any human
being to a keen inspection of our follies,

and our faults, for no character can bear

the microscopic scrutiny of vindictive anger

:

Contempt never passes unobserved, is sel-

dom forgiven, and always returned with a

rapid accumulation of interest : Every body

makes league against insolence; the mis-

fortunes of an insolent man, are a public

rejoicing ; his vices are exaggerated, his mo-

tives fals ified, and his virtues forgotten ; he
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must humble himself in dust, and ashes,

before the world can, or will forgive him

:

Whereas that security which arises from a

consciousness of being generally beloved, is

the great soother of life, and the most de-

lightful sensation that any human being can

enjoy. He who affects to despise the ver-

dict, which the great tribunal of the world

passes on his life and fame, says that which

is not true, or that which is shameful, if it

be true ; the delicacy of our feelings, with

regard to public opinion, is extreme : To
hear that we have been the subject of con-

versation in our absence, creates a sensation

of anxious alarm ; we glance instantly at

the weak parts of our character, at the

offence, or the benevolence we have

previously awakened in our judges;

and our hearts die within us, if we learn

that we have been the object of general con-

demnation ; but to reflect that we are be-

loved as widely as we are known, to think

that there are many absent human beings,

who bear to us the seeds of good will, kind-

ness, and esteem, is a sentiment which

cheers the sadness of life ; we shall live so

as never to lose it; it breathes a grateful

VOL. II. F
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tranquillity on the soul ; it is a firm barrier

against the waves of chance, a lasting, solid

happiness, which we bear about us, like

strength, and health, earned by temperance,

and toil. If ve would, then, that men

should love you, love ye also them ; not with

gentleness of face alone, and the shallow

mockery of smiles; but in singleness of

heart, in forbearance, judging mercifully,

entering into the mind of thy brother, to

spare his pains, to prevent his wrath, to be

unto him an eternal fountain of peace.

These are the fruits of the spirit, and this

the soul which emanates from our sacred

religion : If we bear these fruits now in the

time of this life ; if we write these laws on

the tablets of our hearts, so as we not only

say, but do them, then indeed are we the

true servants of Jesus, and the children of

his redemption : For us he came down from

Heaven ; for us he was scorned, and hated

upon earth ; for us mangled on the cross

;

and, at the last day, when the trumpet shall

sound, and the earth melt, and the Heavens

groan, and die, we shall spring up, from

the dust of the grave, the everliving spi-

rits of God,
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Isaiah XXXIV. Verse III.

The mountains are melted with their blood.

With the pleasure which I always feel in

addressing you on any subject of charity,

may be mingled perhaps, on this particular

occasion, some distant sense of national

honour, and some small share of national

pride ; for it has ever been the memorable

privilege of this island, to stand forward as

the early, and eager champion of all the

miseries of man ; and though other nations

may have fought, and may have gained in

arms, and in arts, a name equally glorious

with our own, none have ever cherished the
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wretched stranger as we have done ; none

have so sheltered the weary exile of other

lands ; none have ministered, with such

melting humanity, to aliens in speech, and

blood, who kneeled before us venerable in

misery, and pleaded the kindred of misfor-

tune : For when did any people ever fall

from their high estate, and there was no

one of us to lament them? When was any

country ever smittea, and afflicted, and we
did not lift them up from the dust ? What
victims of war, of tyranny, and persecu-

tion, have we ever driven back from our

shores ? What species of sorrow have

we rejected ? What shapq of misery have

we despised ?

It is pleasant to hear of the virtues of

our country; the good deeds our fathers

have done, warm our hearts to mercy

;

their generation is past away, and they are

all sleeping in their tombs : but as their

blood gives us life, so may their noble

thoughts yet dwell in the bosoms of their

children.

When the poor Palatines presented
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themselves at the gates of the metropolis,

every British heart was roused to a pitch of

enthusiasm for their relief: It could not be

endured, that a sad, and motley crowd of

men, and women, should lie on the bare

ground, under the open wintry heaven,

begging humbly, and piteously for food ;

they drank of our cup : they were warmed

with the fleece of our sheep ; the tears of

these poor creatures were dried up, and

their hearts opened to new prospects of

Joj-

Not less conspicuous was the charity

of this island, at that dreadful epoch when

the city of Lisbon was overturned by an

earthquake, and one dreadful day made of

a beautiful metropolis a heap of hideous

ruins. It was from the quick, and effica-

cious bounty of the British people, that

they experienced the first dawn of relief;

the blessings of all ranks of people were

showered upon us : King, and peasant,

were melted by our compassion ; and

wretched mothers, that lingered weeping

over the stones of the city, which covered

the mangled bodies of their children,
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could spare one prayer to Heaven for their

benefactors, and their friends.

Why should I remind you of the late

unparalleled instance of goodness, and

generosity, shown to the poor French

emigrants ; a generosity which want, and

privation of every kind, has not been able

to relax, or to extinguish. In the midst of

a bloody war, carried on by their own
countrymen for our destruction, we have

expended millions in support of the French

who have sought an asylum amongst us

;

and while the blood of our brothers, and

our friends, has been flowing from the

swords of their kindred, they have lived

tranquilly amongst us, in the peace of our

laws, and the plenty of our land.

Induced, by these splendid examples of

national feeling, the poor people of Switzer-

land come tremblingly before you, to beg

some small relief in their wretchedness

:

They come to you, not with the looks of

freemen, but in tears, and in chains, naked,

hungered, and broken-hearted : The vallies
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vet ring with their cries, the mountains are

wet with their blood, they have been smit-

ten, and slaughtered, and spoiled. Swit-

zerland is begging to Europe for charity !

—

Switzerland, where the humblest peasant

would have blushed to have sought his sup-

port, but from the strength of his arm, and

the energy of his mind !— Switzerland,

which seemed one vast family, ruled by the

same spirit of activity !—Switzerland, where

simplicity, and peace, and joy, had fled

from courts, and empires, to dwell in the

awful bosom of her eternal mountains.

I cannot but feel some little embar-

rassment in pressing the misfortunes of the

Swiss upon your notice, when the necessi-

ties of your own poor seem to put in so

much more imperious a claim to your gene-

rosity. But this claim of your own poor,

it should be remembered, has been already

heard, and allowed ; a very large sum has

been subscribed for their relief, and a much

larger slim would, if it were necessary, be

raised with the same facility.

Neither does it follow, that the pittance
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raised upon this occasion, should be sub-

tracted from your domestic charities. In the

present posture of affairs, many good peo-

ple will be, I am sure, induced to sacrifice

somewhat of their amusements, or even of

their comforts, to their conviction of the

general miseries of Europe ; and upon this

truly Christian spirit, you must allow me to

say, from my present experience of this

country, that I place the firmest, and most

rational reliance. Besides, too, I never will

subscribe to that doctrine, which confines

the feelings of humanity to the more weal-

thy, and educated classes of mankind. The

poor feel acutely for those whose miseries

are greater than their own. Suffering, as

the peasantry are in this melancholy season

of scarcity, if it were possible to give

them a clear conception of the ancient state

of society in Switzerland, of that happi-

ness from which the Swiss have been pre-

cipitated, and the abject misery to which

they have been reduced, do you think they

would grudge to these poor creatures the

charity you may extend to them ? No ! suffer-

ihg as they are, they would break off 4
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xnorsel of their bread for the poor Swiss,

and would cheerfully add another pang of

hunger to the sorrows of their hearts.

Amidst all the enormities of the French

revolution, no one circumstance perhaps

has excited such general sympathy, and in-

dignation, as the fall of Switzerland. With

the name of Switzerland has been connect-

ed, from our earliest years, all the worthy

feelings of the heart, and all the exquisite

beauties of nature ; all that the eye of taste,

or the soul of benevolence, could require ; a

race of brave, and happy, and good men
animated her solemn rocks, and glens ; the

climbing step of freedom had scanned the

summit of the mountains, the unwearied

hand of labour had drawn from the barren

rock sustenance for man ; the peasant, with

his plough, and his sword, and his book^,

was at once a tiller of the earth, a soldier,

and a christian. Happiness never was

more complete, imagination could not

paint a more enviable lot upon earth, or

could the earth afford it. For six. hundred

vean» thev had remained firm as their native
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mountains, amidst all the convulsions of

Europe ; for two hundred years they had

hardly drawn the sword, or never drawn it

but to conquer: " They were a chosen

" land, beloved of God ; and while the

" wrathful hail smote the lands about

." them, in their fields was no hail seen."

Into these hallowed retreats, in the

midst of a solemn truce, in spite of the

strict neutrality observed by the Swiss, and

the solemn, and repeated promises of their

own government, burst the common ene-

mies of mankind, hot from the carnage, and

reeking with the blood of other nations:

They came to no new w^ork of horror

;

they had murdered other innocents, and pil-

laged other temples, and wasted other lands:

They could dye the silvered hair of the aged

man with his own blood ; they could curse

the tears of women, and dash down the

suckling babe, as he lifted up his meek eyes

for mercy.

In the midst of such horrid scenes as

these, many actions of heroic valour cha-
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racterized the last days of Switzerland; and

she died with her face ever turned to the

enemy, slowly yielding, and fiercely strug-

gling to the last. In the final battle, fought

near the environs of the capital, (fought,

as said the French, on their part, for the

liberation of the Swiss people), one hun-

dred and sixty women were left dead upon

the field of battle, mangled almost to

atoms ; still greater numbers perished at

Nurenburg, at Laupen, and Lengnau, fight-

ing with madness for all they loved upon

earth, and throwing their comely bleeding

bodies before their husbands, and their

children. At Oberland, an old peasant was

observed in arms, fighting amidst his three

children, and his seven grandchildren ; they

sustained the combat with inconceivable bra-

very, calling upon each other by name ten-

derly ; the children thronging about the old

man, and guarding with their manly limbs

the hoary head of their parent. They were

all murdered ; and in a moment of time,

this valiant race was blotted from the book

of living men.

In the midst of all, wherever bravery,
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and wherever counsel, were needed, was

their truly great, and intrepid leader;* not

now, as you might think, in the fulness of

strength, and youth, but an old man, of

seventy years of age, who, for half a cen-

tury, hid ruled the affairs of the republic

with the utmost wisdom, and justice, and

found himself, at the close of life, when

ease, and retirement, crowned with honour,

are so sweet, found himself combating in

the midst of armed peasants, for the exis-

tence of his country. He had ever warned

the Swiss of the dangers to which they

were exposed, but unfortunately in vain.

At the moment of actual peril, his age, and

his infirmities, would have allowed him to

retire without disgrace ; but there are men

who are ruled by something within, which

they dread more than the judgment of the

w orld. He who had guided his country in

the days of her tranquillity, could not for-

sake her in her troubles : The miseries of

Switzerland made her doubly dear to this

good man ; and, like a true leader of the

people, he led them in the day of death and

* Steigner.
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battle. The people are never ignorant who

is fit to lead them ; they rushed after him

like the angel of the living God ; and ray

Swiss peasant, who was stabbed at his feet,

cast his lingering eyes on this great man,

and when he saw him yet breahing, died in

peace.

I ought perhaps to apologize to you for

thus occupying your time from the pulpit

with the praises of individuals ; but I coald

not let such an occasion pass, without saying

a few words on so memorable a man. I

paint to you the genius of the people, in

showing you the extraordinary characters to

which such an epoch gave birth. You see

what a nation has been destroyed ;
you see

the full extent of crime, for which the French

have become amenable to the whole human

race. Besides, too, if at any future time it

shall please Almighty God, to expose this

country to similar perils ; if these robbers of

the earth, are still suffered to mock at all

living men, to shiver to pieces crowns and

sceptres, and hurl down princes, and poten-

tates, and thrones, and dominations ; and if

there be in this church any young man, des-
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tined, by his great talents, to lead the people

at such an awful crisis ; let him learn, from

the life of this illustrious leader, to despise

every system of temporizing policy, to see

that there are times when magnanimity is

prudence, when despair is wisdom ; like

him, ever looking up to God, and guided by

the light of beautiful, and manly principles,

let him move forwards in one even tenor,

through all times, and seasons, and circum-

stances, and events.

The vengeance which the French took

of the Swiss, for their determined opposition

to the invasion of their country, was deci-

sive, and terrible. The history of Europe

can afford no parallel of such cruelty. To
dark ages, and the most barbarous nations of

the east, we must turn for similar scenes of

horror, and perhaps must turn in vain. The

soldiers, dispersed over the country, carried

fire, and sword, and robbery, into the most

tranquil, and hidden valleys of Switzerland :

From the depth of sweet retreats echoed the

shrieks of murdered men, stabbed in their

humble dwellings, under the shadow of the

high mountains, in the midst of those scenes
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of nature, which make solemn, and pure,

the secret thoughts of man, and appal him

with the majesty of God. The flying pea-

sants saw, in the midst of the night,

their cottages, their implements of husbandry,

and the hopes of the future year, expiring in

one cruel conflagration. The men were shot

upon the slightest provocation ; innumerable

women, after being exposed to the most

atrocious indignities, were murdered, and

their bodies thrown into the woods. In some

instances this conduct was resented ; and for

symptoms of such an honourable spirit, the

beautiful town of Altsdorf was burnt to the

ground, and a single house left to shew

where it had stood. The town of Stantz, a

town peculiarly dear to the Swiss, as it gave

birth to one of the founders of their liberty,

was reduced to a heap of cinders. In

this town, in the fourteenth century,

a Swiss general surprised, and took

prisoner, the Austrian commander who had

murdered his father ; he forgave him, upon

the simple condition of his not serving any

more against the Swiss Cantons. When the

French got possession of this place, they

burnt it to ashes; not in a barbarous age, but

vol. ii. a
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now, yesterday, in an age we call philosophi-

cal; they burnt it because the inhabitants

endeavoured to preserve their liberty. The

Swiss was a simple peasant ; the French are a

mighty people, combined for the regenera-

tion of Europe. Oh, Europe, what dost

thou owe to this mighty people ? dead

bodies, ruinous heaps, broken hearts, wraste

places, childless mothers, widows, orphans,

tears, endless confusion, and unutterable

woe. For this mighty nation we have

suffered seven yearsof unexampled wretched-

ness, a long period of discord, jealousy,

privation, and horror, which every re-

flecting man would almost wish blotted

out from his existence. By this mighty peo-

ple the Swiss have lost their country ; that

country which they loved so well, that if

they heard but the simple song of their child-

hood, tears fell dow/i every manly face,

and the hearts of intrepid soldiers sobbed

with grief. What, then, is all this

done with impunity ? Are the thunders of

God. dumb ? Are there no lightnings in his

right hand ? Pause a little, before you

decide on the ways of Providence ; tarry, and

see what will come to pass. There is a
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solemn, and awful courage in the human

heart, placed there by God himself, to guard

man against the tyranny of his fellows, and

while this lives, the world is safe. There

slumbers even now, perhaps, upon the

mountains of Switzerland, some youthful

peasant, unconscious of the soul he bears,

that shall lead down these bold people from

their rocks, to such deeds of courage as they

have heard with their ears, and their fathers

have declared unto them ; to such as were

done in their days, and in the old time

before them, by those magnanimous rustics,

who first taught foolish ambition to respect

the wisdom, and the spirit of simple men,

righteously, and honestly striving for every

human blessing.

Let me go on a little farther in this

dreadful enumeration. More than thirty

villages were sacked in the canton of Berne

alone ; not only was all the produce of the

present year destroyed, but as the cattle unfit

for human food were slaughtered, and

the agricultural implements burnt ; the

certainty of famine was entailed upon them

for the ensuing year ; at the end of all this

g2
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military execution, civil exactions, still more

cruel, and oppressive were begun ; and under

the forms of government, and law, the most

unprincipled men gave loose to their avarice,

and rapacity, till Switzerland has sunk at last

under the complication of her misfortunes,,

reduced to the lowest ebb of misery, and

despair.

It cannot be necessary, after this narra-

tive, to make any long, or urgent appeals to

your feelings ? If ever the misfortunes of

man were a care to you ; if ever you have

sacrificed any pleasure to lighten the

heavy heart ; if a wretched face, and a

wailing voice, have ever pierced your soul,

and sunk your gaiety to the dust, and filled

your eyes with tears, have mercy on these

poor forsaken people. I do not ask of you
much, but give them a little; they have no

bread, no shelter, no friends ; they feel they

have no right to petition you ; but they fling

themselves down, on their knees before you,

and beg you, through the gospel of Jesus

Christ, to have pity on them, or they must

dis : If any one of you had been wander-
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ing in their mountains, they would have

entreated you kindly, and gently ; ifyou had

been sick, they would have watched your

bed ; if you had been weary, they would

have sheltered you in their cabins : if you

had been hungry, their very children would

have come to share their food with you, and

their. little faces would have been clouded

with sorrow, till the countenance of the

poor stranger within their gates was turned

to joy. Do not let these men perish ;

but though you have heard, in these latter

days, many a tale of misery, be not wearied

with doing good ; but, taught by that

power, which has ever pity on you, learn ye

to have pity on them.

The genuine soul of compassion is swift

to figure, and to conceive ; it glides into the

body of the suffering wretch ; it writhes

with his agony ; it faints with his hunger ; it

weeps with his tears ; it bleeds with his

blood ; till, blind with the wise, and heavenly

delusion, it ministers to its own fancied sor-

rows, and labours for another self. Forget,

then, for a moment, that you are living in a

free country, in affluent circumstances, and
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under respected laws
; put yourselves in the

situation of these poor peasants ; you would

see your children daily wasting before your

eyes, for want of proper food
;
you would

be forced to bear their looks ; you would see

the little spot where all your affections cen-

tred, the habitation of your forefathers, the

pride of your life, broken down to a deso-

lation, and a desert ;
you would sit down on

the ruins ; you would remember the happy

days of your infancy that you had passed

there ; you would think your country was

no more, your kindred were dead in battle ;

you would think of all these things, and

your heart would break.

My brethren, farewel. I have done. I

have said every thing in my power for these

unhappy people ; I have said it with all my
heart, and soul, for I absolutely believe they

are dying from hunger. I humbly crave

some little charity for them ; I beg you as

Christians, as good, and kind men, to turn

your hearts towards their wretchedness ; I

beg you, as you hope for mercy from the

good, and gracious Jesus, as you hope to

spend your latter days in peace, as you wish
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that your children in distant lands should

return home to you in good report, and

bless your eyes once more before death : If

there be here a parent who feels the warning

of age, and lingers in heart round his dear

family ; if there be a child that knows how
to cherish the declining age of its parent; by

all these hopes, by all these feelings, by all

these passions, I solemnly entreat your

mercy ; and may the God of Heaven, and

earth, and man, by teaching you to pity, give

you the right to implore*
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I. Corinthians XIV. Verse XXXIIL

For God is not the author , of confusion, but

of peace, in all the churches.
i

As I intend to avail myself of this occasion

to treat of that spirit of religious intole-

rance which has recently* displayed itself in

this country. I am happy to ground my re-

marksupon this simple^ andChristian precept,

delivered in the writings of St. Paul ; that the

final end, of all religious establishments

* This sermon was written, and printed in the

spring of 1807; when a clamour, for political purposes,

ivas raised against the Catholics.
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is, to disseminate peace, and happiness

among mankind ; that nothing can be

farther from, or more contrary to, the

purposes for which they were created, than

to teach men to hate each other on account

of their religious opinions : " for God is

not the author of confusion, but of peace,

in all the churches."

It may seem needless to invite attention

to a truth which every man's understanding

admits, and every man's heart adopts, as

soon as it is stated. But common experience

shews us, that the understanding, and the

heart are totally different in a season of

passion, and a season of quiet ; that there

are periods when anger, and error are epide-

mical ; when the wisest, men forget the

plainest rules ; when it is necessary to call

them back loudly, and firmly, to the first

elements of justice.

Because this agitation of the public

mind has proceeded from an apprehension

for the safety of the church establishment,

I shall endeavour to shew what the fair
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limits of a church establishment are ; and

then, to lay down those principles of tolera-

tion, and liberality by which its blessings may
be most widely extended, its friends the most

successfully increased, and its interests the

most effectually protected.

The church must be distinguished from

religion itself. We might be Christians,

without any established church at all ; as

some countries of the world are at this day.

A church establishment is only an instru-

ment for teaching religion ; but an instru-

ment of admirable contrivance, and of vast

utility.

* To constitute an established church,

there must be an order of men set apart for

the ministerial office ; a regular provision

made for them ; and a particular creed

containing the articles of their faith. These

are the three considerations which seem

* This account of a church establishment is taken
from Paley. Though such truths are so obvious, that a

child might state them, if he had no interest in perverting
the truth.
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to make up our idea of an established

church.

First, If those who instructed the

people in their religion, were not a pecu-

liar body of men set apart for that purpose,

it is clear that the Christian religion, the

evidences of which depend so much on

history, and on a knowledge of the dead

languages, would be very imperfectly

taught. Society, too, has a right to look

to its clergy for the benefits of example,

as well as precept ; which of course they

could not do, if the character of a religious

teacher could be assumed, or laid aside at

pleasure, and lasted only for the time requi-

site to deliver the instruction.

Secondly. The support of the clergy

ought not to be left to the caprice, and

pleasure of individuals, but it should be

(as it is) compulsory upon all; because,

u jon any other system, they would either

not be supported at all, or would be

compelled to gain their subsistence by

following where they ought to lead, and
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by flattering where it was their duty to

instruct.

Lastly. If there were no articles of

faith, to which it was necessary to sub-

scribe in order to become a member of

the established church, every species of

contradiction would be preached to the

same congregation ; one minister would

defend the doctrine of the Trinity, and

another would attack it. We should hear,

at one time, that Christ was the son of

God ; and at another, that he was merely

a prophet. The church would become as

divided in its doctrines, as Eabel was in its

language ; and the minds of well-intentioned

Christians, jaded by controversy, would

lapse into uniform indifference upon all

subjects of religion.

These, then, are the three main points

upon which all church establishments must

rest ; and thus far such institutions have

reason on their side, and powerfully pro-

mote the best interests of mankind. In spite

of all wild, and visionary theories, it is right

that the state should choose a particular
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creed ; that they should set apart a particu-

lar order of men to defend it ; and compel

every individual to pay to its support.

Homely, and coarse as these principles may

appear, to many speculative men, they are

the only ones by which the existence of any

religion can be secured to the community ;

and we have now too much reason to believe

that the system of greater latitude, attempted

naturally enough in the new world, will

end fatally for the Christian religion, and

for good practical morality.

It may also happen, that a particular

sect, dissenting from the doctrines of the

church, is at the same time disloyally inclined

towards the state ; and then it seems expe-

dient to seize hold of their religious creed

as a mark of their political principles, and

to exclude them from civil offices lest they

should use the power such offices confer, to

the injury of the commonwealth. Exclu-

sions of this kind exist in our own historv

;

and in their origin, they were, perhaps, wise

and necessary : I>ut it must be remembered,

they are not, nor were they intended to be

any essential part of a church establish-
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tnent ; they are only laws which make use

of a religious test, to effect a particular pur-

pose in government ; laws, which do not

say that the man holding such religious opi-

nions, must necessarily be an enemy to the

state at all times, but that he is so at that

particular time ; and that the civil exclusion

must remain as long as the political disaffec-

tion exists, and not a moment beyond.

I beg then, before I speak of the spirit

which ought to animate the established

church, to remind yt)u, that the only essen-

tial, and indispensable requisites for an estab-

lishment are, a separate order of men as

teachers ; a legal provision not left to the

option of the people ; and a clear exposi-

tion of their religious belief to be subscribed

by all its members. It may be necessary

also, sometimes, for the state to make reli-

gious faith the test of political opinion, and,

therefore, the reason, for civil incapacities :

but all these regulations are temporary, are

by no means essential to the church establish-

ment, and ought to cease with the causes^

which gave them birth.

VOL. II. H
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These are, as it seems to me, and has

seemed to wiser, and better men than me,

the principles on which an establishment

ought to be placed ; and upon this base

there will be reared a church, not of confu-

sion, but of peace.

I come now to that part of my discourse

concerning the spirit, and principles by

which the members of the established church

ought to be actuated, so. as to promote the

general purposes of benevolence specified in

the text.

In the first place, there is nothing less

Christian than to wish that the same penal-

ties, and deprivations of civil rights should

remain, as a sort of degrading badge upon

those who differ from the established church.

Whether the necessity for their continuation

still exists, is another question ; but if it

dees, to continue them is a duty, not a plea-

sure ; it is not a triumph to be sought, but a

melancholy, and an hateful task to be per-

formed; for to a genuine Christian it is always

an hateful task to abridge the natural rights

of any human being, to repress his industry,
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to damp his honest ambition, and to make

him a stranger in the land of his birth. As

I love to worship God according to my own

conceptions of real religion, I love that every

man should do the same ; as I wish that all

the honors, and advantages of the realm

were laid fairly open to my competition, I

most ardently wish, (if the safety of the

state will admit of it) that they could be laid

open to the competition of every man, let

his faith be what it may. I have no more

pleasure in depriving an human being of his

civil freedom, than in depriving him of the

blessings of light, and of air. It is not impossi-

ble but that the safety of the state may require

the continuation of such odious restrictions,

but I would exact the most convincing proofs

that such necessity did really exist ; and I

should look upon it as the most sacred of

all duties, and the most exalted of all plea-

sures, to mark that moment w7hen the public

safety could be rendered compatible wTith

complete freedom in religion. The spirit

to be blamed, is the indecent joy, and exulta-

tion, that other men are still continued in a

state of bondage ; the love of being free,

the dread lest others should be as free ; the

h 2
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narrow, and perilous notion that every priva-

tion we can heap upon those who do not

subscribe to its doctrines, is so much of solid

gain for the established church.

It is contended that to deprive a man

of the opportunity of attaining to certain

honors in the state, is not persecution, to

torture and to destroy for religious opinions

is wrong ; to block up the road to political

power for the same reason, is not wrong, and

cannot be called by the name of persecution.

The plain answer to which error is this : you

have no right to prohibit any pleasure, or to

inflict any pamfWithout an adequate reason

;

you have no right to defeat an human being

in the meanest of all his wishes, unless you

can shew that an adequate good is obtained

to the community by so doing : much more

are you bound, in rendering a particular

mode of faith a cause of perpetual degrada-

tion, to shew what those reasons are, which

justify you in such an inroad upon the liber-

ties of mankind ; if this cannot be done,

such exclusions are persecutions of the gros-

sest nature; and all honest and enlightened
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Christians are bound to strive for their

extinction.

It seems to be a want of candor in our

establishment, to presume that time has pro-

duced no changes for the better in the spirit

of any other religion : Though we our-

selves are in great measure indebted to expe-

rience, and to the progress of civilization for

that moderation bywhichwe are distinguished,

we conceive that the great book of observa-

tion has been shut to all other sects ; that

age has rolled on after age, without lighten-

ing their ancient darkness, or softening their

early zeal : Availing ourselves of all the

knowledge, all the tranquillity, and all the

improvement, w^e have gathered from three

centuries ;
painting ourselves as the world is

at this present day ; we ask, if the Catholic,

and the Calvinist of the sixteenth century,

"with all the cruelty, madness, and igno-

ance^ of that period are fit to be put upon a

level with the enlightened member of the

establishment, and to be restored to the

exercise of their natural rights ? We
oppose a creature of fact, to a creature of

history; and derive the advantage of our
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comparisons, from the unfairness of the

periods at which they are made. The fact

is, the written doctrine remains the same

;

the book is as it was before ; that, no sect

ever alters : but, with the same words in his

mouth, the man may possess a very diffe-

rent heart ; and, repeating phrases of perse-

cution, may be really actuated by the spirit

of peace. We are therefore bound in jus-

tice to consider, not what is said by other

sects, but what is done ; not to seize upon

lifeless, and antiquated doctrines, which they

have been too proud, too timid, and too care-

less to expunge ; but to mark their reli-

gion, both where it is in subjection, and

where it is in power, and to gather its real

character from its general spirit. This we
expect that other religions should do to us

;

this other religions have a right to expect we
should do to them.

It would tend to promote peace, and

prevent confusion (the great object of my
text,) if the establishment had a just con-

fidence in its own strength, and a manly

ease, and security, the consequence of that

confidence. Does it behove so learned, so
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opulent, so pious, so moral a body of men,

to tremble for this vast, and venerable esta-

blishment, as if it were a little sickly

heresy, that had sprung up yesterday in the

brain of some distempered enthusiast ? Do
the names, and the writings of the English

clergy go for so little ? do time, and habit

produce such trifling effects upon the minds

of men ? is property of such little avail ?

have learning, and argument such shallow

resources, that the church cannot endure the

slightest extension of freedom to those out

of its own pale, though it did exist a whole

century before the freedom of these men
was in the slightest degree diminished ?

Those who have lively, and irritable feelings

for the safety of the church, must admire

that for which they fear so much ; their ad-

miration is wise, and just, but how is it consis-

tent with their belief in its rapid frailty, and

decay ? The truth is, it is not frail, and

not perishable. If " the gates of hell shall

not prevail against if," it will never be

dashed to pieces against the rock of justice.

It is strong enough to surRv all men to be

free, and to disdain all other aid than that
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which it gains from teaching, and from act-

ing well.

The last twenty years of an his-

tory have been honorably distinguished by

the innumerable laws of persecution they

have repealed, and the comparative freedom

they have extended to every description of

Christians. At every stage of toleration,

the destruction of the established church

has been foretold ; which never was more

powerful, or more justly respected, than at

this moment. Is there any human being

who wishes to put religious toleration on

the same footing it was at the beginning of

this period, and to deprive us of all the ad-

vantages of that liberal policy which has

distinguished the present reign ? The mo-

ment the restriction is thrown down, all

-men wonder that it was ever reared up, that

it was continued so long, or deemed so im-

portant. When persecution is put an end

to, it is represented as useless, or cruel

:

while it exists, it is praised as wise in its

policy, and wholesome in its consequences.

It is the duty of every member of the
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establishment, before he gives his assent

to the continuation of such penal laws, to

take care that he is not led away by inflam-

matory names. All names by which sec-

taries are denoted, are become terms of pas-

sion, and reproach ; and the very expres-

sions of papist, catholic, and presbyterian,

are, in the majority of instances sufficient

to decide opinion. These bad, and hurtful

notions are imbibed so early, and sink so

deep, that the subject of religious diffe-

rence is that of all others where a man of

principle ought the most to suspect his own
reason. The tenets of the catholic faith are,

I must say, in many instances, such as com-

mon sense revolts at ; but many of the

greatest, and best men that ever lived, have

been catholics ; the common endearments

of life go on with them as with us
; great,

and civilised nations have, under the aus-

pices of that religion, carried the arts of

life to the highest pitch of refinement

:

Blaming that religion cordially, dissenting

from it totally, washing to inspire with

our better, and purer knowledge of the gos-

pel, it is impossible to cry down its followers

as men unworthy to be trusted bv the state

;
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and as unfit for all the offices of civil life

;

it is impossible to pour forth one sweeping

clause of anathema, and proscription against

the greater half of the civilised world, and

to contend that we only are the infallible

judges of error, and of truth. The esta-

blishment is not guarded by such practices

as these ; but disgraced, and humbled, in

the estimation of those reflecting persons,

who ought to be cultivated as its best, and

warmest friends.

I must add, that nothing can be more

injurious to the true interests of the church,

than to mingle its name with the political

factions of the day, and to lend its autho-

rity to any purpose of individual ambition :

If it is done by one party in politics, it will

soon be imitated by the other ; we shall then

become a mere tool, to answer the purposes

of two opposite factions ; and the dearest

interests of mankind will be sacrificed to the

vilest of all purposes. This is the true way

first to disgrace a church establishment; and

then, (when it has incurred universal con-

tempt,) to destroy it.
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Some feelings of generosity we might

display towards other sects, from the recol-

lection that we are the strongest, that we
are endowed, that we are protected ;

that we have the favour of the great

mass of the people, and the countenance,

and support of the law. It would be

charitable to remember, that these things

must be galling to those who have as firm a

conviction in the truth, and superiority of

their creed, as we can possibly have of ours.

The beautiful spirit, and the true policy, is,

to allay the little jealousy our advantages

must occasion, to soften these mortifying

distinctions by every amiable concession,

and by every charitable judgment : not to

inflame a painful sense of inferiority into a

furious hatred ; not wantonly to insult other

Christians, or needlessly to depress them
;

but cheerfully, and eagerly to impart to

them every advantage with which the secu-

rity of the establishment can possibly be

rendered compatible.

Piety, and honesty are always vene-

rable, with whatever degree of error they

happen to be connected : Far from con-
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Sidering the sectarian clergy as objects of

ridicule, contempt, and persecution, it is

impossible to witness their laborious ex-

ertions for what they believe to be the

truth, their poverty, the insignificance

and obscurity, in which they pass their

lives, without experiencing for them

very sincere sentiments both of pity, and

respect.

It is now time, however, that I should

close what I have to say upon this very

important subject. It cannot, I am sure,

be necessary to apologise for any sentiments

calculated to inspire mankind with the

spirit of religious charity, and to remind

them, that the God of us all, is the God

not " of confusion, but cf peace." If a

religious establishment were nothing but a

barbarous, and monastic institution ; if it

were merely an human institution ; it might

be necessary to prop it up with penal laws,

narrow jealousies, and political factions.;

Such unworthy arts might for a little time

retard its deserved fate ; but, convinced as

I am that in the uninterrupted order of its

prelates it is of apostolical origin, that in
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its human arrangements, and provisions it is

founded upon the solid basis of good sense*

and public utility, I am sure it wants no

such aids as these. The more liberal the

spirit it displays when any great question of

human happiness is at slake; the more,

noble that disposition which it exhibits

towards all other descriptions of Christians

;

the less it .suffers itself to be contaminated

by faction, and be duped by party ; by all

that it increases in learning, in piety, and in

good conduct ; by all this, will it conciliate

universal affection, be raised in real dip*-

nity, and increase in permanent strength.

These are the real means of security, and

the only true art of continuing, and pro-

tecting religion in the world. One man
dies, and another is born ; but public opi-

nion, under God, settles the fate of all

human institutions ; blaming and degrad-

ing the works of violence ; loving, honor-

ing, strengthening, and sanctifying, the

deeds of justice, the spirit of charity, and

the establishments of peace.





ON

V A N I T Y





SEHMON VII.

ECCLESIASTES I. VERSE XIV.

Behold all is vanity, and vexation of spirit.

Those vices are not always the most dan-

gerous, which are the most rapid of opera-

tion, but as effects strike the senses most,

where they follow immediately from their

causes,, such vices have been more accurately

observed, and more clearly explained, than

any others. In the mean time, there are

many habits of thought little noticed, and

little feared, which pollute, no less effectu-

ally, the springs of the heart, and destroy

the purity of religion. We shudder at

falsehood, at ingratitude, at neglect of

serious duties, at hardness of heart; we look

VOL. II. I
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at vanity with a smile of contempt, at the

vanity of the young, and gay, with a smile

of indulgence ; it seems, to our improvident

view an harmless plant, that has got up in

the luxuriant soil of youth, and will quickly

wither away in more mature age; in the

mean time, up it climbs, and strangles in its

grasp the towering, and lordly passions of

the soul.

I mean by vanity, the excessive love of

praise, and I call it excessive, whenever it

becomes a motive to action ; for to make

men indifferent to the praise of their fellow

creatures, as a consequence of their actions,

is not, that 1 know of, any where enjoined

by our sacred religion, nor would it be wise,

if it were possible.

The vanity of great men, when it stimu-

lates them to exertions, useful to mankind, is

that species of vanity, which seems to

approach the nearest to virtue, and which

wre most readily pardon for its effects ; and,

indeed, so much are we inclined to view

actions by their splendor, or their import-

ance, rather than by their motives, that we
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can hardly agree to call by the name of vain,

a man who has exercised consummate, and

successful ability upon great objects

;

whereas, there is a vanity of great, and a

vanity of little minds, and the same passion

regulates a ceremony, which saves, or ruins

a kingdom. It is better, to be sure, that

good, (if it cannot be done from the best)

should be done from any motive> rather than

not be done at all ; but the dignity of the

fact can never communicate purity to the

intention : True religion consists not only

in action, but in the mind with which we

act; and the highest beneficence, which

flows from vanity, though it may ex?Jt us in

the eyes of men, abases us in the view of

God.

It is curious to observe this versatile

passion of vanity, in all the forms under

which it loves to exist ; every shape, every

colour, every attitude become it alike;

sometimes it is a virtue, and sometimes a

decency, and sometimes a vice; it gives

birth to the man of refined manners, the

profligate, the saint, and the hero ; it plays

with the toy of the child ; it totters on the

i 2
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crutch of age ; it lingers on the bed of sick-

ness, and gathers up its last strength to die

with decent effect amidst the plaudits of the

world. The fall of great cities, the waste

of beautiful provinces, the captivity of na-

tions, the groans and bleedings of the earth,

Whence have they sprung ? that folly might

worship, that fame might record, that the

world might look on, and wonder ; for these

feelings men have embittered life, accelerated

death, and abjured eternity. But with

these vast scenes, I have nothing to do here ;

to common life, and ordinary occasions, I

must at present confine myself.

One of the great evils of vanity is, that

it induces hardness of heart : Compassion

must have exercise, or it will cease to exist

;

the mind cannot be engrossed at once by
two opposite sj^stems of hopes, and fears ;

If we are occupied by the consideration of

what the world will think on every occa-

sion, there is no leisure for reflection on
those solemn duties which we owe to our

fellow creatures ; duties which God has

not trusted to reason only, but towards

which he has warned us by compassion,
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and inward feeling: These feelings soon

cease to admonish, when they are unheeded,

and the voice of humanity, when it has

often spoken in vain, speaks no more : Soon

the cry of him, who wants bread will

come up no longer to your ear ; soon you

will turn from the sad aspect of age, and

your heart will become shut to the miseries

of man, never again to be opened.

The havock which vanity makes on the

social feelings, is as conspicuous as that

which it exercises on those of compassion :

One of the most painful symptoms it pro-

duces, is an impatience of home : The vain

man has no new triumphs to make over his

family, or his kindred : their society be-

comes tedious, and insupportable to him ;

he flies to every public circle for relief,

where the hope of being admired, lightens

up in him, that gaiety which never beams on

those who ought to be the nearest to his

heart. Thus it is, that the lives of many
in great cities are past in crowds, and frit-

tered away in a constant recurrence of the

same frivolous amusements ; after the poig-

nant gratifications of vanity, every other
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species of sensation becomes insipid ; the

mind shrinks from duty, and from improve-

ment, and the whole character becomes

triling, and degraded. It is easy to misre-

present these observations, by supposing

them to be levelled against pleasure, and

amusement in general ; whereas, it is not

only lawful to enjoy the innocent pleasures

of society in moderation; but it is unwise

not to enjoy them. That pleasure only is to

be censured, which becomes a business, and

corrupts the heart instead of exhiiirating the

sririrs. Dismitv of character is a very sub-

tie thing, and, as the guardian of many vir-

tues, should be carefully preserved ; but if

there be any fault, which extinguishes amia-

ble, and pious sentiment, hardens the

heart, destroys delicacy of manners, and

Avipes off all bloom, and freshness from the

mind, it is constant, and eternal dissipation.

The very essence of pleasure is rarity ; ad-

miration, too eagerly pursued, leads infalli-

bly to contempt ; and the qualities which

produce the greatest effect, are always those

of which the possessor is the most pro-

foundly ignorant.
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It is so little the habit of mankind in

general, to look to the consequences of

things, that vanity has been strangely deno-

minated an innocent foible ; and vet there

is not a single virtue which it does not de-

grade, nor a single vice to which it does not

lead : Look to the many families reduced to

ruin from ostentatious expence ; the pro-

fligate who is debauched, that the world

may applaud his spirit ; the Deist who
laughs, and trembles ; the atheist who prays

in secret, the weak tribe, who follow for-

tune, and hate the unhappy ; age, linger-

ing in the haunts of pleasure, and sum-

moned from the feast to the grave ; see

ruined women, and mistaken sages ; beau-

tiful talents, heroic qualities, and prince-

lv virtues, sunk down to the dust, and

the sad fall of men, whom nature sent

forth to rule, to enlighten, and to adorn the

world. This is the evil which the wise

man saw, and said, that the earth was filled

with it, that all things were vanity, and

vexation of spirit.

Vanity is not only a dangerous passion,

but it is an absurd passion ; as it does not in
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general attain the end it proposes to itself.

The way to gain wealth is to seek it : Learn-

ing is only acquired by constant, and eager

labour; but to gain praise, you must be

indifferent to it ; for the rule of commen-

dation is, and ought to be, the very re-

verse of the rule of charity ; to give most

to those, who want it least, and thus by

ill success to teach a better motive to action.

Vanity is every day detected, and disgraced;

we know men, who believe themselves to

be objects of universal admiration, while, in

fact, they are objects of universal contempt;

we see how difficult it is to conceal the pas-

sion, or prevent the ridicule consequent

upon it
;
yet we are vain, and believe that

acute malice will be blind for us alone.

A vain man looks more to the pleasure,

than the means of triumph, and experiences

defeat, because he sings the song of vic-
' DO

tory while he should be spreading his ranks

for the battle : If he succeed, he loses even

the inaccurate measure of himself which he

before possessed, attempts greater, and still

greater achievements, and is sure at last to

fail, because it is the easiest of all things,
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Co find difficulties superior to human
powers.

It must be from the most lamentable

want of self-examination, that this vice is

ever found in the Christian mind. Chris-

tianity consists not only in what we do,

and in what we avoid, but in the senti-

ments we encourage, and the habits of

thinking we gradually acquire. A vain

Christian may have faith, and he may have

conformity ; he may worship, and believe

;

but where is his humble soul, his mild and

steady wisdom, and his awful sense of the

ever-during presence of God ? These are the

sweet virtues on which this worm of vanity

pastures, and these the miserable relics of

Christianity which it leaves behind.

A very v#in person is very seldom a

very happy person ; he lives under no cer-

tain law ; the rule of his conduct is the ca-

price of those with whom he lives ; he

never knows to-day, what he is to do to-

morrow, and is constantly acting a part,

before an audience, who become difficult to

please, in proportion as he is desirous to
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please them ; he lives in constant pertur-

bation, and is ever flushed with triumph, or

pale with despair ; he is a slave in essence,

who feels that he has not dignity to be free,

and erects every man he meets into a mas-

ter, and a Lord.

A religious man enjoys the supreme

comfort of living under general rules , he is

ever dignified, because ever consistent; he

avoids the miserv of doubt, and follows a

clear line of conduct through all times, and

seasons, and events. While the world are

in good humour with him, he enjoys their

praise as an accidental good, though he ne-

ver seeks it as an ultimate object ; if the

rectitude of his motives be not understood,

he wraps himself in his virtue, and gazes

from the temple of conscience at the storm

which ravages beneath ; t'.
11 will of God,

is the guide of his life, and he moves through

this earth with fear, and fortune, beneath his

feet, and with Heaven open to his view.

This love of praise, so strongly infixed

in our nature, it is rather our duty to direct,

than to extinguish: The excellence, which
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requires neither to be encouraged, nor cor-

rected, exists not in the world ; the com-

mendation, or censure of enlightened men,

is, perhaps, the best test here below, of

the purity, and wisdom of what we intend,

and the propriety and success of what we do;

and a wise man will always make this use of

the decisions of the world ; when he is

blamed, he will listen with sacred modesty

to the collected wisdom of many men, he

will measure back his footsteps on the path

of life, and which ever way he decides, he

will know, that he has either obtained suc-

cess, or deserved it ; he will receive praise

as a probable, not as a certain evidence that

he is right ; nay, he will do more, he will

rejoice in the approbation of his fellow crea-

tures ; every feeling of his heart will ex-

pand ; it will cheer him in his long struggle,

and dissipate that melancholy, which the

best sometimes feel at the triumph of folly,

and the fortune of vice.

I have thus endeavoured to convince

you of the danger of this widely-diffused,

and little- suspected passion of vanity,

and I have attempted also to shew
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you that it injures the understanding, that

it injures the heart, that it injures the Chris-

tian character, that it defeats its own end,

and, while it sues for admiration, often

insures contempt. Be it your care to watch

its baneful influence, and to live from no-

bler motives : If you wish for the praise of

man, cease to pursue it ; live that life which,

sooner, or later, leads to honour in this

world, and to eternity in the next ; be just,

be modest, be charitable : love dearly your

fellow creatures, and number your days by

the miseries you have lessened, and the

blessings you have diffused. Study your own
heart with the patience of a Christian ; coolly

mark, and steadily resist the tendency to

wrong : Let wisdom ever increase with de-

cay, and the soul gather new light as its

covering crumbles into dust ; this is the life

which will more effectually secure to you

the sweets of praise, than all the toils, and

all the vexations of vanity ; you will reign

in the hearts of men, and move amongst

them, like the angel of wisdom, and peace;

and when, in the fulness of years, and in the

fulness of honours, you rest for the short

sabbath of the tomb, the cold, dull earth
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which falls upon your bier, shall be a cruel

sound to the wretched, and the good; a

whole city shall gather round your grave,

and weep over their guide, their father, and

their friend.





ON

SUICIDE.





SERMON VIII.

1st. Boo& of Samuel XXXI. Verse IV*.

Saul took a sword, and fell upon it.

It is not easy to conceive a more melancholy

picture of suicide, and despair, than that

which is exhibited in the latter end of Saul

;

" and the battle went sore again Saul, and the

Archers hit him, and he was sore wounded

by the archers: Then said Saul unto his

armour bearer, draw thy sword, and thrust

me through therewith ; but his armour

bearer would not, therefore Saul took a

sword, and fell upon it." In this way did

Saul shrink from adversity ; he went forth

glorying in his majesty, the anointed of th£

vol, n. x.
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Lord, king over the chosen people of God ;

the battle turns against him ; he is sore

wounded of the archers, and, forgetful of

that all- seeing eye, which looks down upon

the smitten, and afflicted man, he rushes

upon voluntary destruction, and seeks in

death, a cure for the anguish of wounds,

and the shame of defeat.

This crime of self-murder, thus strik-

ingly exemplified in the death of Saul, is

one said to prevail in this country to a greater

extent than in any other part of the European

world ; whether this notion be true, or exag-

gerated, the crime exists in a degree, sufficient

to produce misery, and horror to many indi-

viduals ; and to exhibit io the world at large,

flagrant examples of disobedience to the

will of Providence ; it therefore exists in a

degree to justify any Christian minister, in

commenting upon it, whose object is tq

promote the happiness of his fellow crea-

tures, and to enforce, and explain the com-

mands of that heavenly master, whose ser-

vant he is.

As to the utility of such discus-

sion if principles are good, and sound.
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if remonstrance is founded upon pure feel-

ings of religion, men sometimes employ

it to prevent the excesses of passion,

and sometimes they remember it in the

midst of passion ; and, if a sense of duty

can restrain avarice, lust, anger, and re-

venge, why may it not calm the madness of

despair, and induce him to carry on the load

of life who pants, and wearies for the

grave ; at all events, it is the duty of a

minister, to diffuse good principles without

doubting but that they will produce good

consequences ; to scatter the seed, whether

it fall among tares, or upon rocks, or whether

it please God to give it fertility, and increase.

Ifwe consider, that by morality is meant

that conduct which promotes the general

happiness, the notion, that self-murder is

lawful, must be highly immoral, from the

direct tendency which it has to destroy

human happiness by increasing vice : The

object .of religious instruction, always has

been to awaken the attention of mankind,

to those future pleasures even in this life,

which proceed from the exertions of righ-

teousness ; and to those future pains which

K 2
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await the gratifications of sin; its, object has

been not to debar men from pleasure, but

to make them acute, and long-sighted about

pleasure ; to weaken the power of the pre-

sent moment, and to give to futurity that just

influence which it ought to have upon our de-

terminations : Now the firm belief that we have

no lawful control over our own lives, that it

is our indispensable duty, under every circum-

stance ofgood, or evil fortune, to live on to the

last, comes directly inaid of these views: If we
conceive that, (under the will of God) we
must live to the common period of human

life, it is probable we shall make some provi-

sion for future health of body, and peace of

mind; the necessity of living increases the

chances of living well ; to him who has

threescore, and ten years to remain upon the

earth, it is worth the pains to cultivate man-

kind, to love virtue, to maintain justice, and

truth : it is worth the pains even to act greatly,

and splendidly ; it gives new interest to the

game of life to contend for honourable

fame, and to be a guide, and a benefactor to

mankind : But what has he to fear, or hope

from man, whose own hand is the messen-

ger of God, and can tear him from life more

surely than pestilence, or pain ? Why should
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he quit any vice which gives him momen-
tary pleasure ? Eat and drink, for to mor-

row you die, said the Apostle ; but these are

narrow limits for him who is the lord of his

own life.—Ruin, injure, and deceive, for

to-morrow you die; crowd infamy upon

infamy; add horror to horror; and when a

ruined body, and a restless mind, tell you

that to-morrow is come, your remedy is

nigh at hand, you may curse God, and die.

Our Creator, it is said, has given us a

general desire to obtain good, and avoid evil;

why may we not obey this impulse ? We
leave a kingdom, or a society, of which we do

not approve ; we avoid bodily pain by all the

means which we can invent ; why may we
not cease to live, when life becomes a greater

evil, than a good ? Because, in avoiding

pain, or in procuring pleasure, we are always

to consider the good of others, as well as

our own. Poverty is an evil, but we mav

not rob to avoid it
;
power is a good, but it

is not justifiable to obtain it by violence, or

deceit ; we have only a right to consult our

own good within certain boundaries, and

after such a manner that we do not diminish
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the good of others : Every evil incapable of

such limited remedy, it is our duty to bear ;

and if the general idea, that we have a right

to procure voluntary death to ourselves, be

pregnantwith infinite mischiefto the interests

of religion, and morality, it is our duty to

live, as much as it is our duty to do any thing

else for the same reason ; a single instance

of suicide may be of little consequence; nor is

a single instance of robbery of much ; but we

judge of single actions, by the probability

there is of their becomingfrequent, andby the

effects they produce, when they are frequent.

Suicide, is as unfavourable to human ta-

lents, knd resources, as it is to human virtues

;

we should never have dreamt of the latent

power, and energy of our nature, but for the

struggle of great minds with great afflic-

tions, nor known the limits of ourselves,

nor man's dominion over fortune: What

would the world now have been, if it had

always been said, because the archers smite

me sore, and the battle goeth against me, I

will die ? Alas \ man has gained all his joy

by his pains ; misery, hunger, and naked-

ness, have been his teachers, and goaded him

on to the glories of civilized life ; take from
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him his unyielding spirit, and if he had

lived at all, he would have lived the most

suffering creature of the forest.

Suicide has been called magnanimity

;

but what is magnanimity ? A patient endu-

rance of evil, to effect a proposed good

;

and when considering the strange mutability

of human affairs, are we to consider this

endurance as useless, or when should hope

terminate but with life ? To linger out year

after year, unbroken in spirit, unchanged in

purpose, is doubtless, a less imposing des-

tiny than public, and pompous suicide ; but

if to be, is more commendable, than to seem

to be ; if we love the virtue, better than the

name, then is it true magnanimity to ex-

tract wisdom from misery, and doctrine from

shame ; to call day, and night upon God ; to

keep the mind's eye sternly rivetted on its

object through failure, and through suffer-

ing ; through evil report, and through good

report ; and to make the bed of death the

only grave of human hope ; but at the

moment when Christianity warns you that

your present adversity may be a. trial from

God
; when experience teaches that great
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qualities come in arduous situations ; when

piety stimulates you to shew the hidden

vigor, the inexhaustible resources, the beauti-

ful capacities of that soul, which God has

exempted from the destruction which sur-

rounds it ; at that moment, the law of self-

murder gives you, for your resource, ignomi-

nious death, frightful disobedience, and

never-ending torments.

It may be imagined that suicide is a crime,

of rare occurrence, but we must not so much,

overrate our love of life, when there is hardly

a passion so weak, which cannot, at times,

overcofne it ; many fling away life from

ambition, many from vanity, many from rest-

lessness, many from fear, many from almost

every motive ; nature has made death terri-

ble, but nature has made those evils terrible,

from the dread of which we seek death ;

nature has made resentment tenible, infamy

terrible, want terrible, hunger terrible ; every

first principle of our nature alternately con-

quers, and is conquered ; the passion that is

a despot in one mind, is a slave in the other;

we know nothing of their relative force.

It. i,s hardly possible to conceive this
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crime, committed by any one who has not

confounded his common notions of right and

wrong by some previous sophistry, and

cheated himself into a temporary scepticism :

but who would trust to the reasoning of

such a moment, in such a state of the pas-

sions, w^hen the probability of error is so

great, and the punishment so immeasurable ?

Men should determine, even upon important

human actions, with coolness, and unimpeded

thought ; much less, then, is a rash and

disturbed hour enough for eternity. Whoever

thought of agitating such a question, without

feeling an intolerable weight of sin upon

his soul ? Whoever voluntarily quitted the

world, at peace with himself, and with man-

kind ? All is passion, when all ought to be

tremblinsrdeliberation;—when vou are aban-

doned by the grace of God, when you are

compassed round about with the awful ven-

geance of man, when there is no good action

on which voursoul can lean, and rest, when

you are become a desolation, and a great ruin,

that is the very moment you chuse to rush into

eternity before the God of purity, and power.

All these reasonings are of universal ap-

plication ; but there are still stronger reasons
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for him who has bound himself to the world

by the strong ties of husband, friend, or

parent. Suppose that Christianity does not

forbid the crime, (which it does virtually in

every page) ; suppose it did not violate in

other cases, the intentions of Providence

by breaking the course of nature, still how
can there exist the right, to inflict such into-

lerable wretchedness upon those, who re-

main behind, to bequeath to them an hor-

ror, wiiich no future happiness can ever

calm, to make weak, timid, affectionate

minds remember, that it was no irresistible

disease which did this, that it was not by old

age they lost their protector, that they never

took the last leave of you; but that in an

hour of madness you quitted them suddenly,

and cruelty, and that in a world to come,

they can hope to see you no more.

It is painful to a man to look upon a

family that he has ruined, and to mix with

children, and kindred, whom he has dis-

graced ; but you owe it to them, to keep

your pride low
; you owe to them the slow,

and dismal task of repentance ; it is your

duty to bear the compunction of shame, and
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the lashes of remorse, to feel degraded ; to

live, and to get better. Those, too, whose re-

proaches you most fear, are ready to bear

ruin, and disgrace with you ; they will dry

up your tears, and give you dignity, and

peace of heart : but the way which a self-

murderer reasons is, "because I have reduced

those whom I love to ruin, and disgrace, I

will drive them to despair ; I have abstained

from no pleasures for the sake of others,

and I will bear no pain for them ; I will

perpetuate by the ignominy of my death,

all that wretchedness which I have caused

by the crimes of my life."

It has often been asked, if self-

murder is forbidden by the Christian

religion ; but those who ask this ques-

tion forget, that Christianity is not a

code of laws, but a set of principles from

which particular laws must frequently be in-

ferred ; it is not sufficient to say, there is no

precise, and positive law, naming, and for-

bidding self-murder ; there is no law of the

gospel, which forbids the subject to destroy

his ruler ; but there is a law, which sa\ s,

fear, and obey him; there is no law, which

prevents me from slaying my patents; but
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there is a law which says, love, and honour

then*; " be meek, says our Saviour;" " be

long suffering; abide patiently to the last; sub-

mit to the chastening hand of God/' and let

us never forget, that the fifth, and greatest

gospel is the life of Christ ; that he acted for

us, as well as taught, that in the deserts of

Judea, in the hall of Pilate, on the supreme

cross, his patience shews us, that evil is to

be endured, and his piety, and his prayers

point out to us, how alone it can be miti-

gated.

It is the misfortune of those who
plead for moralit}r

, and religion, that

thev can seldom intimidate but with dis-

tant evil, and allure but with distant good ;

nevertheless, by the grace of God, many a,

warning precept, little noticed perhaps at

the time it is heard, lays hid in the soul, to

start forth when the snares of death encom-

pass us round about, and the pains of hell

get hold upon us. I am well convinced that

there is not one individual in this solemn

assembly, who has the most remote concep-

tion that lie can ever be guilty of the crime

of which I have been speaking ; there are

some, perhaps, who may consider the very
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mention of it, as useless, or injudicious : So

thought the once happy, and prosperous

men, who, in our days, have perished by

their own hand ; the wealthy, the noble, and

the good, who have shocked, and astonished

mankind, by this act of despair : No man
ought to say, that his virtues are less corrup-

tible, his fortunes more lasting, and his fate

more fixed than theirs ; all these said that

years of glory and peace, were before them
;

that they should live happily ; that they

should go dow^n in quiet to the grave : Alas !

the day may come, when the noblest, when

the happiest, when the best man here pre-

sent, who now wonders that such a crime

should exist among mankind, shall standtrem-

bling in the twilight of life, and death, shall

say to the sun, " I shall see thee no more; and

to the face of nature, farewell." No man
ought to suppose that he can begin the swift

career of unrighteousness, and stop short of

the last abyss. No gambler, no adulterer,

no restless voluptuary, no man who drains

life of the last dregs of pleasure, can ever

say that his own existence is secure from the

fierceness of his passions ; it is a lowered,

and a chastened heart, which makes a man
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respect, and guard his own life ; a belief

that whether he is a beggar or a prince,

whether he is tried by the good, or tried by

the evil of life, it is his duty to remain, till

the great judge bids him depart : That he

owes it to the will of the supreme being, to

the Christian law, to worldly endearments,

to general utility, to individual magnanimity,

to brave every vicissitude of fortune, while

he extracts from those vicissitudes, of every

nature, and in every degree, fresh sources of

solid improvement, and new occasions for

pious, and resigned obedience to the will of

God.
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REVENGE.





SERMON IX.

Genesis III. Verse IV.

And Esau ran to meet him, and embraced

him, and Jell upon his neck, and kissed

him, and they ivept.

The injury Esau received from his brother,

his anger, and the flight of Jacob consequent

upon it, form the first part of that beautiful

story of scripture, of which my text is the

very interesting conclusion.

After an absence of many years, Jacob,

who had fled in poverty, and at an early

period of life from his native country,

returns, the father of many children, and the

lord of much pastoral wealth ; returns how-

vol. II. l
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ever, sufFerering the strongest apprehen-

sions from the deserved resentment of his

brother Esau, and willing to allay that resent-

ment, by a very considerable sacrifice of his

possessions. " And Jacob commanded his

servants, saying, thus shall ye speak unto my
lord Esau, thy servant Jacob sayeth thus,

I have sojourned with Laban, and stayed

there until now ; and I have oxen, and asses,

and men servants, and maid servants ; and I

have sent to tell my lord, that I may find

grace in thy sight." After some interval, the

history brings the two brothers wdthin

sight of each other: " And Jacob lifted up

his eyes, and looked, and behold Esau

came, and with him four hundred men

;

and he passed over before them, and bowed

to the ground seven times, until he came

near to his brother : Here then was the

moment for which so many human beings

pray ; the foot of Esau was upon the neck

of his enemy, and there lay stretched out

before him, that treacherous brother whom
in bitterness he had often cursed, and in

imagination had often slain: But in all his

anger, he had never thought that Jacob

would kiss his feet for mercy, and weep on
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the ground before him ; for this Esau was

not prepared, but ran to meet Jacob, and

embraced him, and fell on his neck, and

kissed him, and they wept. So wept the

much-injured Joseph over his cruel bro-

thers ; so weep good men over their repen-

tant enemies in all ages, and in all cli-

mates ; listening to the God within them,

and acting, for a moment, like the crea-

tures of a purer world than this.

I shall take occasion, from the intro-

duction of this beautiful storv of Esau, to

treat of the forgiveness of injuries ;
point-

ing out, as well as I am able, the most

common obstacles, and the most powerful

motives to the acquisition of this first of

the Christian virtues.

Itmay be said, consistentlywith the strict-

est truth, that revenge is not the characteris-

tic fault of this country : Christianity has so

far interwoven its precepts in our habits, and

manners, that we have commonly the fairest

disposition to forgive : The unchristian

spirit of remembering, and resenting in-

jury, has no excuse in the spirit of the na-

l2
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tion, or the age ;—it derives no colour from

reflection, no malignity from example

;

it is original, native, individual badness.

The most obvious motive to forgive, is

the pleasure of forgiving, and the pain of

resenting : It is not meant by this, that there

is n'o pain which accompanies the pleasure of

forgiveness ; or no pleasure mingled with the

pain of resentment; but the pain of for-

giving is of short duration; the pleasure

ever recurring ; causing a man to love, and

respect himself; breathing a satisfaction

over the whole of life; remembered the

hour before dissolution, offered up to God

as an atonement for sin;—thought of in

sickness, in pain ; and in all the miseries

of the flesh, when power is forgotten, and

glory despised.

In the same way, there is some sort of

pleasure in resentment ; when tears, and

wounds break out afresh, at the sight of

some accursed oppressor, it is hard to raise

this man from the ground, and to give to

him the words of comfort, and the kiss of

peace. But remember the laws by which
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our nature is controlled ; when we have

shed the blood of him who was our enemy,

when we have broken down his statcliness,

and made him a taunt and a reproach, wo

shall be turned to mercy, and our tears will

fall down over his wretchedness ; our anger

will come back no more, and we shall

mourn over the desolation of our hands.

When we have humbled all that we wished

to humble, and destroyed ail that we
lusted to destrov- —when we cease to be

supported by strong passions,—when we
cannot retract, or repair, we shall begin to

repent.

Again, common observation upon hu-

man character shews us, that great schemes

of resentment always give wav ; no man
can hate for a whole life ; the passion which

seemed immortal, is at length swept off by

the current of impressions, and at the close

of life, when little time remains for affec-

tion, the ixrelings of nature return
; year

after year has past away in silent gloom,

and indignation ; every emotion of. affection

stifled ; every office of kindness lost ; all

the sweet consolations of existence lavished
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away ; and then, when the grave admonishes

enemies to forgive, they mourn over the

kindness they have lost, to renew it for a

moment, and lose it again for ever. There-

fore, as the apostle says, repent, for the

kingdom of Heaven is at hand, we may

say forgive, for the kingdom of Heaven is

at hand : Forgive, while forgiveness is worth

having ; forgive, while there remains

enough of life for the renewal of kindness;

forgive, while you have something else to

bestow on repentance, than lingering looks,

and faultering words.

And what does this solemn Christian

injunction of forgiving do, but eradicate

from the mind, the most painful, and most

unquiet of all passions ? What wretchedness

to clamour out for ever, " I will pursue, I

will overtake ; my right hand shall dash in

pieces mine enemy ;" to sacrifice all the

quiet happiness of life, to sicken on the

bosom of joy, still after the lapse of years

to feel, to see, and to suffer with the fresh-

ness of yesterday ; and in the midst of bless-

ings to exclaim ; all this availeth me no-
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thing, while Mordecai, the Jew, sitteth at

the king's gate.

Are we sure too, that the cause of our

resentment is just? have we collected the

most ample evidence ? have ^ve examined it

with the closest attention ? have we sub-

jected it to impartial revision ? have we sus-

pected our passions ? have we questioned

our self-love ? When we make such terrible

resolutions of eternal hatred ; when we dis-

obey the great rule of the gospel; when we
proclaim ourselves as punishers, and aven-

gers ; it at least behoves us to know, that

we have seen facts as they really are, and

reasoned rightly upon them : But the Iruth

is, no man ought to be bold enough to ex-

pose his eternal salvation to such peril; no

man ought to say I am so sure of my own
passions, that 1 will risk my peace upon

them in this world, and my safety in the

next ; I see every day* that the hatred of

others is unjust ; i am sure mine is:Just; I

am surrounded by pride, by error, and by

infirmity ; I only am candid., temperate, and

good. What, if the revolutions of time, mel-

lowing, and changing the passions of man,
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as it changes theoutward face of nature ; con-

vince us, that our hatred, and persecution,

have been unjust? the years of our delu-

sion have past quickly on ; death has

snatched from us the object of our hatred,

and all reparation is impossible ; God says,

pardon real injuries, forgive true sufferings

;

what mercy then will he have for the anger,

which oppresses innocence, or can we be-

lieve, that he will pardon our trespasses,

if we are implacable even against them

who have not trespassed against us ? for it

is worthy of observation, that while other

duties are only made the object of precepts,

this duty of forgiveness of injuries, is the

very condition upon which we are permitted

to prefer any petition to the throne of

mercy ; it is not said simply thou shalt

forgive him that tresprsseth against thee; but

we are made to say, forgive us cur trespasses,

as we forgive them that trespass against us ;

a form of words which cuts off the re-

sentful man, from the most distant hope of

divine favour ; and, in truth, it is monstrous

to die with a load of passion, folly, and

vice, without an atom of mercy for the pas-

sions, the follies, and the vices of others

;
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to implore, and to threaten in one breath ; to

place the redeemer Jesus between you, and

Omnipotence, you who have never forgiven,

or redeemed, or saved, or wept, or listened,

or lifted up the bruised, contrite spirit
; you

shali ask in vain on that day, when ven-

geance is nezv at hand ; when every rock

and hill are molten with heat ; when the bow
of God is bent ; when the thunder, and all

the war of heaven, are rolling above your

head.

Men are so far generally, from being

ashamed of not forgiving injuries, that they

often glory in revenge ; they believe it to be

united with courage, and with watchful,

dignified pride; the attribute of a nature

not to be approached without difficulty,

much less to be insulted with impunity,

boundless in gratitude, and resentment, full

of every wild, untaught virtue, and every

magnanimous, popular vice, a nature firm

above others in v art it purpose-, and vivid

above others, in what it f els. Yet, after all,

what talents, or what virtue can an unfor-

giving disposition possibly imply ? Who is

most likely longest to retain the sense of
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injured dignity ? He who has given no

pledge to his fellow creatures that he is

good, and amiable ? who does not feel that

he is invulnerable ? who is least fortified by

a long tenor of just intentions, and wise

actions ? What man, who had ever trodden

one step in the paths of religion, would

vex the sunshine of his existence with all

the inquietudes of resentment? would ingraft

upon his life the labour of hating, and hover,

year after year over expiring injuries ? Who
is there, that bears about him an heart of

flesh, that would put away a brother, or a

friend who knelt to him for mercy ? If

there be virtue, and merit in such feelings as

these, let us, at least, draw our virtues

from a source, where the worst, and

vilest of mankind, cannot dip with us ; if

such be the creed of the world, this is the

creed of the gospel : "If there be any

who have taken my ox, or my ass, and I

have not forgiven him ; if the. shadow be

long, and the sun be going down, and I am
stirred up against any one of my brethren

;

if there be any man in the whole earth, the

latchet of whose shoe, the hair of whose

head I would injure ; if that man come to
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me, and hold outhishand, and say, it repent-

eth me sore, that I have sinned against thee;

if I turn that man away in the bitterness of

his heart, if I run not forward to meet him,

may God turn away from me in the bitter-

ness of my heart, and while mine enemy

rests in the bosom of Abraham, may there

be no drop of water for my thirst.

Other men, who have no desire to be

thought magnanimous because they revenge,

are still apprehensive of being considered as

timid if they forgive and resent, to maintain

a character for spirit ; but it is certainly

extremely possible to combine temperate

resistance to present injustice, with a ten-

dency to forgive what is past ; to be firm in

the maintenance of just rights, while we
abstain from any greater injury to our ene-

mies than is necessary to maintain them,

and hold ourselves ready for forgiveness,

when they are maintained. If, indeed,

power, and esteem are the principal objects

.of human attention, the highest power over

the minds of men, and their most perfect

esteem, are oftentimes obtained by a for-

giving, rather than a resenting disposition ;
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an enemy, won over by kindness, is always

the most durable friend ; there is nothing

excites greater gratitude than forbearance,

where resentment would have been justifia-

ble ; nothing which secures so forcibly our

admiration, as to perceive that any man is so

much the master of his own nature; like the

apostles in the ship, when we see him rising

up, and rebuking the winds, and waves of the

mind, we are beyond measure amazed, and

ask what manner of man may this be who
can command his own soul, and whom the

passions, and angers obey. We must, there-

fore, distinctly remember, that it is very fre-

quently possible to effect, by forgiveness,

every object which we propose to effect by

resentment ; it is possible by forgiving to

open the mind of an enemy to a sense of his

injustice, to excite his admiration, to con-

ciliate his affection, and to turn his heart ; it

is possible to do every thing with forgive-

ness, that can be done with resentment,

except to give pain,—there is indeed even a

pain to be inflicted by forgiveness, but a

pain, which is at once the symptom, and the

guardian of Christian virtue ; compunction,

for having offended against a generous, and
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forgiving man : This pain you may inflict

if you will; he who inflicts it must be the

disciple of Christ, and he who feels it is not

far from being; so.

I have a great deal more to say upon this

subject, more than it will be possible to say

in my presjnt discourse, and it will be

necessary to resume it on some future occa-

sion ; to say too much upon it, will not be

easy for a minister of the gospel. In every

occasion of his life, our blessed Saviour

preached forgiveness ; to Sadducee, and to

Pharisee; to Gentile, and to Jew ; to poor,

and to rich ; mercy to others, if you wish

for mercy, was his doctrine ; God forgiveth

the forgiver ; he that smiteth, shall be smit-

ten ; so Jesus taught, and dying, as he lived,

prayed for his murderers, looking up to hea-

ven and saying, Gadforgive them, they know

not what they do.





ON THE

TREATMENT OF SERVANTS





SERMON X.

Colossians IV. Verse I.

Masters, give unto your servants that which

is just, and equal, hnoiving that ye also

have a Master in Heaven.

Upon first turning our mind to consider

those causes which preserve any society in

a state of order, and regularity, we are

apt to attribute this effect to the laws alone,

and to believe that it is principally the fear

of punishment, which inculcates one line

of conduct, and discourages another

;

whereas, the fact is, if the welfare of

mankind depended alone upon the struggle

of two hostile principles, the passion which

urged to the commission of the crime on

vol. u. M
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the one hand, and the law that prohibited

it, on the other, there had been an end long

since of human association, and refinement

;

and man, after such a vain experiment to

better his condition, and improve his

nature, had returned to his antient woods,

with a fierceness confirmed by experiment,

and a barbarity resumed upon 'system.

If the law has not powerful assist-

ance, and co-operation, it can never cope

with human depravity: Accordingly, be-

sides the great, and cardinal support of

religion, we see education, and opinion,

disciplining the mind of man to a state of

wholesome obedience, and preparing him

for those wise restraints, upon which the

very existence of society depends. To
these auxiliaries of the law may be added

another very important one ; I mean family

government, the most simple, the most

natural, and the most ancient of all govern-

ments. How very much virtue, and reli-

gion must be promoted by the due exercise

of this authority, in all its branches, is too

plain to be proved ; the best administered

governments must mistake much, and

©verlook much ; it is of course impossible
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that they can descend to inspect the lives,

and conducts of individuals, and to regulate,

with minute, and laborious justice, the

proportion of merit, and reward. Now, the

chiefs of a family have an intimate know-

ledge of every individual in it, a lively

interest in their rectitude of conduct, and

an influence over them, to which nobody

else can pretend.

It is not my intention to treat of every

branch of family government, but simply of

that to which my text relates, the connec-

tion between master, and servant. The sub-

ject is an humble one, and little susceptible

of ornament : but it is of daily occurrence ;

and, as a considerable share of our com-

fort depends upon it, it certainly makes up

in utility, what it loses in dignity. It is a

very easy thing to say of a religion, that it

has a tendency to assuage human passions,

and soften human manners ; we must justify

our praise, by exemplifying it, and, coming

home to the business of men, show in

moral detail what Christianity exacts from

the husband, the father, the master, and the

son ; and thus make eulogium rational by

m2
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giving a clear view of the specific excellen-

cies on which it is founded.

To a Christian besides, the duties he

owes to any class of his fellow-creatures,

however low they may be placed beneath

him in wealth, and rank, can never be but

a serious, and solemn concern ; for he

bears within him a levelling faith, which

beats down the pride of man to the dust,

which tells him, that the poorest creature

in his own shape has a soul, which came

from God, and before God will stand in

judgment, at that day when the first shall

be last, and the last be first, and all flesh

be changed.

It may be necessary to observe, that I

mean simply to consider the connection

between master, and servant, on one side

only ; not the duty which a servant owes to

his master, but that which a master owes

to his servant ; considering this as the only

part of the subject which can be particu-

larly applicable, and interesting to my pre-

sent congregation ; nor shall I go on touch-

ing methodically upon every common duty,
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but shall content myself with mentioning

only the most common faults which we are

apt to commit in fulfilling this relation of

life. I hope you -7vi!l not think the subject

I have chosen too low, or too particular for

discussion in this place ; let us never forget

, that the real test of Christian merit is

action, and that if we are not Christians in

the daily, and common transactions of our

life, the ardour of devotion, and sincerity of

our belief, by evincing that we know the

rule which we neglect, and the lawgiver

whom we 'disobey, are proofs of our guilt,

and not of our virtue. I the more insist on

this, because it is the easiest, and most

common of all things to deceive ourselves,

and to substitute, instead of the toil of

moral emendation, an overheated fancy, and

an undoubting faith, and then to believe

that we are doing our duty to God, and

man.

I may very fairly begin with laying

it down as a rule, that we owe to those

placed under us, gentle language* and

a kind, and benevolent deportment. We
are all of us enough disposed to allow, and
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to make eulogiums upon Christianity, as a

beneficent system of morals. In this com-

mendation, the sceptic has shown an equal

alacrity with the Christian ; but do we
imagine that our Saviour, in the zeal with

which he every where promotes the happi-

ness of mankind, while he endeavours to

throw open every compassionate heart as an

asylum for the afflicted, and to make the

good an altar for the miserable ; do we
imagine, that while he remembers the

bodily wants, he forgets the moral feelings

of man ? that he has not restrained the

sallies of passion, as much as he has quick-

ened the emotions of pity ? The same mer-

ciful Christ, who says, give of your abun-

dance to those who have little, who bids

you comfort the man who is unhappy,

forbids you to add woe to woe, to build

sorrow upon servitude, and to break down
the heart of your bondsman, who has no

help but from you, with scornful looks, and

gallinsf words.

Man seizes greedily upon every little

source of distinction, which falls within his

reach ; his perpetual effort is, to scrape to-
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gether every consideration which can exalt

him in his own mind above his fellow crea-

tures ; and the unwatched tendency of all

his thoughts is constantly to exaggerate the

importance of his own claims, and preten-

sions, and to diminish those of others. We
are compelled to respect, in a considerable

degree, the rights of our equals ; but those

of our inferiors, in this instance of lan-

guage, and manner, we sometimes cruelly

neglect ; and the man who is tremblingly

alive to the preservation of his most minute

-privileges, who is ready in conformity with

the notions of the times, to expose his life

upon the least affront, or the least shadow

of an affront, will trample without a mo-

ment of humane reflection, upon the

honest feelings of a fellow-creature who,

though he have never enjoyed the goods of

fortune, partakes of the common sentiments

of our nature, and, in proportion as his lot

of life is less enviable, merits from every

good man a treatment more kind.

Do not let us fall into the hard-hearted

mistake, that because men are born in a low

station of life, and humbly educated, ther
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have not a considerable, and a powerful

share of feelings : We think that humble

men are to be moved only by a sense of

gain, and that all usage is nearly indifferent

to them, if their meat, and drink, and

clothing be the same ; but there are many

of them who would go from good fare to

kind words, who would be content with a

less pittance from the hand of a gentle, and

just man, and think, wTith the proverb, that

it were better to dine off herbs, where love

w^as, than to have a stalled ox, and hatred

therewith. And have we never heard of

servants, whom no reverse of their master's

fortune has ever tempted to desert him ?

who havq sacrificed the Long-cherished hope

of liberty, and competency in their old age,

to follow a disgraced, an exiled, a needy

man, in all his miseries ? who have given

their body for his shield, and their hands

for his support ? and all this without the

most distant hope of a reward? And why ?.—

not because he has fed, and clothed them,

(for the labourer is worthy of his hire, and

recompence is rather justice than benevo-

lence,) but because ihey have never been

debased in their own eyes by scornful lan->
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guage, have never been goaded by unwor-

thy treatment ; because they have met with

men who have not thought the feelings of

their poor dependants too insignificant a

subject for consideration, and self-restraint

;

because they have been thought of, es-

teemed, and valued. These are the most

acceptable gifts which one human being can

bestow upon another, and when they come

from him whom fortune, and condition sur-

round with dignity, to him who has nothing

to command the respect of the world, from

the master to the servant, they win the hu-

man heart, and form an attachment as indis-

soluble perhaps, as subsists in the world.

Distinction of ranks there must be in

every society, and it is most devoutly to be

wished, that the good sense, and firmness

of this country may ever preserve them
;

but it is the peculiar province of religious

instruction, to teach that considerate mild-

ness which softens down the line of demar-

cation between the orders of mankind,

which allays the natural discontent of infe-

riority by amiable concession, and renders

the obedience of the lower classes certain,

and solid, by rendering it willing.
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There is one verystriking advantage in this

amiable behaviour to our domestics for those

who are engaged in the truly noble occupa-

tion of gradually correcting, and improving

their characters ; it affords a constant exer-

cise for the virtues ofjustice, and moderation,

and it is in the bosom of their families, and

in the midst of those who are the daily wit-

nesses of their actions, that men ought to

render virtue habitual to themselves ; but

instead of rendering their home a school of

probation, and exercise, they too often look

upon it as a place of rest from every noble

effort, as a retreat, where they are exempted

from the painful restraints of moderation,

justice, and complacency : Hence it is that

in these little subdivisions of society, in fa-

milies, where the world is fenced off, where

one roof shelters those whom nature in-

tended to be so dear to each other, the

nearest kindred are so often the constant

source of each others misery, and inquie-

tude ; and hence it is that when we meet

together in the world, we do not bring into

each others society virtues, but the symbols

of -virtues ; we are not moderate, or just,
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or benevolent, but we counterfeit these

virtues for the time bfcing ; and the actiofis

of men are not here any proofs of amiaWle

qualities, but of adroit, and systematic

imposture.

This unchristian-like conduct to ser-

vants does not always proceed from a bad

heart ; many are guilty of it, who have

much of compassion, and goodness in their

nature ; but it seems to proceed from a

notion early imbibed, never effectually

checked, and aided by our natural indolence,

and pride, that a sense of those injuries

which are conveyed by manner, and expres-

sion, is almost exclusively confined to those

whose minds are refined by education, or

whose condition is ennobled by birth ; but,

in spite of all the ills which poverty can

inflict, no human, being is base, or abject in

his own eyes. Without wealth, or beauty,

or learning, or fame, nay, without one soul

in all the earth that harbours a thought of

him, without a place where to lay his head,

loathsome from disease, and shunned by

raen, the poorest outcast has still something

for which he cherishes and fosters himself;
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he has still some one pride in reserve, and

you may still make his tears more bitter, and

his heart more heavy : do not then take

away from men who give you their labour

for their bread, those feelings of self-com-

placency, which are dear to all conditions,

but doubly dear to this ; do not take away

that from thy poor brother, which cheers

him in his toil, which gives him a light

heart, and wipes the sweat from his brow ;

and be thou good and kind to him, and

speak gentle words to him, for the strength

of his youth is thine, and remember

there is above a God, whom thou cannot

ask to pardon thy follies, and thy crimes,

if thou forgivest not also the trespasses

which are done against thee.

There is another point, in which the

masters of families do not fulfil this relation

in a very exemplary manner, and that is,

in attention to the mox*al discipline of their

servants. The truth is, that if masters arc

wxll served, they busy themselves very little

farther with any thing else, and sutler many

faults to pass unnoticed which do not inter-

fere with their own individual comfort ; but
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is this the duty of a good member of the

community, or of a o-ood Christian? The

master of a family has an opportunity of

informing himself of the character of every

individual in it more minutely than any

other person can do ; he derives a most im-

portant weight from his situation, and a

little temperate, judicious, and dignified

advice from him, will reclaim many a

thoughtless young person from destruction,

much more effectually than any public, and

general instruction can be supposed to do.

It is not easy to conceive any thing more

respectable, more useful, and more reli-

gious, than the conduct of the master of a

family, who would condescend, in this man-

ner, to take into his hands the moral guid-

ance of his servants, and to use his influence

over them, to make them wiser, and

better men : That these exertions would

afford to any body a most ample, and abun-

dant return, there can be Jiitje reason to

doubt: Such a man would feel, in the first

place, that most pure, and perfect of all

pleasures, the pleasure of doing good ; he

would be conscious that he had laid ud,

against the hour of death, and the day of
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affliction, a store of complacent reflection,

and many remembrances of a well-spent

life ; his too would be the singular fortune of

uniting his duty with his immediate inte-

terest ; for will any human being be long

faithful to his worldly master, who has few,

and imperfect notions of any other ? or caa

there be a greater security for faithful, and

ready obedience, than a mind solemnly im-

pressed with notions of wrong and right,

and roused to a love of virtue, and a dread

of vice ?

There is not perhaps a more pleasant

spectacle, than a well-ordered family, where

the good sense, and benevolence of the supe-

riors diffuse comfort, and content to the

meanest individual of which it is composed

;

where the kindness of the master is reflected

back in the alacrity of the servant ; where

command is dictated by reason, and obe-

dience comes from the heart : There is here

no contest, whether one shall evade, or the

other exact the most ; but generosity on the

one side has begotten fidelity on the other,

and two different orders of men are bound

together in the common bonds of interest,
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and affection : This house is the tabernacle

of peace ; here it is that virtue, and reli-

gion love to dwell ; and if the great God

ever give us in this melancholy vale to

taste one drop of heavenly comfort, in such

a calm, wise, and religious state that

blessing is surely conferred ; good, and sur-

rounded by the good, making use of the

superior situation to which fortune has ex-

alted you, to influence your inferiors in the

cause of virtue, suffering no bad, no indif-

ferent character near you, but by the inces-

sant efforts of benevolence, and example,

transmuting, and subliming every heart into

moral, and Christian excellence ; this it is

to imitate our great Creator, who for ages

has seen the nations of the earth gliding

away under his throne, and the people

mad with folly, and crime ; vet he has

looked on, and spared us ; we are not swal-

lowed up ; he is a merciful, and a good God.

and he still shows us the light of bis coun-

tenance, and he opens his hand, and fills

all things living with plenteousness: Do thou,

therefore, unto thy servants, that which is

just, and equal, knowing that thou hast such

a master in Heaven.
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SERMON XI.

Romans XII. Verse II.

Be not conformed to this world.

I shall dedicate my sermon of this day to

the examination of a very common, and a

very complex character in society ; that I

mean of men of the world; a description of

persons so far from having obeyed the

injunction of the apostle, that they have

received an appellation directly significant of

their disobedience to it.

When vice stands by itself, we descry

an enemy, and prepare for attack, or de-

fence ; but vice, in union with agreeable

qualities, and accomplishments presents an

n 2
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insidious combination, which requires the

close attention of the religious instructor,

because it veils the danger which it

augments.

Strange havock is made in our opinions

by words; appellations frequently convey

censure, or praise which the ideas they

signify certainly would not do ; and defini-

tion seems as necessary in morals, as it is

for any object of science. It is enough for

the purposes of shame, or honour, to get

hold of certain phrases, or terms, what is

the real import of these words, and what

good, and evil, they really convey, few

people give themselves the trouble to con-

sider; hence, if a loose expression be set

up, significant of some popular qualities,

the adjacent vices will soon connect them-

selves with these welcome guests, and

bidding, under cover of their name, defi-

ance to the indolent search made for them,

they will share in common the indulgence,

and approbation of the world.

The appellation of a man of the world,

can in strictness mean nothing more than
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a person who, by long mingling with his

fellow-creatures, has acquired a knowledge

of human nature, together with those habits,

and manners which prevail in that cast of

society which gives the law to the rest.

Good manners, and skill in character

contribute so much to the general happi-

ness, that this appellation of man of the

world, would very justly confer popularity,

if it were found to mean nothing more : It

is not a knowledge of the world, properly

so called, that can ever be the subject of

condemnation in this place; to be ignorant

of men, can never be the way to live well

amongst them ; but those vices which have

been fraudulently interwoven with this

pleasant, and important knowledge, should

be torn off, we should toss out the asp

which lies hidden in the fruit, death is a

hard price for delight.

In the first place, the appellation of a

man of the world, has become a protection

for irreligion.

When I proceed to estimate the reli-

gion of a man of the world, no one will
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imagine me about to draw a very savage

picture of severity, and gloom ; some little

relaxation of self-denial will be anticipated,

and some little deviation from unerring

rectitude : It will be no story of the cowl,

and the cloister, of the burning lamp, and

the midnight prayer, of the altar ever

charged with oblation, and the hymn ever

sounding with praise : I do not mean to be

unjust in the delineation of character; in-

justice of this kind is impolitic, and im-

moral ; but I am not afraid of being severe,

while I confine myself to truth ; we are

placed here to remind, to warn, to detect,

to caution, to entreat, to blame, and to

praise ; and that man is a traitor to the

most sacred trust, who thunders grief,

and terror against aukward vice, and holds

parley with pleasing error, and popu-

lar sin.

A man of the world is rarely, or ever

.seen in any place of public worship ; a

spirited, and a witty contempt for religion

is the most gaudy, indispensable feather in

his whole plume: If he happen not yet to

have shaken pff his religion internally, which
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in the beginning of his career may perhaps be

-the case, he must indulge only in furtive

supplication, and retire to his own chamber,

not to avoid the ostentation, but the impu-

tation of piety. As a man of the world

becomes older, and more a man of the

world, he may perhaps become a confor-

mist, and comply with the outward cere-

monies of religion, still taking care it is

privately understood he is there to humour

the world ; that his contempt for these

things is in no ways diminished ; that he

still thinks religion the business of women,

children, and priests : His object is, to

impress mankind with a notion of his versa-

lity ; he insinuates that he would fall in

with the reigning worship, wherever he

might be placed, and change his adoration

with his climate ; and vou cannot more

effectually pique, or punish his vanity,

than by mistaking him for a devout man
seriously impressed witli the truths of

religion. This singular, and impious

affectation, proceeds from a desire of ap-

pearing to have escaped from those unsocial,

and unpleasant qua ties, with which reli-

gion is in our imagination so fatally con*
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nected ; an association strengthened by that

period of our history, when irreligion was

unfortunately the only test of genuine

loyalty, and elegant extraction. But this

union between disaffection, and devotion, is

now not only dissolved, but reversed, and

religion is clearly no longer the parent of

barbarous, and austere manners : As far as it

affects manners at all, it teaches the reality of

every amiable quality, of which knowledge

of the world teaches us to counterfeit the

appearance, and changes a system of con-

ventional fraud, and sanctioned falsehood

into a solid commerce of benevolence, and

mutual indulgence.

A man of the world, though he have

no learned disbelief of sacred things, but

rather an habitual carelessness concerning

them, is still the author of much serious

mischief to the cause of religion ; he is

always hovering upon the borders of conse-

crated ground, and watching his oppor-

tunity to make light, and successful incur-

sions upon it ; and when the outworks of

religion are attacked by a popular character,

wTith humour, and pleasantry, we are
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defrauded into a smile, or dare not stop the

acclamations of contagious mirth with the

warnings of deliberate, and principled auste-

rity ; in the mean time* the reverential awe

in which education has enshrined every holy

thought, and every holy name, is gradually

dissipated ; and the best pledge of all that is

valuable in character, or admirable in action,

trucked away with the ignorance of chil-

dren for the graceful facilities, and trifles, of

shameless, senseless, silly men.

The morality of a man of the world

amounts to little more than prudence, and

does not always come up to that ; he is aware

of the allowance that is made for him, and

sins up to the full extent of his measure ;

he must be always ready to sacrifice his own
life, or to take that of another ; in gaming,

he must observe the strictest faith, and, in

general, must abstain from all vices that are

neither elegant, nor interesting : With these

limits, he is let loose upon public happiness,

to plunder, mid debauch, without penalty, or

shame. Take, for instance, the happiness of

a private family, as it depends upon the

unsullied dignity, and spotless life of its
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females ; is there one of those whom we
call men of the world, whom any thing but

fear would prevent from poisoning the heart,

and laying waste the principles, and virtues

of women ? Is there one who has religious

magnanimity enough to scare this licentious

crueltv from his soul ? Is there one who
would not blush to be suspected of such a

virtue ? And how often would the indul-

gence of the vice meet its punishment in the

anger, and the execrations of the world ?

But though it be admitted that these,

and many other bad vices, too often mark the

character of a man of the w^ord, " Still," it

will be urged, " he has his peculiar excellen-

cies, as well as defects, and the former of

these justify, in some measure, the admira-

tion he receives, and give such a man a title

to our love, if not to our esteem ; one of

these palliating virtues is certainly gene-

rosity." If a man of the world be generous, it

must at least be allowed he is more fre-

quently so with other people's property, than

with his own : The great check upon gene-

rosity, is the necessity of employing wealth
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for the ordinary wants of life ; but he who
lives in the world on free quarter, and de-

frauds a thousand honest men of their due,

may toss away his bounty with a profusion,

admirable enough to the multitude, but

which, in fact, is the profligacy of a robber,

not the generosity of a magnanimous man.

In all matters of compact, or agreement, it

is the invariable maxim of men of the world

to take every advantage, which the ignorance

of the contracting party, or the ambiguity of

law, will permit; and this not more from

avarice, than from vanity* because, above all

things, mankind must be impressed with a

notion of his dexterity; and if he give way

to a sense of generosity, or justice, it will be

presumed he has not seen the advantage he

has relinquished

.

Another source of distinction, to which

this class of persons lay claim, is, an exemp-

tion from prejudices ; a claim of such high

importance, that I am afraid no class of men,

and very few individuals of any class, are

entitled to make it. A long commerce with

the world, though it frequently extinguishes
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principle, seems only to commute prejudices.

In the world, the prop of friendship is little

wanted ; the ties of blood forgotten, the

ardour of youthful benevolence blunted,

whatever amuses, is virtue ; whatever tires,

vice ; a callous contempt for mankind dis-

pensing with all active benevolence, is

rivetted on the mind for ever ; this is fre-

quent enough in the world ; but for preju-

dice, men reason as badly, and retain their

opinions as obstinately, in crowds, as in

solitude ; if a secluded man want experience

to correct his reflection, an active man wants

reflection to infer justly from his experience

;

if the one be too little interested to observe

minutely, the other is too much interested to

observe candidly ; so that there is nothing in

the life of a man of the world, that should

impart to his mind a greater degree of libe-

rality, though his licentiousness, and indif-

ference to all opinion, may frequently lead

us to suppose so.

Nothing excites the ridicule of a man
of the world more powerfully than any

hyjvothesis concerning public virtue, or sup-

p< ion that the mass of mankind are not a
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£iir object of plunder, and deception
;
you

can hardly present to him a better opportu-

nity for sarcasm, or a more decided evidence

of your own pedantry, and ignorance of

mankind ; to him, office, and legislation, are

as much objects of sale, as the drugs, or the

spices of the merchant ; he is ever ready to

truck the public happiness for what it will

fetch ; and when he speaks of the impor-

tance of his trust, you may be sure he

means to enhance the price of his treason.

It is vain to talk of innovations, and to call

out for a multiplication of checks in govern-

ment ; the root of the evil is the laxity of

ail public principle : From this school of

the world, swarms of disciples will ever be

ready to put to sale the wisest institutions,

the ablest laws, and the most sacred

trusts. Such are the idols of our admiration !

Such the models to which the eves of the

young are directed, such the men before

whom virtue is abashed, arid wisdom still

:

who make us all blush for our rustic integrity,

and plebeiar fi ith.

It commonly happens, that a man
of the world adds to his other bad quali-
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ties, those deep-seated, and fatal vices

which proceed from the love of gaming :

—

His taste for lawful and simple pleasure, has

long since given way to the emotions of pas-

sion ; there exists in him a necessity for

perturbation ; he must ever be flushed with

avarice, shaken with rage, or racked with

despair ; he must descend, in one short hour,

from wealth to poverty, from raptures to

curses ; any tempest, any storm, to escape

from the dull tranquillity of virtue, and the

inflexible demands of duty.

The progress of opinions is curious, and

instructive : Virtue is so delightful, whenever

it is perceived, that men have found it their

interest to cultivate manners, which are, in

fact, the appearances of certain virtues ; and

now we are come to love the sign better

than the thing signified, and indubitably to

prefer, (though we never own it) manners

without virtue, to virtue without manners.

Men who have only this merit of exte-

rior to plead, would be ranked with some

greater regard to justice, if their judges were

more governed by the suggestions of con-
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science, and reflection, than by the tyranny

of fashion. The universal object seems to

be, not to do what we think rights but to do

what is done, to avoid singularity ; self-

approbation, the vicegerent of God, and

legitimate monarch of our actions is deposed

:

We voluntarily submit to the government of

the multitude, obey the mandate we disap-

prove, and employ all the force of ridicule

to make other people as slavishly irrational

as ourselves. Without a certain disregard

to the opinions of the world, or rather that

mass of people engaged in dissipation, who
call themselves the world, there can be

neitherwisdom of conduct, nor happiness, the

result of it. Singularity, as a motive to

action, has justly experienced all the ridicule

it has received ; singularity, as a necessary

consequence of our obedience to the dictates

of propriety, and good sense, it is the duty

of every man to incur, and if he cannot

despise the ridicule consequent upon it, at

least to bear it. Give this self- called world

its full dominion over trifles, up to the very

confines of morality, and religion, but not a

step beyond ; here make your stand, or be

for ever lost. There is a latent sense of their
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own unworthiness in every multitude, in

none more than in that called the world

;

they are ever ready to flee from the erect

aspect of wisdom, and of courage ; they will

begin with scoffing at your independence,

and end with respecting it. Join with that

world in the admiration of polish, refine-

ment, and urbanity ; delight in that graceful

mutability of soul, which takes its tone,

and tenor, from every external object; in

that subdued energy, which always charms,

and never exceeds ; in that learned exercise of

talent which gives pleasure without exciting

envy; in that pleasant despotism of courtesy,

which makes every man a willing slave :

But let not that sacred vigilance slumber,

which watches over evil, and good ; the

fairest of all things are religion, and virtue,

for the want of which, all the accomplish-

ments of the outv/ard man are wretched

atonements ; nothing can compcn cate for

their absence ; no price, however splendid

and imposing can purchase that, which is

above all human value, calculation, and

esteem.

The conviction which these plain, and
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obvious remarks may carry with them, will

be eluded by that common style of reason-

ing which gives vigour, and duration to

every possible fault :
" A single example

" can do nothing ; the world will till go on

" as it has alwavs done ; bad men will still

u find protecting names, and imposing pre-

6i tences ; the individual who withstands

" it, will become ridiculous, the fault re-

" main as popular as ever/' The misfortune

is, that this objection is made with bad

faith, and can as weU be answered by those

who make, as by those who state it. No
individual is called upon to bear the whole

burden of reform ; but the reform is to be

effected by the sum of individual exertions ;

of course, morality must always be sta-

tionary, or retrograde, if we all resolve to

contribute nothing towards the general im-

provement, because none of us can contri-

bute much.

i

Those who have not strength of char

racter to deviate materially from the cus-

toms of the world, in this patronage of

folly, and estimation of vice, need not go

all lengths ; some scanty limits, and some

vol.. ir. o
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feeble shame, they may still preserve, and

watch over the crumbling barriers of virtue,

which totter on their base.

Nobody of course can mean to say,

that a fellow-creature ought- to be the object

of aversion, because he has mingled with

great numbers, and great varieties of his

species ; a thousand virtues may result from

the school of the world, which a specula-

tive life can with difficulty infuse: An human

being who has ever cultivated his under-

standing, and preserved an unspotted inte-

grity amidst all the business of life, exhi-

bits the finest model of character which

this world can produce; short of this,

there are many who have had the good sense,

or the good fortune, to conduct themselves

with a decent propriety, which, in the spi-

rit of Christian indulgence, may entitle

them to the favour they experience, but

when the term, of a man of the world,

becomes the pass-word to all society ; when
the character is the admiration of one sex,

and the model for imitation in the other
;

when irreligious men, dishonest men, game-

sters, seducers, adulterers, ungrateful sons,
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unjust husbands, neglectful parents, shame-

less, infamous women ; when every po-

lished assassin, and every accomplished im-

postor, find shelter, and forgiveness for

their crimes in this attribute of knowledge

of the world, it becomes the imperious

duty of every reflecting man, to sift well

this fatal, shuffling word, to be careful as

far as his own efforts, and example extend,

to make infamy, and neglect, the punish-

ment of vice, and not to sanction with his

name, and society, an infamous, immoral

character, though birth, wit, fortune, and

manners, all conspire to make it the idol of

the world.

o 2





ON THE FOLLY OF

BEING ASHAMED OFRELIGION.





SERMON XTII.

Matthew X. Verse XXXII. XXXIII.

JVhosoever, therefore, shall confess me before

men, him will I confess also before my

Father, which is in Heaven ; but

whosoever shall deny me before men,

him will I also deny before my Father,

which is in Heaven.

There is no word, which issues more fre-

quently from the mouths of those who have

no great fondness for religion, and the reli-

gious, than that of hypocrisy ; indeed, it is

with them so very common a word, that it
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may be questioned, if they have any other

by which to denote religion itself: Who-
ever talks of religion is an hypocrite ; who-

ever frequents religious worship is an hypo-

crite ; whoever is alarmed for. or defends

the interests of religion, is an hypocrite.

Hypocrisy is the term, by which bad men

endeavour to designate, and to disgrace re-

ligion.

However just such imputation may
have been in ages past, it is not now worth

while to determine ; religion might then

have been held in greater honour among

men, than unfortunately it is at present

;

and, as the reality was more precious, the

counterfeit might have been more common
;

but applied to the times in which we live

hypocrisy is so far from being a frequent

vice, that we much more frequently see

men ashamed of the religion they do pos-

sess, than pretenders to any degree of it

which they havenever attained; the hypocrisy

of impiety is a common vice, the hypocrisy

of religion is not ; it is most true, that"

manv men fear God, who would not have

the world believe that they fear him,; if the
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gospel has its open enemies, it has too its

timid friends, and it is not every one, who
would be pleased to confess to the world,

the vivacity of that hope, and the extent of

that consolation which he derives from the

religion of Christ.

To some this may seem a good sign

;

it may be urged that men are, therefore,

better than at the first sight they appear to

be ; that there is more of real religion in the

world, than the despondency of the pious.,

and the good allows them to suppose ; but

this is a most mistaken view, for why is

Christ denied before men, if that denial

does not carry with it a certain appearance

of bravery to the unthinking multitude?

why are men ashamed of religion, if thg.

name of religion does not convey with

it some feeling of weakness, and infe-

riority ? why are the most beautiful, and the

most solemn feelings of the heart sup-

pressed if there is not a lurking, half-

formed impiety in that mass of human
beings, who are formed only by circum-

stance*, and who take their morals, and*
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their religion from the temper of the times

in which they live.

• This shame of appearing too religious,

proceeds principally from the fear of ridi-

cule, of which ridicule unfortunately all

things are susceptible, exactly in proportion

to their dignity, and grandeur. But young

persons should learn at their first entrance

into life, the secret of converting this ridi-

cule into respect ; the fool who laughs at

you for your pious deportment, will re-

double his contempt, when he perceives

that he is successful ; take care that your

piety is genuine, that it is neither fanatical,

nor superstitious ; and when you have seen

that it is good, persevere in it calmly, and

immoveably ; confess Christ before the

world, not with the ostentation of a Pharisee;

but with the firmness of a man ; God, who
seeth in secret, will reward you openly ; and

the very wretch who mocked you, will be the

first to honour your courage, and to respect

your zeal. It is the greatest of all mistakes

to yield one step of your life to the clamors

of impiety ; the enemies of religion are

aware of the powerful weapon they wield,
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but they are also aware, that they are inju-

ring man, and offending God ; oppose them

without insolence, and without fear, and

when you have repelled their aggression,

you will, if that be any object, secure their

respect.

But it may be asked, why we are bound

to profess religion openly among men ? Of

what importance are those opinions which

the world may form of our religion, if we
really believe what religion teaches, and

practice what it enjoins ? But the fact is,

we are not only bound to be religious, but to

be religious in such a manner, that we make

others so ; we are bound to make the faith

appear honourable among men ; to give the

timid courage to profess it ; to let those who
fluctuate, and doubt, perceive that firmness of

character which isderivedfrom genuinepiety;

to teach those who would scoff us out of our

religion, that we are walking above the

world, that their scorn cannot reach us,

but that if it did, we should be proud to bear

every persecution malignity could inflict, to

shew our humble gratitude for all the reli-

gious blessings we enjoy.
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But, perhaps I have gone too far in

animadverting on this sinful shame of reli-

gion, before I have pointed oat the most

flagrant instances in which we are guilty of

it. If in such enumeration, I should men-

tion any example an individual instance of

which may appear to be of little moment,

remember what such instances would amount

to, if they were common, and what a total

corruption would ensue, from the general

neglect of such duties.

To come then to the ordinary scenes of

life ;—that man is ashamed of his religion,

who scruples to express his disapprobation

of any licentious, and blasphemous conver-

sation by which it is attacked. It is not in

the novver of everv one to reason ; it is the

privilege only of age, or of authority, to

rebuke ; but every one can make others

understand that he is displeased, that his

finest feelings have been trampled upon, and

his strongest opinion despised : It may poi-

son vicious mirth, but it is the duty of every

man to incur this temporary displeasure, and

to offend by the rigour of his nature, rather

than to sin by its facility.—This is one occa-
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sion for professing Christ before men ; an

occasion, very arduous to a gentle nature,

because it is necessary to run counter to the

tenour of men's spirits, and to quench the

vivacity of pleasure, by a dignified, and

serious concern ; but painful as it is, it must

be done. Wherever we are called upon to

promote the interests of man, and the glory

of God, by professing Christ before the

world, if we deny him, he also will deny us

on thejudgment day ; He, the only mediator

between the dust and asheswhich we are, and

the God that gave them life.

To comply with any custom, or fa-

shion of the world, which we know

to be in opposition to the precepts of reli-

gion, and to comply, merely, because we
are averse to confess the power which reli-

gion has over us, is to denv Christ before the

world, and to fear man, more than God.—It

is our duty at such time, not only to dissent,

but to state the true reason for that dissent

;

to make it clear that we abstain from the

action, or dissent from the custom, because it

is religiously wTrong, because God has for-

bidden it, because no man can, with any

consistency, profess himself a Christian, and
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violate the plainest rules which Christ has

taught.—This is antiquated language ; there

is nothing in it of that polished facility,

will- b is perpetually crumbling away the

antierlt barriers of good, and evil ; but say it

modestly, say it einiply, say it kindly, say it

fro*" the bottom of your h^art, and you will

speak, arid -ict, in the genuine spirit of a

Christian ;
you will confess Christ before

men, and in a great, and a perilous season,

he will confess you before our Father which

is in heaven.

The truth is, that men of refined taste

are unwilling; to confess the influence which

religion possesses over them, from the

apprehension that their motives will be

mistaken ; religion is sometimes a veil worn

by hypocrites ; sometimes it is an instru-

ment for obtaining powrer ; sometimes men

make it a cloak for gratifying their resent-

ments, and raise the cry of impiety against

those whom they envy, or hate; and

sometimes religion degenerates into fana-

ticism, and works the utter decay of all the

besL faculties of the mind ; all these impu-

tations may be made against the man who
professes Christ before the world ; but you
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are not fit to be a Christian, if you cannot

bear that your motives should be for a

moment mistaken ; take care that you do

not use religion as the instrument of your

ambition, and your hatred ; be not clad in

the cloak of hypocrisy ; beware of a mad,

and foolish enthusiasm ; keep your hearts

pure from the reality of these vices, and be

sure that the imputation of them will

never remain long upon you ; but at all

events tremble to deny Christ before men;

but, when shame, and danger, are at hand,

come forward and say, I am one of these,

I am a Galilean, I was with Jesus of

Nazareth ; for if you deny him, from the

fear of men, the time will come when you

will feel the anguish of Peter, and like him

go forth, and weep bitterly.

To conceal even crime increases it, and

men are inclined to extend some slight

degree of indulgence to vices candidly

confessed. But what indulgence have they

for him, w^ho blushes at the God to whom
he prays ? who disowns the supplication

that has just been poured forth from his

heart ? Who struts away before men as a
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free, and original spirit ; and then casts him-

self down before that being, whom he

knows to be the rewarder, and the punisher

of men, and from whose hand, the

thunder, and the manna fall ? As it will be

more tolerable for Sodom, and Gomorrah, in

the day of judgment, that never knew
Christ, than for that city- where he taught,

and died ; so also it shall be more tolerable

for the scoifer ; it shall be better even for

the fool, that sats in his heart (here is no

God, than for him who looks up to a

heaven that disgraces him ; and pins his

soul upon a faith, which he sm< lie • s

crime. And what after all is this 'ess

that we are afraid of confessing before men ?

that in this frail, and feverish existence

we want the aid of religion ; that where

there are so many human beings, we are

afraid to lose, so much wc wish to enjoy,

and such little life to enjoy it ; that we
do venture to hope all things are regu-

lated here by a wise, and a just God; but

this is not all ; if the whole truth is told,

it will turn out that we believe in another

world, that we think the angel of God

will come, and separate the wicked from
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the just; that the record of Christ, which

is received by half the world, is acknow-

ledged by us also ; that under the impression

of these truths, it is not to be denied, that we

do sometimes most fervently implore the

pity, and protection of the gre t God of

the universe ; this is what we would not

have men know; these are the shameful

discoveries which we dread to reveal to the

impious, which would put an end for ever

to all careless bravery about religion, and

sink us at once in the estimation of the

most profligate, and abandoned of men.

Whatever we think, or do, we are

naturally induced to defend ; our pride

carries us to it, it is the genius of our

mature ; we often exceed the measure of

right in obeying that feeling, but here

pride is a virtue ; inflexible perseverance is a

great excellence, intrepid avowal is a sacred

duty ; we may give way to all that con-

viction that our cause is right, without the

smallest possibility of any excess. We are

placed in such a situation that we are pro-

moting our salvation by adhering to our

opinions, and performing one of the high-

VOL. II. p
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est duties of religion, by defending the

decisions of our understanding.

Lastly, we ought to learn something

of intrepidity from bad men. There can

be no reason why they, who believe that

the soul perishes, should exalt themselves

above us who have not abandoned the

hope of an hereafter, it is a strange cause,

for increase of confidence, that they con-

sider themselves out of the protection of

Providence ; and the worst of all excuses

for despondent shame, that we strive

to model our lives, and actions after a

pure law revealed to us from above.

It is a disgusting spectacle to see

religion tinged with arrogance, but a

consciousness of its own dignity, a reso-

lution never to be shamed from its prin-

ciples, a promptitude on all trying occa-

sions, to proclaim them with increased

firmness, and to put on even the spirit of

martyrdom in their support, this spirit a

Christian must assume, without it he is no

Christian ; for our great master has never

taught us to be so humble as to yield up
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the truths of the gospel to every invader

that approaches, but teaching us, in all

other things, to be meek like him, he has

taught us, in this, to be firm like him, to

bear witness to the truth, without any fear

of men : And he has told us, if we denv

him before the world, he also will deny us

at the last, and dreadful day, before the

Father which is in Heaven*

p
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ON

INVASION.





SERMON XIV.

1st Book of Maccabees III. Verse LIX,

Then said Judas Maccabeus, it is better for

us to die in battle than to behold the

calamities of our people, and our sanc-

tuary.

Nevertheless, as the will of God in Heaven

is, so let him do.

*It is not I believe,, in strictness, the prac-

tice of our church to seek for texts in the

Apocryphal writings, I have, however,

* This Sermon was preached before a large body of

•volunteers in the Metropolis, in the Summer of 1804,

when the danger of invasion was considered to be immi-

nent.
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ventured to do so in this particular instance,

to recall to your notice the hooks of the

Maccabees ;—a piece of history glowing

with eloquence, and piety, pregnant with

good example, and applicable, in the hap-

piest manner, to the peri is of the present

times. These books relate to one of those

positions of human affairs which awakens

every pood feeling in the minds of those w^ho

contemplate it, which, by the hidden ener-

gies it calls forth, and by the secret power

which it has to make men better, and bra-

ver than themselves, communicates to his-

tory the vivacity, and interest of romance.

TJiis, however, is the least important con-

sequence of such history as relates success-

ful resistance to tvranny ; it is a luminous

beacon to the world, a perpetual warning

to mankind never to be oppressed ; it teaches

us in times like these, to measure force

not by the numbers of men, but by the

passions with which they are actuated, and

the rights for which shev contend. It shews

11s that all can be pained by courage when

all seems lost ; and that those who, like

Judas, can feel that it is better to die, than
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to suffer, may enjoy, like Judas, victory and

renown.

Nor is it a slight thing, that by en-

forcing our belief in the moral order of the

universe, such history teaches us to depend

on Almighty God. When we see the im-

mense armies of Antiochus defeated by a

few of these bold Hebrews, and hosts that

might have swallowed up the whole earth,

broken to pieces one after the other, by the

\alour of this extraordinary man, we begin

then to see that the world is safe ; that there

is a reaction of human passions, a mighty

order, awfully planned, mercifully con-

ceived, carefully preserved, by which the

sum of human happiness is imperishable.

From such consolatory examples as these,

(in which, I thank Heaven, no history is

deficient,) when we have heard long of the

reign of tyrants, we have the firmest con-

fidence that God is preparing for us relief:

No man can tell the hour, and the day, but

there is a secret, and encouraging convic-

tion that the time of liberation will at last

come. God has said to the waves, thus far

shalt thou go, and no farther : we have the
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evidence of our senses that he is obeyed : I

believe the same God has said to human
passions, thus far shalt thou go, and no

farther ; and that the feelings of men obey

him like the waters of the sea. I believe it

to be his eternal decree, that such tyrants as

Antiochus shall at last raise up such heroes

as Judas : and when I see the men of my
own land coming out ready for war, as you

are doing this day, I see the same marks of

eternal order, and wisdom, that has reared up

the rocks to save us from the deep ;—you

are the barriers, and you are the rocks that

limit unjust aggression, and ambitious vio-

lence ; a nation of free men, sacramented

together, a joining of all hands, a knitting

of all hearts, the cry of the valiant Judas,

that it is better to die ! these make the

boundaries of rapine and of desolation ; at

these awful si^ns the robbers of the earth

are appalled, and dread lest they should have

provoked mankind enough.

Such are the feelings with which we

are naturally inspired by the perusal of this

spirited history, in which the parallel to our

present situation is so exact that it should
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be the manual of the times. But from this

general eulogium on the history of the

Maccabees, I must proceed to an examina-

tion of the particular text which I have ex-

tracted from it.

This sentiment of Judas was pronoun-

ced at the eve of one of the greatest battles

which he fought ; on the morrow he was

about to commit to the chance of war the

fate of the holy city, and of the chosen

people ; his address to his little army con-

tains a morality which is simple, just, and

sublime. " Arm yourselves, (lie says) and

" be valiant men, and see that ye be in rea-

" diness against the morning, that ye may
*f fight with these nations that are assembled

" together against us, and cur sanctuary,

" to destroy us. For it is better for us to

" die in battle than to behold the calamities

" of our people and our. sanctuary : Never-

" theless as the will of God in heaven is,

" so let him do."

In conformity then with the sentiment

of Judas, I shall endeavour to state what
those outward advantages are, which con-
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stitute the principal blessings of life, and

under the privation of which, a wise man
would cease to wish to live.

I pass over the herd of Epicurus, who
would exist at any price, and under any

complication of baseness, and anguish. I

am addressing myself to men who love a

moral, not an animal life, a life not num-

bered by days, but by feelings, and pas-

sions, and who know that there is some-

where, or other a point of suffering when
(if such be the will of God) it is better

to die.

One circumstance, then, which much

enhances the pleasure of life is liberty.

Without liberty the value of life is doubt-

ful ; to see oppression without interference,

to suffer it without resistance, to consider

that life, and property are at the mercy of

one who has no more natural right to live,

or to enjoy than ourselves, is a source of

the most bitter, and unquiet feelings to ele-

vated minds : For liberty, many have ven-

tured their lives who knew liberty only by

description : We have lived the life of free
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men, we have heard the name of freedom

when we were children, and in all the rela-

tions of life we have found it to be more

than a name : The enjoyment of it is so

wrought, and tempered into our daily

habits, that any internal attempt to destroy

the constitution of this realm could not

succeed but by the most enormous waste of

human life:—The name is too dear, the

feeling too deep—the habit too inve-

terate ; it would be easier almost to destroy

this people, than to enslave them ; and yet

what are the sufferings of internal tyranny,

in comparison with those of foreign subju-

gation? First there would be burnings, and

massacres, and plunders ; a promiscuous

carnage of the English race : a thousand

flames would burst forth in this venerable

city, and shed their horrid light upon the

dying, and the dead ; and when the sword

had drank its full, and the flower of this

race was perished away,—then think of the

silence of a land, over which an avenging

enemy had passed ; no loom—no plough

—

no ship—no tolling of the bell to church,

—

no cheerful noise of the artificer,—a land

spent, and extinguished, a people apostate
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to their ancient spirit, and their ancient

fame : If you think life worth having after

this, if you will live, when England does

not live ; if you will fawn at the feet of a

foreign soldier, for a few years of existence

;

if you wall put on the smiles of a slave,

after you have worn the countenance of a

free man, then live on, and may life be

your punishment ! You will remember,

when it is too late, the cry of Maccabeus,

that it is better to die in battle, than to be-

hold the calamities of your people, and your

sanctuary.

I would say that the happiness of life

depends upon an unpolluted sanctuary,

upon a pure state of religion ; without it,

crimes multiply, laxity prevails in morals,

society becomes a compound of fraud, and

voluptuousness; the motives for life are

weakened : therefore Judas said well when

he said, I will never see a polluted sanc-

tuary.

Life becomes more valuable under a

wise administration of good laws gradu-

ally elaborated by experience : It becomes
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more valuable in a cultivated state of the

arts, and sciences, more in a hieh state of

commercial, and agricultural prosperity of

our country, more from its renown among

the nations of the world : by all the wisdom

that has been employed to make that country

great, and good, by all the lives that have

been sacrificed to make it secure, by all the

industry which has been exerted to render

it opulent, by the deep tinge which it has

received of the Christian character, by the

number of those servants of God who have

left in their lives, and writings a great

example to the people, by the rich presents

which God has at any time made to it of

men famous for their beautiful sayings and

their genius : by this measure of value the

loss of a country is to be tried, and by this

measure we must decide whether it is better

to die than to lose it!

There is another consideration to which

Judas's magnanimous contempt of life may
be applied : Born to higher and to better

things, would you lead a life of manual

labour ? Would you c: tivatethe earth you

had once possessed, and if you could put up
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with such a life, could you endure it for

others, whom you love more than yourselves?

Ah this, Judas had seen, and he declared it

was better to die than to see it.

I have thus generally stated, those

exterior advantages whk'h give a value to

lift ; now let me apply it to you, and

bring it home to the chambers of your

hearts. Do you feel that you are free

men? Have you good laws ? Have you a

pure religion ? Is England cultivated ? Is it

rich ? Is it powerful ? Is it renowned ? Did

you ever hear it had done great deeds ? Did

you ever hear it had nourished great men ?

I know that, but for the sanctity of this place,

you would answer with loud shouts, and cries

that all these things are so. Why then I

say, in the hour of danger remember Judas,

and think it better to die in battle, than to

behold the calamities of such a people, and

such a land.

But in order to put on the spirit of

Judas, we should know well that it will

bear of no backsliding, no wavering, no com-

putation : The resolution once taken, we
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must advance, or we perish ; we must not

imagine that the danger will not come, and

believe we are playing at magnanimity, and

heroism ; the danger is pressing on against us

with rapid strides ; in a little time every man
may be reminded of his threats, and his

covenant of war, and courage exacted at his

hands ; the lintel post of every door

may be smitten with blood, and the loud

cries of the helpless, the sick, and the

young, may pierce our hearts : Be not de-

ceived, there is no wall of adamant, no triple

flaming sword, to drive off those lawless

assassins that have murdered, and pillaged in

every other land ; Heaven has made with us

no covenant, that there should be joy, and

peace here, and wailing, and lamentation in

the world besides ; I would counsel you to

put on a mind of patient suffering, and noble

acting, whatever energies there are in the

human mind, you will want them all; every

man will be tried to the very springs of his

heart, and those times are at hand which will

shew us all as we really are, with the genuine

stamp, and value, be it much, or be it little,

which nature has impressed upon each living

soul.

VOL. II. Q
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Having thus endeavoured to illustrate,

and enforce the leading principle of contempt

of life, contained in the former part of this

text, I pass on to its conclusion, and to the

other striking part of the character of Judas,

his piety. The most splendid writers of

Pagan history, have nothing equal to the

speech of Judas before he rights with Seron,

and his host. " Then said Judas to his

( men, It is no hard matter for many to be
e shut up in the hands of a few ; and with
( the God of heaven it is all one to deliver

6 with a small company, or with a great

' multitude. For the victory of battle

6 standeth not in the multitude of an host,

* but strength eometh from heaven ; they

e come against us in much pride, and ini-

6 quity, to destroy us, and our wives, and
( children, and to spoil us ; but we fight

1 for our lives, and our laws. Wherefore,

f the Lord himself will overthrow them
c before our face ; and as for ye, be ye not

6 afraid of them."

The different manner of the two

people in making their attack, is solemn,
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and affecting ; may it be ominous. " Then

Nicanor, and they that were with him,

came forward with trumpets, and songs ;

but Judas, and his company encoun-

" tered their enemies with invocation, and

prayer ; so that fighting with their

hands, and praying to God with their

hearts, they were greatly cheered."

You will listen more to such an example

than to many precepts ; our enemies

mock at God, and say it is their own
arm which getteth them the victory;

let us ask the aid of him who breaketh in

pieces the chariot, and knappeth the spear

asunder ; who is more to be feared than an

army with banners : They may mock, but

in truth the angel of God is ever present

at the battle ; his spirits, and ministers,

hover over the danger ; they receive the

parting spirits of christians ; they listen to

the distant prayers of kindred, and turn

away the arrow from a father, or a child

;

without their knowledge, not one shall

fall to the ground.

A greater contest than that in which

we are engaged, the world has never

Q2
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seen; for we are not fighting the battle

of our country alone, but we are fighting

to decide the question ; whether there

shall be any more freedom upon the earth.

If we are subdued, the great objects of

life are vanished ; all reason for living is at

an end : There remains a barren, vacant

earth, from which every good man would

beg of heayen that he might escape : But I

have better, and brighter hopes ; I trust in

the watching providence of Heaven, in the

manly sense, and the native courage of this

people : I believe they will act now, as they

have ever acted before—with undaunted

boldness. I have a boundless confidence in

the English character ; I believe thatthey have

more of real religion, more probity, more

knowledge, and more genuine worth, than

exists in the whole world besides : they are

the guardians of pure Christianity ; and from

this prostituted nation of merchants, (as they

are in derision called) I believe more

heroes will spring up in the hour of danger,

than all the military nations of ancient,

and modern Europe have ever produced.

Into the hands of God, then, and his ever
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merciful Son, we cast ourselves, and wait

in humble patience the result:—First we
ask for victory, but if that cannot be, we
have only one other prayer - we implore

for death.
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SPECIAL INTERFERENCE OF
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SERMON XIV

Acts XXVIIL 3d and following Verses.

And when Paid had gathered a bundle of

sticks, and laid them on the fire, there

came a viper out of the heat, and

fastened on his hand : And when the

Barbarians saiv the venomous beast

hang on his hand, they said, this man

is a murderer. But when they saw no

harm happen to him, they changed

their minds, and said he was a God.

This lively picture of the judgments of the

people of Melite, is a fair example of the

general disposition of all multitudes, to

ascribe the striking events of life to a par-
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ticular Providence; to believe that every

instance of prosperity is a reward sent from

God ; and every example of adversity a

punishment emanating from his anger

:

The attack of the serpent, the Barbarians

could not attribute to accident ; the slow

effect of its poison, upon the body of the

apostle, they were equally disposed to

consider as miraculous ; an action natural,

(though extraordinary) it could not be,

but as the event varied its aspect, the un-

conscious animal had fastened upon a

murderer, or wounded a god.

Such has been the disposition of man-

kind, in all ages, to judge of the interpo-

sition of the Deity : We must all remember,

that at one period of our own history, a

regular appeal was made to the immediate

judgments of Providence, for the establish-

ment of innocence, or guilt. Such an

appeal became the established law of the

land ; and the magistrate looked on to

behold the innocent man, walk upon the

summit of the waters, or trample unhurt

upon the burning iron. It has, in fact,

ever been the tendency of human nature

to liken divine justice, to human justice
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in its most perfect shape, and to suppose

that he, to whom all hearts are open, would

never suffer the just to perish, while the

guilty prosper, and live. Such ideas arc

very natural ; nor is it at all difficult to

understand wrhence thev have originated, or

why they have been so generally diffused ;

on the contrary, it has required the expe-

rience of ages, and the endless repetition of

precept, to w^ean mankind from these false,

and limited conceptions of divine Provi-

dence, to convince them, that the Creator has

not formed himself after their model, and

that the ways of man are not necessarily the

ways of God.

Even now, it is the pious, and the good

that talk most of judgments ; to say, that an

event was brought about by the special inter-

ference of Providence, is considered as the

genuine language of religion, and to doubt

it is to exhibit a cold, and sceptical species

ofunderstanding. I will endeavour, however,

to shew that an habit of referring all the

events of this world to a particular Provi-

dence, is a very dangerous habit, derogating

from the power, and wisdom of the

Almighty, and exceedingly apt to expose
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religion to the scorn, and ridicule, of unbe-

lievers.

In the first place, if we acquire the

habit of speaking perpetually of judg-

ments, and of referring every thing to a

particular interference of Providence, how
are we to get over the present state of the

world, as it exists plainly before our eyes ?

Is it the good only who are covered with

blessings ? Does this earth seem to be the

inheritance of the just ? Have we never

seen virtue living, and dying in wretched-

ness ? Is it quite new to us, to hear of the

unbroken prosperity of bad men, of the

honours which they reach, and of the

gratifications which they enjoy ? Recon-

cile, ifyou can, these appearances with your

supposition of the perpetual interference of a

divine Providence, and shew us^Fhy poverty,

and anguish are not kept for the scourges

of guilt alone ? why the tears of the good

ever fall down upon the earth ? and why
the just cry for the mercy of God ? While

you mean to be pious, in referring all to an

immediate Providence, you are, in fact,

depriving religion of its most powerful argu-

ment ; it has always been said, you are not
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to look here for the rewards of righteous-

ness ; because God is just, and because men
are not rewarded here according to their

works, because we do not perceive a wise,

and regular system operating in the distribu-

tion of human happiness ; therefore, we
must conceive, that there is, beyond this life,

another system of existence where this appa-

rent injustice will be corrected, and the

happiness we enjoy be apportioned to the

merits we possess. One of the most striking

arguments for futurity, has been drawn from

the absence of that particular Providence,

from the suspence of those immediate judg-

ments, for the existence of which, mistaken

piety is so apt to contend.

By pretending that virtue, and vice, are

so frequently punished, and rewarded by the

Deity, even in this world, and by struggling

against the plain current of facts, you throw

an air of ridicule upon religion, by compelling

it to account for events under a false theory
;

religion is taunted with the hi ah fortune of im-

pious conquerors; men expect that we should

explain why innocent, and peaceful nations,

are massacred, and rooted up ; when they

see that it is not always the good cause which
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prevails, but the strong cause, they fall off

from God, and think lightly of that Provi-

dence, which thev do not find such as human
error has described it to be. We know that

God sees all ; and that as the powerful lan-

guage of scripture says, the hairs of our

head are numbered ; that all things originate

from God, we also know ; but do they

originate from the general rules he pre-

scribes, or from a partial interference for

each particular object ? Is it a great law, for

instance, prescribed from the beginning, that

the excesses of the body should be punished

by the pains of the body, or does the sudden

vengeance of the Almighty smite the volup-

tuary with the disease which terminates a

shameless, and pampered life ? Is it part of

our original creation, that the pangs of re-

morse should follow guilt ? or does God send

upon every sinner, this evil spirit of the

mind, for his present torment ? That we are

all under the guidance, and omniscience of

an Almighty being, no human heart can

doubt ; but the laws of that Almighty are

grand, are simple, arc lew ; nothing so dero-

gatory to his nature, as to suppose that he is

perpetually deviating from them, or that

he guides one human being by many sepa-
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rate visitations of his power, though he

governs unnumbered worlds by a single act

of his will.

If a general law were not impressed

upon the heavenly bodies, which guided

them unerringly in their course ; if it needed

fresh interposition to renew their vigour,

and to continue their direction, it would at

once argue a want of power, and of fore-

sight in their maker ; but in the moral

world, we do not perceive how we are

diminishing our notions of the Deity, by sup-

posing his original plan of human affairs to

be so imperfect, that he is always occupied

in correcting it. If God does so often in-

terfere to punish the guilty, why was not the

original scheme of human affairs so con-

structed, that sin should produce misery

with as much certaintv as each fruit grows

from its proper seed. If such is the case

now, why are the immediate judgments of

God necessary ? but if we conceive such

judgments to be so common, are we not

guilty of impiety, in supposing the original

plan of the universe to have been so imper-

tect, that the Creator of all is perpetual ly

occupied in its correction ?
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We talk of judgments; but by what

means a**e we to ascertain what is reward,

what punishment, till we have seen the ulti-

mate consequence of every event ? Joseph

in the dungeon, knew not that he should be

the lord of Egypt. Abraham, about to

slaughter his son, never thought of the

coming blessings of God. The wretched

Daniel did not believe that he should be

lifted up from among the lions, to be the

chief servant of the eastern king. Many a

soul has been saved to God by sudden po-

verty ; many have been taught by diseases,

and by the whisperings of death. Some
wealth has ruined, some honour, some fame;

we, who talk so arrogantly of God's judg-

ments ; alas, we know not when he blesses,

when he destroys ; whether he is about to

humble us by apparent good, or to raise

us up through the ministry of sorrow, and

of pain.

Another evil resulting from the per-

petual supposition of judgments is, that it

has a tendency to make success the measure

of merit ; if good, and ill fortune are re-
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ward, and punishment, it will be difficult

not to infer, that that cause is just which is

triumphant ; that unjust which is over-

come ; a fortunate man, and a good man will

be synonimous terms, and unhappiness will

be the infallible proof of sin ; a method of

decision pregnant with every evil, and against

which religious, and moral wisdom have

in every age made the most decided stand.

This habit of judging of the designs of

Providence, and of determining what are

judgments, what ordinary events, is apt I

fear to cherish a species of arrogance, and

persecution, little compatible with Christian

humility. From what power .of divination do I

pretend to say, that this man is a murde- er,

and that man a God ? where is that commu-

nication with the Divine nature, that givesme
authority to pronounce the punishment of

any human being to be miraculous, to say

that God has singled out any one as the object

of his preternatural vengeance, whose life,

after all, may be wiser, and better than

mine ? Let it be my care so to live, that the

destroying angel come not forth against me.

I cannot read the signs of Heaven in ano-

VOL. II. R
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ther's destiny ; nor can I tell when nature

moves on as she is wont, when the voice

of God calls her from her antient course.

After all, however, let it be remem-

bered, it is only of the frequency, and

excess of this discovery of judgments, that

a rational complaint can be made ; that God

did interfere, in scriptural ages with his

judgments, we know from scriptural

authority ; nor is it weak, or superstitious

to conceive, that on the solemn epochs of

human affairs, the judgments of God do

now go abroad on the earth ; and, that what

looks all human, is sometimes the work of

invisible power ; but if you perpetually say,

this is of God, and that of God, you do

not glorify the Creator, but you dishonor the

magnitude of those attributes, with which

the piety of his creatures has surrounded

his nature, you consider those rules which

he has formed for the moral government of

the world to be so imperfect, that they

require perpetual correction, and incessant

change ; you erect yourself into an inter-

preter of God's will, and a judge of man's

jaierit ; but, what is worse than these, by
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teaching what is notoriously untrue, that

God commonly interferes in this world, to

punish the wicked, and reward the good, you

shake, in the minds of weak men the very

foundation of all religion, for they cannot

live a year, or look with the most care-

less eye upon the fate of men, and em-

pires, without perceiving that these things

are not so ; and then, with rash, and headlong

impiety, they doubt of a superintending Provi-

dence, because they cannot find that rapid,

and visible Providence which mistaken zeal is

ever ready to perceive. All is noted down ;

nothing is forgotten ; there is not a tear you

draw down upon the face of an human being,

nor a feeling of wretchedness you can strike

into his heart, but what it is eternallv

recorded against you ; no holy desire, no

secret sin, are lost; in pain, in sorrow, in death

God is with us, but we may live on, untouch-

ed in our sin ; the lightning shall not harm us,

nor the pestilencelay us low; there is a second,

and a retributive world, where our punish-

ment will come ; the closing scene, the

true interpretation of this ambiguous, and

distressing world in which we live ; this, and

this only, explains why those frequent judg-

E 2
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merits do not go forth, which it is so natural

to man to expect ; why the serpent is not

armed against the murderer, and the impotent

against the pious, and the good. And let us

gratefully remember, that while the doctrine

of futurity explains the present endurance of

evil, without recurring to the false supposi-

tion of perpetual judgments, this doctrine

does not rest upon conjecture, is not invented

to meet the difficulty, bat is revealed to us in

the page of scripture, and confirmed by the

death of Christ,



ON

TRUE RELIGION





SERMON XV.

-nBfTr

Matthew IV. Verse I.

True religion, and undefiled before God the

Father, is this; to visit thefatherless,and

widows in affliction, and to keep your-

selves unspotted from the world.

Our happiness in this life, as well as in a life

to come, depends so entirely upon the cultiva-

tion of rational religion, thatthe efforts to excite

a just sense of its importance* in the minds of

every Christian congregration, cannot be too

frequently, or too warmly repeated. Even

since the revelation of Jesus Christ, man has

too often worshipped his God by idolatry,

by childish, and absurd ceremonies, by tedious,

and despicable disputes, by the tears of
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chained heretics, by wasted provinces, by the

burnt incense of human bodies ; every vice,

and every error have been shrined in the name

of religion, and the merciless inquisitor,

while he blasted his most beautiful creations,

did it for the praise, and glory of his God.

These tremendous warnings should

impress upon our minds the difficulty of

attaining to proper notions of true religion ;

and though there have been, in these latter

times, great improvements incur conception

of it, there may be yet some remains of

error, something wThich may escape our

vigilant examination, and bafHe the efforts of

the most serious, and most evangelical

minds.

Under the term religion, are compre-

hended, Faith, Devotion, and Practice ; a

belief in the existence of God, and Jesus

Christ, our blessed Lord; prayer, public and

private, and obedience to what we know to

be the law of God, or what we believe to be

his will.

First, in all our consideration of reli-
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gion, we are too apt to forget the ultimate

end for which our almighty Creator made

himself known to us ; we are weak enough,

to conceive that God is soothed by our

praises, and gratified by our adulation, that

the maker of a million of worlds, can de-

light in the praises, and hosannahs of pe-

rishable men ; that any act of ours, can

illustrate his dignity, or magnify his name

;

we believe that we are commanded to adore

him, not to make ourselves good, but to

make him glorious ; not to set before that

w^hich is frail, a model of purity, but to

brighten that which is pure by the breath

of frailty.

From this, and from other causes pro-

ceeds that fatal, and common tendency of

mankind to exalt the devotional above the

practical part of religion ; and to relax in

the real performance of what the gospel en-

joins, exactly in proportion as they com-

ply with the ceremonies which it institutes.

Not that any but the lowest fanatics openly

avow their neglect of practical, and their

preference of verbal piety ; but, that num-

bers are guilty of the error, almost without
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knowing it themselves, and certainly with-

out feeling the smallest disposition to defend

it in theory ; it is contrary to the repeated

declarations of the gospel ; it is derogatory

to the attributes of the Deity, to suppose

that religion has any other object than the

happiness of mankind; that Jesus Christ

dwelt among men, for any other purpose

but to shew them that rule of mortal life1

which leads them to life eternal ; and

all prayer, and all devotion, should be re-

sorted to for these objects, as they remind

us of that powerful being we adore, as they

fix in our hearts the sage, rigorous, and

pure rules of morals which he has enacted,

as they set before our eyes the straight

path, and narrow gate which lead to the

dwellings of the just.

In the moments of self-examination,

when we think what shall be hereafter

;

when we remember with satisfaction,

that we were always on our knees in

the temple, while others were pursuing

the vain business, or vainer pleasures of the

world ; let us beware, that we have some-

thing else to offer to our God but sainted
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words, and holy kneelings, and supplicating

hymns ; imagine not, that statute praise,

and written adoration can atone for a dissi-

pated, selfish, uncharitable life, or that

the postures of our bodies will be taken

for the sin of our souls ; mere devotion,

barren of good actions, differs in nothing

from the gross idolatry of Pagan wor-

ship ; flocks, and hecatombs are as good as

gestures, and words ; they offered up the

blood of a victim, and you the breath of a

man ; you approach your Creator with the

sound of pious melody, and they brought to

him, whom they thought to be their Crea-

tor, the sweet savour of burning spices.

In what did the folly of these religious con-

sist, but that they thought every idle ob-

ject of sense more acceptable to the Deity

than the firm dominion over bad passions,

and the noble exercise of aid, and mercy to

mankind ? and how have they improved

upon this error, who substitute adulation

for obedience, and constantly neglect the

rule which they regularly recite ? Not every

one, says our Saviour, who sayeth unto me
Lord ! Lord ! but he that doeth the will of

my Father, which is in Heaven ; in truth.
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the first condition of piety is much easier

than the last ; it is easier to cry Lord ! Lord !

than to do his will ; it is easier to extol his

attributes, than to imitate them, even at

the humblest distance ; few would fail of

immortality, if the only price of it were

devotion, and many would purchase, on

their knees, the privilege of sinning with

impunity ; it is not here that our nature is

tried ; this is not the proper ordeal of man ;

It is more difficult to forgive an injury, to

embrace an enemy, to stop a bitter word,

or to sacrifice a beloved pleasure to charity*

than to repeat a liturgy of prayers
;

yet,

remember the words ; True religion, and

undefiled before God the Father is this,—to

visit the fatherless, and widows in affliction,

and to keep yourselves unspotted from the

world* These are the real sacrifices to God ;

there is more joy in Heaven over one good

deed, than over ninety, and nine solemn

supplications which bring forth no good

deed. /

At the same time, devotional religion

is so necessary to practical religion, and so

important, when considered as an instru-
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ment rather than an end, that it is impos-

sible to conceive how an uniform tenor pf

good conduct can be supported without it

;

from the perpetual mention of the attri-

butes of our Creator in prayer, we fashion
Y

in our minds that ideal model of excel-

lence, which, like a flaming pillar, guides

us through the wilderness of life; in prayer

we arc reminded of human miserv ; the

hope of his future mercy, the persuasive

example of Christ softens the heart, har-

dened by business, and pleasure ; in praver,

all that is bad, and low, and base is forgot-

ten ; something, which belongs not to this

world, is mingled with our nature, and the

breath of God is breathed upon us. In

prayer the seeds of action are sown ; but

let us remember we shall be judged by the

fruit.

Men are not only tempted to prefer

devotion to practice, from the mistaken

notion that it can of itself be acceptable to

the Deity, and from the superior facility of

praying like a Christian, to that of living

like a Christian ; but because it is that part

of religion of which the world take the
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greatest cognizance ; whereas the real ques-

tion, which every man should put to his

own soul, is, not how often I have vowed

to do good, but how often I have done it

;

not how often I have repeated the law, but

how much I have obeyed it ; not what I have

promised, but what I have performed ; for

prayer without good action, is nothing but

increase of guilt, because it indicates how

well we comprehended, and how accurately

we remembered the duty which we have

neglected to discharge.

Another error to which we are exposed,

in our search after true religion, is that of

intemperate zeal, or enthusiasm ; an error

which often leads to the lowest, and most

contemptible fanaticism ; often terminates in

melancholy, in madness, or in voluntary

death. The passions have too mighty an

influence on religious opinion, not to ren-

der it necessary, that they should be sus-

pected, and watched. Hope,—fear,—gra-

titude,—despair,—and every powerful prin-

ciple of our nature, may all be called in to

the aid of fanaticism ; artful men, or mis-

taken, and enthusiastic men, can always
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corrupt some one passion, by the allurements

of religion ; and, by that unguarded avenue,

find their way to the inward heart : When
once men substitute for simple, intelligible

rules of right, and wrong, the notion of

extraordinary impulse, mysterious feeling,

religious instinct, and, in general, any preter-

natural, and mysterious affection, reason

looks like indifference, and common sense

appears to border upon impiety ; extrava-

gance becomes the test of godliness, and

nothing is considered as acceptable to the

Deity, that is not laughable, and contempti-

ble to the rational part of his creatures.

There is, in truth, a vitiated appetite

in our nature, for mystery, and terror ; we
are disappointed by simplicity ; we nauseate

that which is common, and despise every

thing which we comprehend ; the languid

mind must gaze at something in the distant

ground, half-visible, half in shade ; an. object

half pleasing, half terrible, full of promise, and

full of threat ; lovely, and hateful ; incongru-

ous, and impossible. We are so desirous of

involving religion in mystery, that we are

displeased at finding it so clear in its nature,
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and so definite in its object; we require a more

splendid, and magnificent servitude ; we de-

spise the waters of Israel, andpant for Tabana,

and Farfar, and the mighty riversof Damascus.

—But, I may ask with the Prophet, if God

had bid you do some great thing, would you

not have done it ? How much the rather then,

when he sayeth unto you, have mercy, and

be clean; how much the rather then, when

he sayeth unto you, comfort the fatherless,

$nd widows in their affliction, and to keep

yourselves unspotted from the world.

In our religious progress, we are menaced

by two opposite evils,—indifference, and fa-

naticism,—which, like all contrary excesses

reciprocally generate each other ; the horror

of indifference, inflames ardour ; and disgust

at extravagance increases indifference ; of

the danger of the former, I hope I think as

seriously as any minister of the gospel can

do ; and I have, on other occasions, in the

discharge of mr duty, insisted upon it,

as well as I was able,—that I have not unduly

magnified the latter, a very slight acquain-

tance with the history of religion will

sufficiently evince.
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To this head of intemperate enthusiasm is

to be referred that eager reception, which the

interpretation of prophecies has, of late days,

experienced among us.—There are some

prophecies, so plain, that they cannot be mis-

taken, and so important, that they have very

properly been insisted upon, as the strongest

proofs of our religion; but the endless

attempt at fresh interpretation, and the desire

to apply passages from the Prophets to the

political events of the present times, should

surely be received with the greatest caution ;

because it is a subject, above all others, in

which the passions of wxeak, timid people,

may betray their judgment, and because it is

notorious to common sense, that to support

such interpretation, the language of the Pro-

phets has been distorted in the most violent,

and uncandid manner. Far be it from me, to

blame the attempt at farther explanation alto-

gether, I only contend, that it is an attempt

which should be made with the greatest

humility, and received with the greatest cau-

tion ; at the same time, I have no scruple to

say, that this practice has, of late years,

been carried to the most blameable, and perni-

cious excess
;
predictions of the most trifling

VOL. II. s
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events, have been sought for, and discovered

in the Prophets, and the credulity of man-

kind abused in a manner which has given a

fresh handle to infidelity, and cast unmerited

obloquy upon true religion ; true religion,

which is always sure to suffer for the errors,

and absurdities, which the superstitious

ignorance of man is perpetually fostering

upon it.

As true religion consists neither in devo-

tion alone, nor in -fanaticism at all, it does

not consist any more in theology, which we

are apt to confound with it ; the danger is,

that we mistake the means, and instruments

by which we are to make ourselves religious,

for religion itself ; theology, and prayer are

instruments of the highest importance to the

furtherance of true religion, but they are still

different from religion itself. The ambigui-

ties consequent upon translation, the inevita-

ble difficulties of words considered as a

vehicle of thought, the proceedings of the

Christian church, down to this period, the

evidence in favour of Christianity, the ques-

tions which must arise from the application

of a general rule to particular cases, have all
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made it necessary, that the scriptures should

be profoundly, and accurately studied, and

have given birth to the science of theology

;

but Almighty God, in revealing to us his

gospel, would have defeated his own benevo-

lent purpose, if every thing which that

gospel contains, might not be apprehended,

without laborious, and critical study. Upon
the more important, and practical parts of

Christianity there has been little, or no

controversy ; every body knows, that mercy,

that charitv, that meekness, that obedience

to the higher powers, that every fundamental

principle of morals, on which the happiness

of mankind reposes, are taught in the sacred

writings, with a strength which rivets

attention, and a precision, which excludes

mistake. It is right that more speculative

questions should be agitated by those to

whom these matters are properly, and pro-

fessionallv a care ; but it never could have

been the intention of all-wise Providence,

that subjects difficult enough to exercised

understandings, should be a necessary, and

indispensable matter of thought, and enquiry,

for every well-disposed Christian.

s2
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I have thus endeavoured to caution vou

against a few of those errors, which vitiate

our conceptions of true religion ; and teach

us to sacrifice the substance to trie phantom,

and shade of piety. If any other proof

were wanting, of the Divine origin ot

Christianity, this alone would be of the

highest importance ; that it is the only

religion which does not degrade our notions of

theDeity, by investing him with the lowest of

human passion s : The Pagan sacrificed his milk-

white heifer, without blemish, cast frankin-

cense on the flame, and went forth justified

before his God : The Mahomedan bathes in

the stream, and turns nine times towards

holy Mecca, and is cleansed from all his

iniquities ;—the meek, and patient Hindoo,

eateth not of that which has life, and

blesses his beloved Ganges, and these things

are counted unto him- tor righteousness.

The Christian must offer up to God some

heart that he hath lightened, and some

spirit that he hath made glad ; the prayers

of sick, wretched creatures, must go up

for him to heaven ; he must come to the

altar, surrounded by fatherless children ; his
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enemies must lie prostrate at his feet,

conquered by gentleness, goodness, and

forbearance ; he must give to the reviler,

blessings for curses ; he must be the defence

of those who seek his destruction ; he

must avert wrath, with lovely, peaceable

words ; by his wise discourse, and by his

fair, honorable life he must >turn men from

their sins, to the worship of the Lord, their

God. This is the piety of a Christian
;

this is the path w^hich leads to immortal

life ; to have a lively faith, to pray always

for blessings from above ; but to remember,

in the midst of our prayers, that true

religion and un defiled before God the

Father is this, to visit the fatherless, and

widows in affliction ; and to keep your-

selves unspotted from the world.
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IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL.
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SERMON XVI.

]st Book of Corinthians XV. V. XXXV.

But some man will say, how are the dead

raised up ? And with ivhat body do

they come ? Thou fool ! that which

thou soivest is not quickened except it

die ; and that which thou soivest, thou

sowest not that body whish shall be, but

, bare Grain, it may chance of Wheat, or

some other grain ; but God giveth it a

body as it hath pleased him,—and to

every seed his own body.

He who looks at any object of matter, can

scarcely be said to know at what it is he

does look 'f he confines himself only to
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its present qualities, and neglects the indi-

cations of its future existence.

Look at the seed ; does it move? Is

there in it the slightest sign of life ?

Could any man conjecture, previous to

experience, that it would not always

remain what it now is ? yet, of that

seed comes the green herb ; man gathers of

it his daily bread ; or if such be its body
?

it riseth up to be the strength, and beauty

of the forest.

The principle of change is indeed

widely diffused over the works of Provi-

dence ; few things are in that state now, in

which they are hereafter to remain ; the

bird destined for the air, sleeps in his shell

;

the beautiful insect, that is to flutter in the

suri, crawls in the earth till the season of

his glory is come : The child, that requires

the hand of a parent to give him food, may

soon be changed into a saint, or a sage : So,

also (says the great apostle) is it with the

soul of man ; this is not its resting place ;

it was never intended to remain here, and

to be always as it now is ; it will be
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changed as the seed is changed ; the cor-

ruptible will put on incorruption ; the

mortal immortality; the object for which it

was created will be made manifest ; at the

very moment that it seems to perish, it is

passing into an higher order of creatures,

and getting hold of a better life.

This comparison between the outward

world, and the changes of the soul, set on

foot by the holy apostle, may perhaps be

carried one step farther.

As we are admonished, by experience,

of this propensity to change, in all the

objects we behold, we accustom ourselves

to look out, with eagerness, and attention

for the signs of these changes ; we say of

the seed, when it begins to burst, this part

will become the branch, and from hence

the root will grow ; we trace out in the

shell, the organs cf the perfect animal ; and

we say, with certainty, these are prepara-

tions for a future existence; to this perish-

ing seed, to this inanimate shell they are

useless ; but the seed will grow, and the

shell will live ; these are the signs in them
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of a second state, they have other appear-

ances to put on, and other objects to ac-

complish, to which their present being is

entirely subordinate, and ministerial : this

also is true of the soul of man ; it does not

do all here, that it was intended to do ; it

was never modelled for this world alone,

there are in it qualities utterly useless here,

qualities which carry about with them the

signs of preparation, as if that soul was to

undergo a great change, surviving the body,

and living for ever before God.

There cannot be a more awful specu-

lation than to follow out this train

of thought, and to endeavour to find

what those qualities of our minds are,

which appear to have a reference to some

future scene of existence, which by shewing

us that we are intended for another, and a

better world, add the natural evidence for

immortality, to that which is derived from

the Christian revelation.

First. It must be observed, man in

every stage of society civilized, or savage

has universally believed, that he is to live
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hereafter ; we have no sooner become ac-

quainted with the opinions of any new peo-

ple, however barbarous their condition,

however- remote, and insulated their situa-

tion ; but we immediately discover among

them, this sacred notion of a second life ;

discover it obscured by foolish inventions,

disgraced by superstition ; but still discover

it shining through the dross, and betraying

its excellent nature. Why then has the

Almighty God, who in all other creations

is acknowledged to do nothing in vain, who
could have pinioned down the mind within

any limits, given it such a range, that its

thoughts reach up to an Heaven, where it

can never dwell ? why is it enabled to dis-

cover a God, if that God is to doom it to

annihilation ? why has it the power to draw

a never-ending scene of happiness, if it

has but a few wretched years to live. What

advantageth us, says the apostle, if the deid

rise not at all, let us eat, and drink, for to-

morrow we die ; but alas, the mind of man

is not so constituted, the death of to-mor-

row ruins the appetite of to-day, the beast

that perishes he only is pleased to the last,

and is never troubled with that futurity, by
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which he is never to be blest ; believing

that God exists, that God is our maker, that

God is just; we cannot believe that he has

given us minds capable of forming the no-

tion of immortality, but unworthy of en-

joying immortality itself; therefore, this

universal belief in a future state, is one sign

of change, one proof, that the soul is not

now in its last stage of being, that the

change which it undergoes, is merely change,

and not destruction.

If we had been destined for this world

alone, it is probable we should have been

contented with what this world affords ; the

excellence we saw, and felt, would have

been the only excellence we could conceive

;

but now man always imagines something

better than he sees ; no grandeur, and no

beauty which he beholds, are equal to the

grandeur, and the beauty which he con-

ceives ; something tells him this is human,

that elsewhere there are fairer, and better

things than these ; in all times man has de-

lighted to draw a natural, and moral world

after his own fancy ; a land without storm,

and tempest; a people without violence,
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and injustice, living in perpetual peace, and

exercising unwearied benevolence. This

discontent of present things is made a part

of man's nature, to remind him that present

things are not always to endure ; he is swift

to conceive better things, to inure him to

that perfection, which must infinitely exceed

even his imagination ; if man is to live again,

the object of such a provision is easy to be

comprehended, and worthy of Almighty

wisdom ; but why is it given, if all ends

here ? why are we so keen to discern the

imperfections of this our first, and last, and

only home ? a being of this world has no

need of if, it is a mark of futurity, the

forerunner of another world, the strong

evidence of an immortal being.

To exist in this world, seems to be the

only purpose for which the brute creation

was intended; they eat, and drink, and perish;

nor does it appear that they have any super-

fluous faculties, any portion of understanding

greater than what is necessary for the pre-

servation of their brief existence, if they have

lived a few years, and given birth to other

beings, like themselves, they appear to have
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clone all that Providence ever intended them

to do ; if man like these had only talents to

gather his support, and defeat the hostile

animals which surrounded him, no hope of

immortality could be gathered from a condi-

tion like this ; man would be of the earth,

earthy ; destined to live in this world, with

qualities fitted for this world, and, to all

appearance, limited to it ; but in speaking

of the mind of man, we forget, and we leap

over all those faculties, which are sufficient

for the preservation of life ; we do not won-

der at man, because he is cunning in pro-

curing his food, but we are amazed with the

variety, the superfluity, the immensity of

human talents ; we are astonished that he

should have found his way over the seas, and

numbered the stars, and called by its name

every earth, and stone, and plant, and creep-

ing reptile, that the Almighty hath made ;

we see him gathered together in great cities,

guided by laws, disciplined by instruction,

softened by fine arts, and sanctified

by solemn worship ; we count over the

pious spirit of the world, the beautiful

writers, the great statesmen, all who have

invented subtlely, who have thought
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deeply, who have executed wisely, all these

are proofs that we are destined for a second

life ; it is not possible to believe that this

redundant vigor, this lavish, and excessive

power, was given for the mere gathering of

meat, and drink ; if the only object is pre-

sent existence, such faculties are cruel, are

misplaced, are useless ; they all shew us

that there is something great awaiting us,

that the soul is now young, and infantine,

springing up into a more perfect life when
the body falls into dust.

Then, why is it, that there is always

a progress from one novelty to another ?

why does happiness recede before us as we
advance ? why is man driven by the present

moment to a future, which, wThen it comes,

still beckons him to a future beyond ? In

boyhood it is to be youth, in youth it is to

be manhood, in manhood it is to be old age;

but in youth pleasure wearies, in manhood

power fatigues, in old age sadness, and

weakness oppress,

—

till man is wearied out

by the long delusion, and sees at last, if he

would reach that happiness he has so long

pursued, he must follow it over the great

VOL. II- X
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gulph across which Dives called to Lazarus

for aid.

God would not have so framed the

heart of man, if that heart is perishable,

and mortal ; it is not one God, that has

made the invisible spirit, and another God

that has made all the objects we can see,

and touch ; but one Omnipotence, and one

Omniscience, has acted throughout, in form-

ing the most stupendous mind, and in com-

pleting the minutest insect. If this inces-

sant change be then the quality of a soul

which is to suffer death ; if our desires can

here find no resting place, and are not to

exist any where but here, where is there

besides such an inconsistency in all the other

works of God ? No animal has wings that

is not destined to fly ; every creature that

swims in the deep has all the organs, and

instruments necessary for that kind of life y

when we look at the courageous animals,

we are well aware they must live by their

courage ; of the timid we do not doubt, but

that they are to owe their safety to their

circumspection ; we always assign to Provi-

dence a purpose ; we cannot look upon a
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bodily organ, or witness a mental quality,

without: assigning to them a particular use ;

if the present use is not obvious, the crea-

ture is to undergo some change that will jus-

tify the work of God, and bring that organ,

or that quality, into action ; this hair-living

reptile that is now crawling on the earth,

will not end in this state ; those rudiments of

wings will expand, and he will become an

inhabitant of air; thus we reason of all

nature, and thus we should reason also of

the soul of man ; this eternal change, this

sickness of present things, this appetite for

the future, these are the marks of the wings,

and the signs of the great flight ; this is not

the world to which they belong, but they are

the instruments, and the organs, which

enable us to detach ourselves from this world,

and to spring up into greater purity, and

freedom.

Of the other qualities of the mind,

there is no one who doubts ; the connec-

tion they have with this life cannot be

mistaken ; resentment is given us for pro-

tection ; fear for preservation ; hope for

comfort; compassion for mutual aid;

t 2
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gratitude for the encouragement of benevo-

lence,—all these are present qualities ; some

beautiful, some bad, but all calculated for

the present scene ; all bearing upon our

immediate destiny, all connected with this

world ; but the knowledge of God, and his

attributes, the ungratified notions of excel-

lence, the impatience of present things, the

unwearied appetite for change ; the lavish,

variety, and splendor of the human facul-

ties ; all these things are not to be explained

but by believing the soul to be immortal, or

the God that made it to be unjust.

There is one other, and an. almost

universal passion in human nature, which

appears to be planted in us to excite, and to

cherish, the feeling of the immortality of the

soul ; the desire of being remembered, and

honoured, after death; or, as it is commonly

denominated, the love of posthumous fame.

—All men feel it, it would overwhelm any

of us here present with the deepest afflic-

tion to believe, that wTe were utterly for-

gotten wrhen we ceased to live ; after reli-

gion, the great soother, and comforter in

death, is to believe, that we shall survive in

the memory of those whom we leave behind.
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If this passion was a passion only of the

rich, and great, it might proceed from a reluc-

tance to quit those enjoyments, which are

said by the son of Sirach to make death so

terrible; but all men have it; the poor wish

to live in the memory of the poor ; the

wretched to be remembered even by the

wretched ; any thing but to be forgotten, and

blotted out, than which, there is nothing more

awful to the mind of man; for what purpose is

it then, that our wishes shoot out beyond our

endurance, and that we have such an irresisti-

ble tendency to paint ourselves as conscious

of honour, or of shame, after 'he outward,

and visible man, has perished away ? This

universal feeling was not given in mockery,

and derision of mankind ; he is surely not

allowed for the sport of some higher order of

beings, to hope so strongly that which is

impossible; this peculiarity of his nature

is not accidental ; it was not overlooked in

the structure of his mind, but it was placed

there with design, and placed there with

benevolence ; with design, because nothing

in this world is done without design ; with

benevolence, because man. wanted this

glimpse of another life for his happiness, and
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he wanted it for his elevation, to give him

courage under all the evils of the world, and

to whisper into his inward soul, that he

only is unchangeable amid vicissitude, and

imperishable amid decay.

It is a science not unworthy of time,

and attention, to find out what the qualities

of our minds are, and for what purposes

they were intended ; but it is impossible in

the prosecution of this study, not to per-

ceive, that the mind with all its worldly

attributes, has some qualities entirely des-

tined for futurity ; arranged for a totally

separate order of things ; doing within us

the service of Heaven, and watching care-

fully over the ark of God which every man

carries in his heart ; therefore, do not an-

swer me, with saying all this perishes to the

eye ; it seems as if the soul was dead ; I

reply with the holy apostle it is the great

law of nature, that which thou sowest is

not quickened, except it die, and, that

which thou sowest, thou sowest not that

body which shall be, but God giveth it a

body, as it hath pleased him, and to every

seed its own body.
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The season is now come, when those

changes to which the apostle alludes begin

to take place ; the sower has deposited the

seed in the ground, and to the outward eye

it seems to perish ;
yet, ere it be long, it will

be green with life, and God will give to

every seed the body, which hath pleased

him ; let it be our care then, to derive from

the changes of nature, a lesson- of religious

wisdom , and, beholding the decay, and the

resurrection of the outward world, to

remember before it is too late, that we also

must die, and rise again.
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SERMON XVII.

2d Book of Corinthians IV. Verse XIV.

Though the outward man perish, the inward

man is renewed day by day.

There seems to be, upon a superficial view

of human life, a vast inequality in the ad-

vantages enjoyed at its different periods ; all

its joys, and pleasures appear tobe-crowded

into the season of youth, and its last scenes

to be given up to pain, and to decay ; to be

marked only by the dissolution of the body,

and the gloom of the mind. Sad, forsaken,

unhappy, are the epithets appropriated to

old age ; to grow old stands foremost upon

the catalogue of human miseries, and sin
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itself seems less terrible than that outward

ruin which brings man down to his native

dust.

To correct, if I am able, these mistaken

viewT
s, and to strive against this mournful

and degrading impression, I have cited these

words of the great apostle ; they shew us,

that the real glory may be greatest, when

the visible glory is no more ; that death, and

ruin may be without, and immortality

within ; that, though the outward man pe-

rish, the inward man may be renewed day

by day.

I will endeavour to explain what is

meant by this renewal of the inward man,

by stating what those feelings of the mind

are, which St. Paul sets up in compensation

of bodily decay, and in what sense we may

be said to be daily renewed, when it is but

too evident to the eve, that we are dwind-

ling away to another state of existence.

The principal object I hare in view, in this

discourse, is to prove that Providence has

been bounteous to every period of life; that

the pleasures of age are greater, and the
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pains less, than we commonly suppose

them to be ; and that, when old age is a

state of affliction and despair, it is not

rendered so, by a decaying body, but by a

sinful mind.

By the pleasures of old age are under-

stood, of course those pleasures which may
be attained by exertion ; for gratuitous

happiness is never conceded to man at

any period of life ; but in youth, in man-

hood, in old age, is alike, and alone gained

by doing well, and by faith in Christ.

The first renewal of the inward man,

the restoration of our nature, to what it was

before its original transgression, is its

victory over the passions of youth. The

eye fails, the hand trembles, and the knee is

unstrung ; but the happiness of man does

not depend, only on the keenness of his

sight, and the vigor of his grasp ; it is not

all health, and strength; there is something

which palsy cannot reach, nor fever burn,

nor agony impair : The man, whom you

pity for his weakness, would be loath
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perhaps, to change his infirmities for your

passions ; he would not be as young as you,

to be as disturbed as you ; he would not

come, again, under the bondage of sin, and

be the slave of passion, for all the happiness

that youth, and beauty, and strength could

give; he has calmed every unholy tumult; and

put to rest every sinful emotion ; he wishes

only that which is righteous ; he thinks only

that which is good ; he feels, by day, and

by night, a calm, supporting confidence in

God. Youth may flee away unheeded, if

old age bring with it such blessings as these.

The outward man may perish, when the

toward man is thus renewed day by day.

The pleasures of youth all fall under

the cognizance of the senses ; gaiety is

heard, and brilliancy is seen ; but the

passionless tranquillity of old age is unno-

ticed bv all but those whom it blesses ; we
call it unhappy because it has no clamour-

ous, and no visible joy ; forgetting that

the emanation of God's grace, the feeling

of Heaven, the strong hope of immortality,

are themselves deep, and penetrating joys
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which occupy the whole man, and keep

his soul in dignity, and peace.

Nor is this exemption from the tumults

of sense, and the agitations of sin, to be

judged of, as if it were original apathy ; but

it is a tranquillity of which old age can

fully ascertain the value, from having

experienced the contrary state. He, whose

decaying health is the only circumstance

you notice, has learnt, in a long life, to

estimate aright the happiness of age; he

has learnt that your ideas of pleasure, are

not the true ideas of pleasure ; he once

obeyed feelings as impetuous as yours ; he

was the slave of anger, of jealousy, of

pleasure, as you are at this day : He has

now conquered the passions, which he

once served ; and pity him as you may, he

feels that the latter days of his life, are

better than the first ; that it is more

pleasant to walk with God in old age

;

than to sin in all the flower, and freshness

of youth.

The memory of a well spent life is a

pleasure, which may always be reserved for
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old age, and can be enjoyed by old age

alone ; in manhood the race is only half

run, the firmest virtue may give way, and

that fame may set in clouds, which rose in

beauty, and shone with meridian splendor

:

But in old age the hand is upon the goal,

the destined spot is reached ; nothing more

is to come, and what is past, the malice of

fortune cannot affect. Nor is this pleasure

peculiar to old age, by any means confined

to men of illustrious talent, and exalted

station ; the consciousness of integrity, and

honesty is as sweet as the remembrance of

the brightest actions ; the pleasant feeling,

the true delight, is to know when the part

is finished, that the part has been acted

aright, that however inconsiderable our

best exertions may be, they have still been

made ; that we have a right to challenge

the approbation of men, and to ask for

some little portion of the mercy of God.

The aged, in fact, enjoy some of the

privileges of the dead ; they experience that

justice, which those, w;ho areactively engaged

on the theatre of world, so seldom receive;

envy for thern is dumb, the worst passions of
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the human heart are softened by the signs of

decaying nature, and men begin to love that

merit which they are so soon to enjoy no

more.

The respect which an old man expe-

riences, wiio has quitted the world with

honor, is sincere, and affecting ; he has been

well tried, and the degree of his virtues

fairly established ; he is now no man's rival,

and all are left freely to indulge in the

admiration of excellence; a man thus far

gone in existence, does not convert the

homage of his fellow-creatures into food

for vanity, but takes it deeply to his

heart as a probable evidence that he

lias discharged his duties well, and that at

the last hour, he may find some favor

with his God : In this manner a good

old man learns, from the praises of the

world what he has been ; and the young

inflamed by the sight of living excellence,

love virtue, and steadily pursue it.

There remain for an old man, the

pleasures of knowledge, the result of all

that he has gathered in a long, and laborious

vol, it. v
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life, and the liberal communication of that

knowledge to others ; wisdom, and know-

ledge are the attributes of age ; and if the

young bow to the symbols of declining

life, it is in a great measure, because they

regard them, also, as the symbols of a

long-disciplined, and wide- enquiring mind.

There remains to old age, to behold

children, acting an honest, and conspicuous

part in the world ; carrying into action those

sound, and moderate principles, which it has

been the object of parental care to inculcate ;

and repaying to the last days of the aged

that kindness which guided their infant life.

Youth has its glories, and pleasures, but

thev are not the saddest days of human life,

when a man wTastes gradually away, in the

midst of his numerous, and happy children
;

perishing, like the patriarch, in a good old

age, and blessing his sons, the strength, and

hope of Israel.

But this it is, for which we deem

old age miserable ; that the pleasures of

old age are not our pleasures : that the

old man cries out with Bazillai, " How
" long have I to live that I should go up
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1

* with the King to Jerusalem ? I am this

' day four-score years old ; can I discern

' between good, and evil ? can thv servant

* taste what I eat ? and what I drink ? Can
1 I hear, any more, the voice of singing

' men, and singing women ? Let thy ser-

vant, I pray thee, turn back, that I may
' die in mine own city, and be buried in the

c grave of my father, and of my mother ?"

It is this, the tasteless meats, the deafness

to the singing man, and the singing woman*

the apathy to common pleasures, for

which old age is pitied, and deplored : But,

this is God's mercy, it is not his vengeance

;

he deadens the keenness of our bodilv senses

only to guide us to immortality, we are

disgusted wTith the pleasures of youth
;

we deride the objects of manly ambition ;

we are wearied with one worldly trifle, or

another* that our thoughts may centre at last

in God ; if I saw old age still hovering

after the amusements of youth, I should

indeed pity it, but this oblivion of our

trifles, is the genuine sign that the great

change is coming : This loathing of the

world shew7 s us, that the renewal of the

inward man has begun ; that the first state

u 2
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will soon end ; that the wings are now
forming for the last, and great flight ; and

that we are casting off the appetites, and

passions of this world, only because we
are about for ever to abandon it.

Another evil that our imaginations are

apt to connect with old age, is pain ; but it

is not the natural, and inevitable condition

of human life, that it should close in pain
;

a youth of intemperance, is crowned with

an old age of bodily suffering ; there is no

wretchedness of mind, or body, which we

may not prepare for old age : but the

accidental consequences of our sins, are not

to be considered as the regular conditions of

our nature ; there is a gradual bowing down

to the grave ; a gentle departure from this

life ; a peaceful separation of the soul from

the body ; which is the real destiny of man,

when he has lead that life, which his

Almighty Creator intended him to lead.

In fact, the old age which has raised all

this terror, is the old age of sin, not the old

age of piety ; it is the spectacle of young, and

ungoverned passions, in a perishing body; of
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a man giving up the world, by his trembling

limbs, giving it up by his wasting strength,

and clinging to it, with all the appetites of

his heart ; a man marked deeply by time,

and outwardly fitted for Heaven, within all

preparations for this life, and with thoughts

busied about the mortal pleasures of sin ;

to such a man, old age is indeed terrible, for

it is a mark of the coming vengeance of

God, the pains, and evils of the body, are to

him signs that his eternal punishment is near

at hand; that he is standing in the threshold to

the place of torment : I am not endeavour-

ing to prove that this old age is not terrible.

It is, indeed, the greatest of human terrors

;

and though the threescore, and ten of years

may first pass away, yet the knowledge that

it must come at last, shoots across the hori-

zon of life, and mingles the terror of God

with the early pleasures of youth.

If it is the mere contiguity to death,

which makes old age so terrible, find

out, if you can, the man who would spend

his life over again. If your life has

not been notoriously wicked, so that death

becomes, to you the greatest of all evils,
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put this question to your own heart. You

shall be replaced in earliest infancy, you shall

enjoy all the happiness which is said to be the

privilege of that favored period ;
you shall

re-taste again, all the tumultous pleasures of

youth
;

you shall play over again, the

game of ambition : If all this were offered,

all this would be rejected
;
your disposition

would be, to go on with the portion of life

which remained; to pass over to something

you did not know, in the hope of finding it

better ; not to return to that, with the value

of which you were already acquainted

:

Why then is the proximity to death so

terrible, if the possession of life is so little

valuable ? Why fear to die, if we do not

wish to live ? Death viewed at a distance

by one unprepared for it, from having lived

long, is terrible ; but the natural feeling of

the mind, in extreme old age, is to wish for

death ; to ask it of God as a boon, to speak

of it as a release, and to ardently desire,

what, in the beginning of life, is considered

as the greatest of all evils. " As the hart

panteth for the water brooks,—even so

longeth my soul for thee, oh God."
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It is in truth, this very proximity to death,

which in a rightly-constituted, and christian

mind, gives sometimes to old age, a superiority

over all human conditions, because it brings

with it a feeling which we find to be that

w7hich we have been seeking for, through-

out the whole of existence. The feeling,

which this near approach to God inspires,

is that perfect happiness which I sought for,

in pleasure, in power, in riches, in earthly

affections, in meditation, and in knowledge.

But there w7as bitterness in my pleasure,

—

power, and wealth became familiar to

me ; in my earthly affections I was

deceived; my knowledge wTas pain, and

doubt. I have found, in my old age,

an happiness which fills my heart, and

satisfies my reason ; I see, now, w7hy all

the pleasures of the earth have palled

upon me, and the lawful object, for wrhich

my desires were reserved. Every remem-

brance of my decaying body brings me
nearer to God ; every earthly wish is extin-

guished ; every injury forgiven ; every

passion sleeps : as the outward man
perishes, the inward man lives in Christ,

and is renewed day, by day.





ON THE EFFECTS

WHICH THE

Tumultuous Life, past in Great Cities,

PRODUCES UPON THE

Moral and Religious Character.





SERMON XVIII.

Mark I. Verse XXXV.

And Jesus went out, and departed into a

solitary place, and there prayed.

There are many passages, in the New
Testament, which evince the love of soli-

tude to have been a feeling, very frequent

in the mind of our Saviour ; his business

was with the, world, but it pleased him to

retire from it ; and upon the shore of the

sea, upon the mountain, in the wilderness,

surrounded by the works of God, to restore,

and sanctify his nature with prayer. What
Jesus did, we ought to do also ; to retire,

for the purposes of religion ; often to quit

the world, that we may acquaint ourselves
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with God, and learn what the state of

that soul is, upon which everlasting joy,

and sorrow depend,

As it falls to my lot, to address those

whose lives are past in this greatest of

cities, the most stupendous collection of

civilized men that the earth has ever con-

tained, or the mind contemplated, under such

circumstances, I have thought it right to

expatiate upon the duty of occasional soli-

tude, and to state those effects, which the

habits of great cities must necessarily

produce upon the moral, and religious

character. It is right to shew men, that

this never-ending, uninterrupted commerce

with the world, darkens the evangelical

light ; erases the name of God ; stifles the

breath of prayer ; closes the hand of

charity ; degrades the aspiring look of man,

and fixes it upon the earth.

Nothing can be farther from my
intention, than to praise, or recommend a

life of solitude, which is, perhaps, rather

more injurious than a life of uninterrupted

society. I speak only of occasional retire-
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ment, and contend only against incessant

commerce with the world ; that those who
can escape from a life of tumult may do it,

and those who cannot, by knowing, and

fearing them, may guard against its ill

effects.

It happens, in great cities, that men are

too busy to be religious ; whatever regulates

the fate of empires, promotes the public

happiness, or enlarges the boundaries of

knowledge, originates in great cities ; there

it is best discussed, and most maturely

perfected. Whatever is wonderful in nature,

or curious in art, whatever human kind has

of wit, or wisdom, of eloquence, beauty,

or genius, is crowded into great cities ; all

the marvels, scattered elsewhere sparingly

over the face of the earth, are there col-

lected into a single point ; every fascination

is spread out for the senses ; not to sin is

difficult ; not to trifle impossible ; these

then, are the reasons why the solitary place

of prayer is valuable ; why it is necessary

to breath, to pause, to be silent ; to remem-

ber that there is a day of judgment, and aa

hour of death.
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It is not favorable to religious feeling

to hear only of the actions, and interference

of men, and to behold nothing but what

human ingenuity has completed. There is an

image of God's greatness, impressed upon

the outward face of nature, which makes

us all pious, and breathes into our hearts a

purifying, and wholesome fear : Perhaps

God so constructed the outward w^orld, as

to remind man of his existence, and of his

power ; it is not in vain that the hills are

high, the streams rapid, and the forests

deep ; they touch the sensual heart of man,

and rouse his torpid understanding to dis-

cover wrho made these wonders, and who
rules them. The \Qty rocks are his scrip-

tures ; and the mountains teaching him,

appall him with the power of God. These

things have neither speech, nor language,

but their voices are heard among men

:

Their sound is gone out unto all lands,

and their words unto the ends of the

world.

Nor is the spectacle of active nature

less favorable to the cultivation of religious
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feeling, than the contemplation of its

passive scenes ; every bird, and every ani-

mal, has its habits of life, independent of

man ; it has a sagacity which man never

taught ; and propensities which man could

not inspire. The growth of all the plants,

and fruits of the earth, depend upon laws,

over which man has no control ; out of

great cities, there is every w7here around,

and about us, a vast system going on,

utterly independent of human wisdom, and

human interference ; and man learns there

the great lesson of his imbecility, and

dependance ; not by that reflection, to

which superior minds alone can attain, but

by those daily impressions upon his senses,

which make the lesson more universal, and

more certain. But here every thing is man,

and man alone ; kings, and senates command

us ; we talk of their decrees, and look

vtp to their pleasure ; they seem to move,

and govern all, and to be the providence

of cities ; in this seat of government, placed

under the shadow of those who make the

laws, we do not render untoCaesar, the things

which are Caesars, and unto God, the things
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which are God's, but God is forgotten,

and Caesar is supreme ; all is human policy,

human foresight, human power ; nothing

reminds us of invisible dominion, and con-

cealed Omnipotence; we do nothing but

what man bids ; we see nothing but what

man creates ; we mingle with nothing but

what man commands ; it is all earth, and no

heaven.

The weakness, and helplessness of man,

is one cause of his dependance upon a

being, greater, and wiser than himself.

It is not3 I am afraid, in the season of

youth, and health, and in the possession of

affluence, that we are most mindful of our

religious duties ; the lesson, which all

ought to learn from principle, is often

taught by poverty, sickness, and old age,

and, we are then most willing to rest upon

a superior power ; when we learn from

experience the moral, and physical evils, by

which we are surrounded, and the confined

powers of our nature by which those evils

are to be repelled. This lesson, however,

is more slowly learnt in great cities, than
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elsewhere, because there the strongest com-

bination is formed against the accidents of

life. It is there that every evil, which can

harass humanity, is guarded against by the

most consummate experience, and rectified

with the most perfect skill ; whatever man
has discovered to better his condition, is

there to be found ; and the whole force of

human genius called to the aid of each

individual, gradually diminishes that con-

viction of human imbecility w^hich is one

cause of religious feeling.

Where the society, in which we move,

is not of a magnitude that is enormous, a

very wholesome restraint is produced, by

public opinion ; every action of each indivi-

dual is known ; and the fear of disgrace,

and reprehension comes in aid of the dic-

tates of religion : But in the midst of such

multitudes as these, life would not suffice

for such minuteness of inquisition ; every

man walks in darkness ; and his actions are

as invisible to his fellow-creatures, as if his

days were past in the bosom of the desert;

There is little question here, of good, and

evil, of virtue and vice ; whatever amuses

VOL. II. x
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is virtue, whatever tires is vice ; in a mode-

rate state of society, where full light is

thrown upon every man's life, the good

father, the just neighbour, the steady, and

affectionate friend, take the rank in public

estimation,- to which their excellent qualities

entitle them ;
prudence, veracity, charity

;

a class of virtues are required, and honored,

which, though unimportant to a superficial

intercourse, are indispensable to long, and

intimate communication ; so that many

virtues are thus learnt, from a regard to

character, which are afterwards preserved

from the love of God ; enlightened by his

holy gospel, and confirmed by his grace

;

but so light, and superficial are the relations

among human creatures in great cities, so

easily are the connections of society created

and dissolved ; and so numerous are those

connections themselves, that you ask only

for something that pleases for the moment

;

for birth, for wrealth, for manner, for gaiety,

for the qualities, and virtues of an hour

;

compatible, and often co-existing with every

sin, abhorrent from the law of God, and

injurious to the happiness of man : There-

fore, here are reasons why we should go
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into solitary places, and pray ; because in

the tumult of life the man, who can

please for the passing hour, is better, and

greater than him who has difficult, and

unsplendid virtues ; because goodness is not

known ; is not asked for ; is not wanted :

because a man can do as well without

righteousness, as he can with it ; because*

he who forgets the Creator, and injures the

creature, is as much loved, and honored as

the just. Let any man ask the question

of his own mind, if he has enjoyed the

opportunity of comparing a life of moderate

Solitude, with the distractions of a great

city ; where has he forgotten Christ, and

benefactor, and kindred, and friend ? where

is it that he has found his benevolent feel-

ings swallowed up in selfish vanity ? where

has he lived hating, and blaming him-

self? The cure of all these things is

the prayer, and the solitary place ; that

calmness, and stillness of spirits, in which

no uncharitableness can live, and in which

the soul of man is carried onward to futu-

rity, and upwards to God. As the body,

harassed with the noxious air of cities,

seeks relief in the freedom, and purity of

x2
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the fields, the mind, wearied by commerce

with men, resumes its vigour in solitude,

and repairs its dignity.

We must not suppose, that righ-

teousness depends upon our exertions

alone, and not upon the situations in

which we are placed ; the love of Christ

is so strong, in some men's hearts, that

neither heights, nor depths, nor princi-

palities, nor powers can avail to destroy it.

But the greater part of us are what the

circumstances, in which we are placed,

incline to make us ; in solitude, thinking

sometimes of what man is, and of the

God that made him ; in the world, acting,

and thinking as the world do act, and

think, neglecting no pleasure, avoiding no

display, avoiding only our own souls, and

deaf to those warnings, which are the

whispers of Heaven, and the calls to

salvation.

It is indeed possible that an human

being may pass a long life in the midst of

society, without getting one distinct view

of his religious character, and may wait

till the pains of death make him look back,
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and tremble ; his sorrows have all been

dissipated ; his compunctions smothered
;

his old age forgotten ; his object has been

to blunt all those feelings which lead to

salvation ; to heal instantly every warning

pain, which might make him change ; to

avail himself of all the diversions before

him ; to forget unpleasant duties ; and

then, after threescore, and ten years, of

voluptuous oblivion, he wakes to the

judgments of God.

In saying these things, I am well aware

that the necessities of human life do not

allow to us all to place ourselves in situations

where the object of a rational, and mode-

rate intercourse with our fellow-creatures

may be best promoted. Some are com-

pelled, by the accidents of the world, to

mingle more with their fellow-creatures,

some less ; but it is the indispensable duty of

all, who cannot avoid scenes of tumult, and

perpetual occupation to remember that

tendency wThich such scenes have to harden

the heart, and to make man forget his

Redeemer, and his God ; it is their duty

^ver to call to mind, that all these works of
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men with which they are conversant, are

but in fact, the works of him who made

man ; and in the midst of all the business,

the pleasure, and the wonder which sur-

round them, they must not forget the hour

of death, the day ofjudgment, and the being

which punishes, and rewards; and let

them, as often as can be, depart into the

solitary place and pray, that they remain

unspotted from the world; that they be

ever mindful of the insignificance of those

scenes, in which they are engaged ; labour-

ing in their worldly vocation with hearts

firmly fixed upon the salvation of Christ.



OX THE

CHARACTER AND GENIUS OF THE

CHRISTIAN RELIGION.





SERMON XIX.

2d Epistle to the Corinthians I. Verse V.

Our consolation aboundeth by Christ,

As we are now celebrating the Nativity of

our blessed Saviour, and giving loose to

those feelings of joy, which arise from

such a stupendous instance of God's mercy,

we can surely do nothing better, than to

take some measure, and account of what

that advantage is we have received ; and to

examine upon what grounds of reason our

gratitude is indulged.

In laying before you, for this purpose,

a short analysis of the genius, and nature

of Christianity, I shall begin with its nega-
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tive excellencies, because these are what

would first strike the mind of any reflect-

ing man, who had remarked the glaring

absurdities, and deficiencies of those reli-

gions, which rival Christianity only in the

number of their proselytes.

First, the genius of the gospel is to dis-

courage the pomps, and ceremonies of wor-

ship, in which all spurious, and barbarous

religions are apt to indulge ; it attaches no

importance to outward trifles ; the forms

which it exacts are few, and instituted for the

only purpose for wrhich forms ought ever to

be instituted, to awaken the attention to

realities.

It is, perhaps, to the simplicity of the

Christian faith, more than to any other

cause, that Europe is indebted for its supe-

riority over the rest of the world, for its

industry, its science, and its comparative

freedom. In the christian world, every year

increases the boundaries of human know-

ledge, and multiplies the instruments of

human happiness : Man seems to be

making that progress which his Creator
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intended he should make. In the Pagan

wovkl, this vear is the same as the last, the

game as centuries before it; a childish, and

cornplex tajrh, interferes with every trifling

arrangement of lite; and so destroys all

ih- )hm of iioice, and besets existence,

v tr> -o mariv frivolous rules, that the

or] ; \>v \ of man is totally destroyed; and

every branch, that he would push forth

into the air with natural strength, and

beaut v, is bent into the forms of art. I

only mean {.o offer these last observations,

as a negative proof of the genuineness of

Christianity, in as much as it shews the

absence of a defect, for which all other

widely-extended religions are remarkable,

and certainly, in the minds of grave men,

ought to excite veneration for the gospel.

The gospel is not a religion of fables,

and mythology, calculated for the infantine

simplicity of savages : It holds forth no

bribe to the senses : and not only does not

ask iheir aid, but limits their gratifications,

within the narrowest limits of virtue. It

is as fa.! removed from austerity, as from

sensuality, for one of these two is com-

monly a feature in all spurious religions
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either God is represented as bribing his vota-

ries by bodily pleasures, or his votaries are

enjoined to appease him by bodily pains
;

the Creator is cruel, or the creature volup-

tuous ; these two features carry with them

such strong marks of vulgar imposture, that

a man of discretion may at once cendemn, as

spurious, every religion in which they are

observable ; the christian faith throws a veil

over these scenes, and puts an end for ever

to vain curiosity, by telling us that the eye

has never seen such things as we shall here-

after see, that the ear has not heard them,

nor has the heart thought them.

The gospel has no enthusiasm ; it pur-

sues always the same calm tenor of language,

and the same practical views in what it en-

joins ; nor does it ever in any way connect

itself with questions of civil, andecclesiastical

policy. These errors do not exist in the

gospel, and they do exist in all other religions

but the gospel; there is no other faith which

is not degraded by its ceremonies, its fables,

its sensuality, or its violence ; the gospel only

is rational, simple, correct, and mild.

Thegospel contains a set ofrules every one
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ofwhich appears eminently calculated to pro-

mote our happiness ; among the foremost of

these rales is poorness of spirit, by which is

meant, a mind habitually void of offence, a

favourable construction of men's motives, a

connivance at little injuries and insults ; mo-

deration in resenting, and readiness in for-

giving those, of a more serious nature ; a re-

tiring, modest, and gentle disposition : Now
it is plain, if such were the prevailing spirit

among men, that the earth would be a far

different scene from what it now is ; to see

what the magnitude of that good is which

Christianity aims at conferring by this rule,

it is necessarv to remark the effects this rule

produces where it is obeyed, the happiness

which a gentle, and amiable man dif-

fuses around him, the air of bene-

volence, and content visible in those who
live within his influence, and who seem to

be breathing a purer atmosphere, and living

in some land of Goshen, unsmitten by the

hail, and unvexed by the storm. The op-

posite character which the scriptures labour

to correct, is the heroic character, the inor-

dinate love of glory, and power ; and no

man can for a moment doubt which of

these twro characters he would wish to see
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prevail, which carries misery in its trairi,

which joy, which desolates the earth, and

which gladdens it.

Another great feature of the morality

of the gospel is that sublime jurisdiction

which it exercises over the thoughts, be-

ginning with the rudiments of all action/

and making the life correct by rendering the

heart pure; a rule so far removed from se-

verity, that it diminishes the difficulty of

virtue; for of a certainty it is a much lighter

command to say to men, your thoughts and

your actions shall be one, you shall intend

good, and do good, than to say, you shall

indulge in every licentious imagination, and

abstain from every evil act ; you shall pre-

pare yourself for the commission of every

sin, in order to practice every virtue.

The gospel makes one great community

of us all, and while it cherishes the more con-

fined affections of family love, does not for-

get to inculcate an affection for the whole

species, as a great, and indispensable duty ;

while it makes good husbands, good fathers,

and good sons, it kindles in the bosoms of

the faithful that warm philanthropy, which
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watches for, and employs every occasion to

promote the happiness of the whole human

race.

The gospel detaches us from the world,

that is, it does not allow the affections to take

a deeper root in the world than is necessary

for that period which limits their existence;

it prevents men from hoping, arid fearing in a

life of seventy years, as they would hope, and

fear in a life of many thousand ; its

prohibitions do not abolish those feelings

which stimulate human industry, but pro-^

portion the vehemence of the appetite to the

real value of the thing desired ; they moderate

the pains of disappointment, and the zeal of

contention, by reminding us that this is but

a small part of existence, and that it is fool-

ish to attach as much importance to it as if

it were the wiiole.

The gospel exacts forgiveness of in-

juries, and grants forgiveness of sins

upon these terms ; it allows no rest, or resi-

dence to the malevolent passions, but requires

a mind without the spot or blemish, of

hatred ; it loves repentance, the sighing of a

contrite heart, and the desire of such as be
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sorrowful ; and requires in all the dangers,

and distresses of the world, an undoubting

confidence in God.

What is of equal value with such

precepts, these books contain the life of

Christ, of a being who, amid the ver-

bal disputes, and idle ceremonies of an il-

liberal people, taught his countrymen that

the only useful knowledge was the know-

ledge of God's will, and the only true reli-

gion to do it ; who lived a life so blameless

that the very murderers who slew him for

destroying their superstition, darednot breathe

against his unpolluted name the murmur of

a crime ; who at every season, without in-

termission, when he dared, in the midst of

cities, when he was compelled in the midst

of deserts, poured forth his immortal precepts

of goodness, and wisdom, that he might make

the earth gentle, and fill it with the spirit of

charity : Such is the gospel, such the bene-

fits for which, in the ensuing nativity of our

Saviour, we are about to return thanks to

Almighty God; it is a religion without pomp,

and which does not meddle with every little

frivolous arrangement of our daily business,.
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It is neither austere, nor fabulous, nor sen-

sual, nor enthusiastic, nor political, nor

warlike ; there is one first principle pervades

every syllable of its moral regulations, and

that is the principle of promoting human
happiness ; for why are we to forgive, but

that the tendency of human passions is in

the contrary direction ? why are we to hang

loosely upon the world, and not to cling to

it, but because we should be the most

wretched of created beings, if we loved that,

with the vehemence of eternal passion, which

we are not sure to enjoy for a single hour ?

why are we to subdue high-minded ness, and

to become poor in spirit, but because lofti-

ness of spirit has so often bathed the world

in blood, and shaken the foundations of

human happiness ? in short, there is not in

the gospel a single precept, which has not a

direct tendency to make the world all that

we find it to be in some of its parts, and to

refine every human being into that gentleness

of character, which delights us so much, in

those best of human beings, who have spent

their lives in the exertions of kindness, and in

the subjugation of passion; add to this, the

importance of the motives by which it ope-

yol. ii. as
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rates, and the perfect example which it con-

tains, and you have a summary of the gospel.

To conclude, if any man should think

fit to enquire what the gospel has done for

us, and in what way the condition of man is

meliorated by it ? the answer is, that no

man with an ordinary share of candor, and

with ordinary talents for observation, can

doubt of the extensive, and beneficial effects

of the gospel ; not a day passes, but the

violence of resentment is mitigated by it

;

it extinguishes a thousand hatreds ; recon-

ciles long-separated friends, and not only

reconciles, but by teaching a spirit of

charity, prevents those animosities which

render reconciliation necessary. Christia-

nity has infused such an amiable temper

into this country, that nothing is so shamed,

or discountenanced as a resentment excessive

in its effects, or implacable in its duration :

Will any one say, that many minds are not

daily fortified against temptation by the

gospel ? that the train of inward thoughts

is not purified by it ? that many unhappy

persons are not daily supported by the

gospel, in pain, in obscurity, in poverty, in
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old age, in loss of kindred, in the hour of

death ? will any man say that the hungry

are not fed by the gospel ? that the sick are

not healed by it ? in short, there is no

question which may not be litigiously, or

captiously put ; but I confess I should be

beyond measure surprised to find, that any

man of real candor, and intelligence, could

for a moment doubt of the temporal effects

of Christianity ; that he could suffer himself

really to ask, whether the most benevolent

precepts enforced by the highest motives,

and believed by the greatest part of

the world, to be revealed by God, can

produce any beneficial effects upon the

tempers, and dispositions of men ; that

Christianity has elevated our nature to

that inmaculate perfection which it de-

scribes, is of course not true, nor approach-

ing to the truth ; for the heart of man, as

the Psalmist says, is desperately wicked; but

if there was removed, from that heart, all

that the gospel has planted in it, if all the

charity, the candor, the gentleness, the

faith, and the holy hope were driven from the

world, which the gospel has brought into it,

I am sure I know not who would chuse to

y2
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remain behind; we should then see what

man is by himself, and what man is taught

by his Maker ; and when every bad passion

was let loose, and the earth was one scene

of horror, and crime, we should then know
what revelation hath done for human

happiness, and feel that our consolation

aboundeth only through Christ.



FOR THE

SCOTCH LYING-IN HOSPITAL.





SERMON XX.

Jeremiah IV. Verse XXXI.

J have heard a voice as of a woman in tra-

vail, and the anguish as of her that

bringeth forth her child.

To listen to that voice which the prophet

in imagination heard, to diminish a real an-

guish, which he only witnessed with the eye

of fancy ; to minister to the weariness of

heart, to the wTailing, and spreading of

hands, and to lift from the ground many a

living being that crieth out, woe is me, my
soul is weary, to do what Jesus Christ

did, to act as he commanded, and to labor
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in the work of salvation, and love, for these

objects we are met here this night;*

for a moment the business of the world is

forgotten ; the aged are thoughtless of their

infirmities ; the gay of their pleasures ; the

busy of their toils ; the church has told you,

that there is great afflict". on in the land, and

ye have entered into this holy place to

minister unto it: May God bless this

purpose, may he breathe into you the

soul of sanctity, and for the mercies of the

present hour, forget the sins that are past,

and lessen the sorrows that are to come.

The sun is now fallen in the Hea-

vens, and the habitations of men are

shaded in gross darkness : That sun is has-

tening onwards to other climates, to carry

to all tongues, and people, and nations, the

splendor of day : What scenes of mad am-

bition, and of bleeding war will it witness

in its course. What cruel stripes ; what

iron bondage of the human race ; what de-

* This Sermon was preached in the night, as is the custom

with Charity Sermons in Scotland.
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basing superstition ; what foul passions

;

what thick, and dismal ignorance ! It will

beam upon the savage, and. sensual

Moor ; it will lighten the robber of Arabia

to his prey ; it will glitter on the chains of

the poor negro. It will waken the Indian

of the ocean to eat the heart of his captive.

The bigot Turk will hail it from the summit

of his mosque ; it will guide the Brahmin to

his wooden Gods ; but in all its course it will

witness perhaps no other spectacle of a free,

rational people, gathered together under the

influence of revelation, to lighten the load

of human misery, and to give of their

possessions to the afflicted, and the poor.

There is so much evil mixed with

all human attempts at improvement, and

we are driven so frequently to sacrifice

one good to obtain a greater, that hardly

any scheme has been proposed for promot-

ing human comfort, which has not expe-

rienced, in its infancy, a strenuous opposi-

tion ; as often as such opposition proceeding

from a mistaken calculation of good, and

evil, is conducted with temper, and mo-
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deration, it deserves gentle treatment, and

though it should be refoted, it should also

be respected. The best answer that can be

given to the very well-disposed people, who
view with jealousy, the institution of a Ly-

ing-in hospital is their general establishment

throughout the whole of Europe. On the

continent, as I have just now stated, there

is hardly a great city without them, and in

London they are twelve in number ; in one

of these only, I perceive by the printed ac-

counts of the year 1/89, that twenty thou-

sand women have been received since its first

institution, I observe, also, there is hardly

a dignitary of the English church, who
has not preached in their favour, and the

crowd of respectable names of either sex,

who have contributed to their support, is

admirable, and immense. Much as I love,

and respect that jealousy of religious men

in this country, who watches over the purity

of morals with parental caution, I would

remind them, that the love of virtue is not

confined to this, or to any other country,

that there are men in the metropolis of this

island, as unimpeached in their moral, and

religious character, as jealous of public
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corruption, and as able to foresee conse-

quences, who after an experience of half

a century continue to uphold these charities

with the most christian zeal, and to sacrifice

to their welfare, a very large portion of their

time, and attention. The reasonings which

influence the opponents to this hospital,

might have been more efficacious, if such

an institution were new ; but you are not

requested to try an experiment, or to set an

example of Christian charity
;
you have the

incitement of other men's actions, and the

benefit of their courage ; the danger which

you suspect has been proved not to exist, and

the blessings they have scattered you may
diffuse ; theirs was the vigor which strikes

out original plans ; yours the benevolence

which pursues them when crowned with

success ; the path to them was perilous, to

you it is safe ; all rational opposition has

been for ever silenced, by the irresistible

reasoning of facts ; to the reasoning of ig-

norance, and passion, we can only oppose

the feeling of silent compassion.

The branch of political ceconomy with

which Christianity is the most concerned, is
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the provision for the support, and comfort

of the poor,—for the first systematic work

on political oeconomy all Europe is indebted

to this country, indeed I believe, to this city.

Let it not be said that those were the last to

practice, who were the first to teach; that mag-

nificent views, and mistaken objections can

originate in the same seat of learning ; that

you are enlightened in every thing but your

practice ; and that you exemplify the errors

which you refute.

IF old age, if the orphan state, if mad-

ness, have all their separate establishments,

abounding in comforts, regulated with care,

and endowed even to opulence, why are

poor unhappy women to be abandoned at

a season, when they are just objects of the

tenderest compassion? If we diffuse the

blessings of education from public funds ;

if we minister to the sharp anguish of

wounds, and fractures; ifwe fan the feverish

blood, if we refresh the languishing

body with wine ; why are we to desert the

gentle mother, when she craves a morsel of

food which she cannot then gain for herself?

Why is charity cold, why is science mute

\
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for her alone ? Why nurse we the tree, and

leave the seed to perish ? Why multiply

the comforts of man in his maturity, and

provide for his necessities, white we leave

his infant body to the winds, and engrave

upon his printless heart, in the first morn-

ing of life the feelings of pain ?

Independently of all charitable notions,

as an appendage, and a very important

one to a school of medicine, this charity

deserves your notice, and protection,—the

Scotch are said to love their country with

the warmest affection ; I have lived

long enough among them, to see that that

love is well bestowed. In some it is a

blind impulse, but those who know the

reasons on which their predilection rests,

will be proud to see the principles of the

healing art diffusing themselves from their

native land over the four quarters of the

globe,—to reflect, that even in the heart

of India, or in the wilds of America, the

science imbibed in this place, may sooth

pain, strengthen weakness, and drive

out the raging pestilence that stalketh

among; the habitations of men. It is of
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the utmost consequence, that the reputation of

your noble, and incomparable school of medi-

cine should be consulted by the encourage-

ment of this hospital: If therebepresent in this

church, any of the chief men of this coun-

try ; respectable from their rank, their

years, their offices, and their talents ; by

whose advice the powers which govern

would be influenced, and by whose au-

thority the people are willingly swayed ;

—

I ask them, if they can see without serious

regret, such a rational charity as this aban-

doned from want of support ? if they could

hear without a pang, that this consecrated

ground was sold ? if they could see unmoved,

other edifices erected on that spot, where the

wife of the poor man found shelter for her

sick body, and her helpless child ? if there

are any circumstances which induce a man to

look out of the circle of his own family, and

friends to the wider interests of humanity ?

if in that best school of all the virtues, you

have learned to forget yourselves, to joy,

and suffer, in the souls of others ? if you

are happy enough to know, that warm
social affections guided by reason to their
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object, constitute the noblest work of

heaven ? come forth, and save this charity

from destruction : statues and speaking in-

scriptions, the broken accents of children,

the bursting hearts of mothers, the smiles

of angels, the Son of God shall bless you.

I know very well that there are many

men who imagine, that this department of

medicine is unworthy the name of science

;

and, that while all other branches have been

rescued from the hands of uneducated

people, where they were all originally

placed ; this should still be retarded by ig-

norance, and disgraced by hypothesis ;—
The dignity of science is compounded of

its difficulty, and its utility ; if mothers

are daily snatched away, at this perilous sea-

son, if parents who hoped to smile on the

cradle of their child, are destined to weep on

his tomb ; why is not the will of nature to be

discovered, recorded, and taught here as in

all her other operations ? why is she gazed at

with such trembling attention in her mourn-

ful hours, when she is hastening to decay ?

and whv avert from her the natient eve of

science, when she gives a joyful increase,
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and lends to the earth a living, thinking

soul ? This is mere folly, arrogance, or un-

principled ridicule ; it is that kind of great-

ness, which is founded upon contempt, that

which consists not in doing difficult, or

praiseworthy things, but in denying that

other people do them, and which supposes

that all the credit refused to the rest of the

world will necessarily be reflected upon

itself.

Having thus done what in me
lies to convince your reason that this

charity is worthy of your approbation

;

let me enquire of your feelings, if the ob-

jects whom it relieves are worthy of your

compassion.

First, let me remind you, that the ob-

jects of this charity, are women :—Provi-

dence has denied to them the rough courage

which struggles with misfortunes ; it has

made them the comforters of man, and

left them to his grateful protection. If

we cannot all be saved from hunger, and

thirst, let them take the last morsel of

bread, and the single cruise of oil, and be
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clothed with the remaining fleece; if charity

is cold for every other suffering, it must

not abandon them in whom the fountains

of christian goodness are never dry ; re-

member how they sit whole nights in the

sick man's chamber* how they know the

language of his moaning, and give him what

his looks can only ask ; see how the timid

child clings to his mother, how all wretched

people flock to women as the temples of

mercy : Whatever else be their faults,

cruelty is not one ; there never was a wretch

so loathsome, so poor, and so sad, who has

not found in women a pity, which the mul-

titudeof his griefs could never weary t When
the disciples of Jesus went away to their

own homes, it was Mary, who sat down
at the sepulchre, and wept.

If this compassion is due to women,

at all other seasons, what shall we say of

it in the season of child-birth ; a season

so perilous, that our church has bade every

woman who has passed through it return

thanks to Almighty God for her safety.

If you have ever entered the house of a

poor man, and seen how few of the com*

VOL. II, z
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forts of life it contains, you must feel

some compassion, for a mother aban-

doned to her agonies, in the midst of

wretchedness, and noise ; surrounded by

other children, without money to purchase

food, or the comfortable voice of a friend

that she loves to hear. You, who have been the

mother of children, who have enjoyed at this

season quiet friendship, and the anxious ten-

derness of family love
;
you should have

some mercy on mothers poorer than your-

selves :—If you know their sorrows, mi-

nister to their poverty,—if you remember

wrhat you felt for your children, re-

member also that the voice of nature

speaketh as loud in the hearts of the poor.

If the image of a parent forsaken at this

time of her distress, has ought in it which

appeals to our compassion ; how awful the

spectacle of a mother, driven by hunger and

despair, to the destruction of her child :

To see a gentle creature hurled from the

bosom to which it turns—grasped by the

hands that.should have toiled for it,—man-

gled, by her who should have washed it with

her tears, and warmed it w'.th her breath,
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and fed it with her milk. You may enjoy a

spectacle far different from this
;
you may

see the tranquil mother on the bed of cha-

rity, and the peaceful child slumbering in

her arms ;
you may see her watching the

trembling of every limb, and listening

to the tide of the breath, and gazing through

the dimness of tears, on the body of

her child. The man who robs, and mur-

ders, for his bread, would give charity to

this woman
;
good christians, have mercy

upon her, and death shall not snatch

away your children ; they shall live

and prosper ; mankind will love them !

God will defend them

!

There is a circumstance remarked be-

fore the season of child-birth, not unworthy

of observation in this place; I mean the

inexpressible anxiety of the mother to pro-

vide for her expected child every possible

comfort it can want ; to prepare its clothes,

and to convince herself by perpetual inter*

ference, and examination, that every thing

is ready for its reception. To some the men-

tion of this may appear trifling-, and ridi-

culous ; I say, it is the bird building her

z 2
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nest, and the ewe seeking the sheltered pas-

ture ; it is the eternal God, speaking as he

speaks to the naked savage, and the crea-

tures of the forest ; it is that language,

which is more moving than the tombs of

heroes, or the ruins of a great city ; it is

that gospel which has gone forth to all lands;

it is that piercing, original appeal, of un-

protected weakness, which mankind has

heard in every age, which moistens every hu-

man face with tears, and melts every soul of

rlesh.

If the people of this island enjoy

any moral advantages over the rest of

Europe, it is, perhaps, in the domesticity

of their character, in their attachment to

family life, and the pleasure which they

derive from the society of their children, and

wives ; I am speaking to those, who will

understand me well, when I remind you of

the feelings of a poor industrious man,

whose earnings, exhausted in the purchase

of food, disable him from making any pro-

vision at this season for the comforts of his

wife. When you see him toiling from sun

to sun, and still unable to rise above the
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necessities of the present hour ! will you

not save to such an useful, honest being, the

anguish of returning to a sick house ; the

sight of agonies, which he cannot relieve,

and of wants to which he cannot adminis-

ter ? give me a little out of your abun-

dance, and I will lift off this weight from

his heart; listen to me wdien I kneel before

you for humbk, wretched creatures ; help

me with some Christian offering, and I will

give meat to the tender mother, and

a pillow for her head, and a garment for the

little child, and she shall bless God in the

fullness of her heart.

I fear I have detained you too long;

but the sorrows of many human beings

rest upon me, and many mothers are

praying that I may bring back bread for

their children. I told them that this antient

Christian people, had never yet abandoned

the wrretched, that they had ever listened to

any minister of Christ, who spoke for the

poor ; I bade them be of good comfort, that

God would raise them up friends, and when

they shewed me their children, I vowed for

you all, that not one of them should perish
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for hunger, and for cold ; do not send me
back empty handed to these victims of sor-

row ; let not the woman, and the suckling

be driven from their comfortable home ; lis-

ten to the voice of the woman in travail,

and minister to the wailing, and spreading

of hands ; if one social tie binds you to

human life ; if you can tell how the mo-

ther's heart is twined about her child ; if

you remember how women lighten the sor-

rows of life ; if you are the disciple of the

Saviour Jesus, to whom they kindly minis-

tered, forsake them not this once, and

God shall save you in the hour of death, and

the day of sharp distress,



ON THE

PLEASURES OF RELIGION.





SERMON XXI.

Proverbs III. Verse XVII.

Her ways are waijs of pleasant?iess, and all

her paths are peace.

It has always been the practice with the
ministers, and teachers of religion, to speakm this manner of the feelings which religion
inspires, not to confine themselves to the
enumeration of religious duties, not merely
to state the splendid reward of the dutiful in
another scene of existence, but to contend
that, here upon earth, pleasure, and peace,
are the natural consequences of religion •

that the righteous have not only the expecta-
tion of heaven, but the real enjoyment of
earth

;
that, while their future hopes are
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more high than those whoseprinciples areun-

restraintd, their present pleasures are, strictly,

and literally speaking, in number more fre-

quent, higher in degree, and in nature more

pure ; they have given in their contrast, every

imaginable advantage to the wicked man
;

birth, power, honour, genius, and wealth ;

they have made their righteous man humble,

poor, and unknown ; they have said, (and

they have said most truly) that this last man
is blessed, rather than the first ; that his

mind is full of dearer, and sweeter thoughts

;

that he is less racked, excited, and disturbed
;

that he has more affecting pleasures, more

deep, and solemn happiness ; that he can so

well answer for the wanderings, and fancies,

of his mind ; that he has walked so long,

and so firmly with God, that his ways are

the ways of pleasantness, and his paths the

paths of peace.

To enumerate the pleasures of righteous-

ness is not possible, without analyzing, and

dividing every feeling w^hich belongs to the

svstem of human passions, because the

effects of righteousness pervade them all

;

but I will endeavour to state, and describe

those wdiich are the most conspicuous,

—
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and the first of these shall be, that controul

which a righteous n

passions, and desires.

which a righteous man exercises over his

A righteous man is a happy man,

because he is a free man, and the servant

to no inward lust ; he can act up to his

own decisions, and when he sees what

is right, he can do it ; he has found from

experience, that the impulse of passion may

be withstood, till the resistance becomes

habitually strong, and the passion habitually

weak, and while the sinner stands trembling,

and says to himself, shall I enjoy this one

pleasure r shall I tempt the mercy of God
only this once ? the righteous man treads

down Satan beneath his feet, defends his

soul, and walks on to his salvation, unheed-

ing bad pleasures, that lure him from eternity.

If there is wretchedness upon earth, it is to

live by a rule which we perpetually violate;

first, to convince ourselves that the thing is

right, that prudence requires it, that the

world approves it, that religion ordains it

;

then, when the eye is tempted, when the

heart is touched only by the faint beginnings

of pleasure, to forget prudence, to forget the

world, to forget religion, to enjoy, and to
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repent ; be who has suffered this long, hates,

ana despises himself; he can see nothing

venerable in his own nature ; nothing but

that levity, and voluptousness, which he

would despise in others, and which, in spite

of ail self-love, he knows to be despicable in

himself

The most miserable of human beings

are profest sinners, men who despise rule,

n > look upon their passions as mere instru-

ments of pleasure, and are determined to

extract from life, every drop of amusement

it can afford ; the last excess is stale, and

tiresome ; there must be a higher degree of

emotion ; when every thing else is exhausted

the destruction of all decency affords

some little entertainment ; to laugh at

religion is, for some time new, and

amusing ; but immodesty, and blasphemy

soon weary, like all their other wretched

resources ; and though it may shame him to

return, the sinner finds, that (whoever

else may have found it,) he at least has not

chosen the path of pleasantness, and peace.

In fact, putting aside all religious

considerations, there is not a greater mistake
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in the world, than to suppose, that a profligate

man is a happy man ; he seems to be h&ppy,

because his enjoyments are more visible, and

ostentatious ; but is in truth a very sorry,

and shallow impostor, who may deceive the

young ; but is laughed at by the wise, and

by all who know in what true happiness

consists ; the truly happy man is he, who
has early discovered, that he carries within

his own bosom his worst enemies, that the

contest must be manfully entered into ; that

if righteousness does not save him from his

sinful appetites, they will rule him up to

the moment of the grave ; that they will

bend him down to the earth, and tear, and

rend him like the bad spirits in scripture ;

that his famewill be sullied, his mind, and body

wasted away, and his substance destroyed.

When Solomon saw these things, when he

beheld one man groaning with despair,

another writhing with disease, when he

beheld the follies, the errors, and crimes of

the world, and could see nothing placid,

nothing calm, nothing stable, but the righ-

teous man ; then he said, (and oh how truly,

and wisely he said it,) the ways of that man
are the ways of pleasantness, and his paths

the paths of peace.
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A religious man is happy because he

is secure ; because it is not in the power of

accident, or circumstance, to disclose any

secret j'uiit; as he is , he has long; been ; he

can refer to the b!a useless tenor of vears ;

to a mind long exercised in avoiding offence

towards God, and towards man ! His

present enjoyments are never polluted, by

bitter remembrances of the past ; whatever

he has of honor, or consideration among

men, he has it honestly, and safely ; it does

not depend upon their ignorance, nor upon

his dexterity, nor upon any fortunate com-

bination of events ; the more men know
him, the more they love him ; the more

they try him, the more plainly they are

convinced that he follows after righteousness

as the truest wisdom, and that this feeling is

the plain, and simple key to all his actions ;

herein it is that the sinner so grossly mis-

calculates his happiness, and that he is so

bitterly taunted bv the great masters of

ethics in the scriptures ; that he

has lost that in which the pleasantness,

and comfort of righteousness principally

consists : the inviolable feeling: of security

by which it is accompanied ; believe me,

*
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whether you have sold this for money, or

parted with it for ambition, or bartered it

for the joy of some vile appetite, you have

lost the purest, and noblest instrument of

human happiness : The time will come,

when you will say to yourself, why did I

do this ? why did I give up my pleasant

innocence ? why cannot I look upon every

man that I meet, with the same firmness

and cheerfulness with which I was wont ?

In this short, and passing life, there is

nothing which can repay a man for the

loss of his own conscious purity. In

extreme old age, he will loathe the chariots,

and the horses, the purple, the fine linen,

and the sumptuous fare the price of

his soul, and will remember, (when it is

too late,) that the wrays of righieoasness

were pleasant, and her paths the paths of

peace.

I should say that another great source

of pleasure, from religion, are the

feelings of charity, and brotherly love

which it always inspires. As gracious God

has given to one object beautiful colours,

and to another grateful odours, he has
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annexed exquisite feelings of happiness to

the performance of every benevolent action

;

it is impossible to do good to others, with-

out feeling happy from it ; and the convic-

tion, which religion inspires, that a man
is not born for himself alone ; and the

habit which it inculcates, of attention to

the interests, and feelings of mankind
\

induces at last that state of calm, and per-

manent satisfaction which the words of

Solomon describe. For as nothing disturbs

us more than to perceive the effects of that

secret, yet general enmity, which is produ-

ced by high-mindedness, arrogance, and

selfishness ; so nothing is more grateful,

than general love, produced by a long

tenor of courtesy, of justice, of active

kindness, and of modest respect. It is not

only the subsequent reflection w^hich this

benevolence, the attribute of righteousness

produces, but it makes happiness by giving

new interest to life ; other men cultivate

the great, the rich, and the celebrated ; but

the righteous man cultivates, and studies all

whom he approaches, not because they are

rich, or great, or powerful, but because

they are human beings, and it is his duty,
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as a christian, to be gentle, and gracious to

all ; to make him benevolent, it is not

necessary that his avarice should be awa-

kened, his vanity gratified, or his curiosity

excited ; he has no need of such powerful

motives ; but if he can make the mean

greater in their own eyes,—if he can give

confidence to the humble,—if he can in-

struct the ignorant,—if he can do good to

any human being, that is enough for him,

his recompence is that the sum of human
happiness should be increased, and that he

himself should be the humble instrument of

good. Contrast these feelings, with the

contempt which worldly men assume ; the

unchecked hatred in which they think it

lawful to indulge ; their neglect, and inatten-

tion to all whom they have not some

poignant motive for honoring ; look to this

striking contrast, see what different states of

mind must result from this diversity of con-

duct, and character, and then determine

who understands happiness the best ; who
has taken the best views of human life

;

whose ways are the ways of pleasantness,

and whose paths, the paths of peace.

vol. ii. A a
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The greatest torment of this world is

the uncertainty of living at all, and the un-

certainty of retaining the good things of this

world, if we do live ; but here is a man,

the man of religious wisdom, who has

practically adapted his love of some objects

to their own uncertain nature, and hopes,

if he loses others here, to meet with them

in another scene of existence ; if he expe-

riences a reverse of fortune he feels it ; but

he feels it moderately ; it is not his only

hope, nor his best hope. I would rather

my passage were pleasant (he says) but it is

only a passage ; I am hastening onward to

that state of existence, which I have been

always taught from my first childhood to

look up to as the end, and object of this. I

have no false philosophy ; I allow, that

what are commonly called the good things

of this world, are properly the objects of a

moderate desire, and attention ; but I have

so trained, and accustomed my mind to

think of something better, I have drawn

such fairer pictures, and contemplated such

nobler scenes, that no human misfortune

can cast me down, and utterly deprive me
of my pleasantness, and my peace.
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We see, sometimes, that a man re-

joices with trembling; that he is afraid to

give way to his human affections, that he

shudders at the warmth of his own feelings

for children, or for parents, because he does

not know how soon he may mourn over

the frailties of life; here (he says) I have

never checked my heart, I have shipped all

my happiness upon that, which a breath of

wind, or a little too much damp, or a little

too much heat may for ever destroy ; the

righteous man, he also has his feelings ; but

though his tears fall down over the dead

like the tears of other men ; though he

rends hisgarment, and clothes himself in sack-

cloth, and in ashes, his spirit comes back

to him, and his pleasantness returns, be-

cause he knows that the souls of the dead

are in the hands of God, and that a better

state of existence will restore to him all

that he has lost in this ; by connecting im-

mortality with this short life, he lightens all

its burthens ; lessens ail its misfortunes, and

gilds all its pleasures ; if his happiness fluc-

tuates here, he can look to that in which

there is no varying, nor shadow of change;

if the joys of this world fall short of his

a a 2
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expectations, he knows that others await

him greater than his imagination can con-

ceive ; if he is aiHicted here, by the ap-

pearances of successful injustice, and the

sinner triumphing in the fruits of his wick-

edness ; he cheers himself with the thought

of final retribution; the righteous man car-

ries .about with him a charm, which protects

his mind from the effects of injury, vicissi-

tude, and doubt; and leaves him in that

state of pleasantness^ and peace, which

wealth, and power alone, and all the com-

mon instruments of happiness can so seldom

confer.

I have just now alluded to another

source of tranquillity in the mind of the

righteous man, I mean the comforts he

derives from the future retributive justice of

religion.

A man of proper feeling always suffers^

from observing the striking disproportion

that exists in this world, between hap-

piness, and merit ; the spectacle of a

good man struggling with misfortune, or

languishing in obscurity excites strong com-

passion ; but it is the severest trial of human
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patience, to witness the respect, honor, and

prosperity of bad men; there are no events

which ruffle the tranquillity of the mind

more, and which more encourage a general

sensation of disgust at human life. These

sad scenes are tolerable to the religious man
alone, from that final order, and regularity,

with which he knows thev will hereafter

be concluded ; he pities successful vice,

while others rage against, or envy it ; he

knows that the good forgotten, and the just

persecuted, are precious in the sight of God,

and that their sorrows are the pledges of

salvation : Wherever he looks, justice in

its most perfect shape terminates his view
;

all guilt is detected ; all innocence is brought

to light ; at the conclusion of all things a

never-failing judge gives to every thinking

soul, the good, and the evil, which is its due.

These are the vexations which the

religious man escapes, and these the sources

of that tranquillity which go commonly falls

to his share ; his happiness does not obtrude

itself; it isnot noisy nor splendid; it does not

consist in humbling the pride, and exciting

the envy of others ; it is deep, placid, and

internal ; a pleasantness, and a peace, proceed-
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ing from moderation of desire, just observa-

tion on human condition, and ardent hope of

immortality. Superstitionisnot righteousness,

fanaticism is not righteousness, nor are idle

fears, or vain fancies, or frivolous observances

deserving of that name ; but that liberal, and

enlightened righteousness which the gospel

teaches is happiness ; the most unbounded

voluptuary that the world ever produced, has

not a thousandth part of that enjoyment of

life that he has whose passions are regulated,

and whose hopes are immortal. After the

first darkness of youthful ignorance is dis-

pelled, it is the clearest, and plainest of all

truths, that righteousness is the onlv source

of peace ; the only system upon which the

difficulties, and distresses of life can possibly

be encountered, and subdued.—No man is so

profoundly ignorant of pleasure as a protest

sinner
;
pleasure is gained by being the lord,

and master of our own hearts; by binding our

passions in links of iron ; by adapting worldly

hopes, and fears to the nature of worldly

things; by obeying God, by trusting to his pro-

vidence, by expecting his judgments : this is

the discipline which banishes fear, excludes,

remorse, and renders despair impossible ; it
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gives birth to hope, it cherishes joy, it

nourishes great thoughts, it produces en-

chanting desires, it colours the earth over

with the gay light of heaven, and makes

the ways of every man, the ways of plea-

santness, and his paths the paths of peace.





UPON

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.





SERMON XXIII.

Ephesiaxs VI. Verse IV. in part.

And ye fathers, bring up your children

in the nurture, and admonition of

the Lord.

In treating of the subject of religious edu-

cation, as I propose to do this day; it is

impossible not to begin with an opinion,

which neither leans to this, nor that system,

but objects totally to all religious education

whatever. For instance, it is said, why
give to children, strong opinions upon sub-

jects of the highest difficulty, and the high-

est importance, and which they may possibly

be induced to change, when their under-
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standings are mature ? instruct them only

in the first principles of natural religion,

and leave them to a gradual acquisition of

the sacred truths of revelation, in pro-

portion as the growth of their under-

standings enables them to estimate the

value of that evidence, upon which Chris-

tianity depends ; by these means, their belief

will 'always be rational, and they will not

entertain a faith, for which they are not

ready to render a reason. The objection

to this system, which appears to be more

distinguished for an absence of good sound

sense than for any feature of ingenious

paradox which it may exhibit ; the objection

to it is, that you cannot keep a mind void

of all religious opinions, which you do not

bring up in a particular system of those

opinions ; such a state of suspense, even if

it were desirable, cannot be obtained ; some

principles on such a subject the mind will

imbibe, and your alternative is, not between

those which you are ready to infuse, and

none at all ; but it is between your own,

and those crude, and perilous opinions,

which sin is ever ready to suggest, levity

always prompt to encourage, and ignorance
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never able to detect, and repell ; at the veiy

moment when you had intended to begin

this long-deferred education, to avail your-

self of this now-matured reason, and to

offer to his free election those truths, which

you thought it uncandid to impress upon a

ductile, and ignorant child; at that mo-

ment, you would find the question pre-

judged
;
you would perceive the mind filled

up by opinions, as strong as those you had

kept away, but not as good ;
yen would

meet with ail the obstinacv vou dreaded,

with prepossessions equally formed, before

they could be fairly discussed ; but without

the qualification of their being formed in

favour of truth. Besides, can it be a reason

why a parent should not teach to his chil-

dren those sacred truths, which have taken

such firm hold of his belief, because such

truths may not hereafter present to the

ripe understanding of his offspring, an evi-

dence as satisfactory as thev have done to
V %'

his own ? What can any man do, but com-

municate to the mind of another, a belief

as sincere as that which actuates his

own ? he does so fearlessly in all human
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science ; why should he dread to do it

where the instruction is more necessary,

and the lesson more awful ? It is not pos-

sible to wait for opinions, till wre are ca-

pable ofjudging whether opinions are right,

or wrong ; we must act, before we can

reason ; a great part of human life is

elapsed, and all the habits which are to in-

fluence the future man are formed, before it

can be said that he is fairly capable of forming

a judicious opinion, upon any abstruse sub-

ject ; in the mean time, he must have de-

cided notions of sin, and righteousness; a di-

vine law sanctioning those notions ; a strenu-

ous belief giving to that law its full influence

upon his actions ; and antient forms cherish-

ing that strenuous belief: If none of these

things were taught, till the causes from

which they originate, the evidence on which

they depend, and the consequences to which

they lead, could be plainly apprehended, it is

quite clear that they would soon cease to be

taught at all. Ye fathers, says the apostle,

without any regard to these things, bring up

your children in the nurture, and admonition

of the Lord ;
give them your own religious
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opinions firmly and tenaciously; plant so

deep that the seed will not easily be rooted

up ; instead of candidly waiting for mature

reason, seize practically hold of all the

softness, and ductility of youth, use all the

influence, and authority of age to inculcate

the principles of the gospel ; whatever

changes in those principles may be made

bv the future commerce of life, that

may depend upon circumstances over

-which we have no controul ; let us only

unfold the book of God in the season of

gentleness, and obedience, and after this

manner, bring up our children in the nur-

ture, and admonition of the Lord.

It will not, I presume, be considered

as indiscreet to remark, that some mischief

is done in religious education, by the over

zealous feelings of the teacher, who appears

to believe, that a sentiment cannot be too

frequently repeated, because it is good, or a

cause be weakly defended, because it is right.

At a certain period of youth, and with a

certain share of penetration in him who
reads ; it is not sufficient that those works,

which are written for religious instruction
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should be pious ; they must be able, as well

as pious ; there must not only be zeal, but

zeal according to knowledge ; not merely

abuse of infidelity, but conviction, and refu-

tation ; sound argument from candid pre-

mises ; fair admission, impartial statement,

accurate knowledge, vigorous reasoning,

conclusions modest in. style, and irresistible

in power. Christianity disdains to suppress

any facts, or to impute bad motives instead

ofanswering plausible objections ; it must be

proved by something stronger than exclama-

tion, and defended by something less pre-

carious than feeling ; the selection of writers

calculated to promote religious knowledge

in the young, is theiefore an object of much
greater skill, and delicacy, than it is com-

monly conceived to be ; because nothing can

be more pernicious to the prosperity of a

cause, than the weakness, and uncandid

spirit of those who are its advocates ; and

the great number amidst who stand for-

ward wTith laudable zeal, in the defence

of religion ; it must of course happen,

that there are some wrho have no other

meiit, than the merit of intending well.
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May we also add, that some mischief

is done in religious education, by the very

high tone taken up respecting religious sub-

jects ; the evidence for revelation is some-

times rashly compared to 'geometrical evi-

dence, every thing is represented as so clear>

and so perspicuous, that it is impossible any

difficulty can be suggested ; it is rfot con-

tended that a solution is ready, but that a

doubt cannot exist ; the mischief of which

overstatement is, that a young person em-

barrassed by the first arguments of infide-

lity, which chance has thrown, or design

placed in his way, considers that he has been

deceived, that the truth has been kept from

him, and becomes irreligious, partly to

vindicate the dignity of his understanding

partly from the sudden suspicion, that the

cause of infidelity is much stronger than it

really is. Truth is ever safe,, and ever dur-

able ; it is better to admit at once, that in

a question which depends upon the evi-

dence of eighteen centuries ; there ar£

some difficulties, that all is not reduced

to demonstration* or clear to be appre*

hended as objects of sense ; it is sufficient,

that by your own candor, and industry, you

VOL* II, b b
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may arrive at such a preponderance of

evidence, as will produce decided conviction,

and leave you without a fair doubt of the

Divine origin of the scriptures ; but do not

imagine, if you are determined to investi-

gate the question, that you have no doubts

to dispell, and no difficulties to solve ; those

doubts you will dispell, and those difficulties

you will solve
; your solemn opinions will

at length rest, not upon the authority of

other men's minds, but upon the full con-

viction of your own. Such is the language,

that I should deem it most useful to hold in

religious education, and after this manner,

would I bring up a child to the nurture, and

admonition of the Lord.

A very important part of religious

education, are the virtues of toleration, and

forbearance ; it is the duty of us all to edu-

cate our children in that mddiiication of the

Christian faith which we ourselves profess,

and to inspire them with a strong predilection

for that church, of which we are members,

by insisting on those circumstances upon

which we conceive its superiority to be

founded ; but these feelings we must labour
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to unite, with a respect for every other*

Christian worship ; with a conviction of

the indisputable right of every sect to wor-

ship God, af'er their own notions of spirit,

and of truth, and with a decided aversion

to every species of hatred, and persecution,

grounded upon difference of religious opinion.

The spirit of intolerance however, so

contrary to the nurture, and admonition of

the Lord ; so apt, but for incessant care, to

mingle with, aiid^pollute the true evange-

lical spirit, does not furnish, as many con-

tend, any argument against religion ; but

shews only how difficult it is, for men to

endure contradiction upon topics, which so

deeply penetrate the understanding, and

affect the heart ; it shews the useful, and

pervading energy of a principle, which a

man does not receive, as he receives the cold

truths of human science ; but pants to

carry it into other men's hearts, and to light

over the world the same burning zeal,

which glows within himself, that this spirit

is capable of every dangerous excess ; that

every effort of religious education should be

used for its moderation, is unquestionably

b b 2
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true ; but it only shews that the thought

of God, because it is greater than all other

thoughts, stirs up stronger passions ; that

when men are thinking of eternity, you

cannot keep them within the same limits,

as if they were reasoning of the interests

of a day ; but temper this great incite-

ment with a commanding prudence, and

you may draw from it every peaceful virtue

in this world, and every heavenly blessing

in the next.

There is a toleration, which, instead of

proceeding from the meekness, and modesty

of a Christian, is derived from a callous

indifference to every description of faith
;

this, of course, is not a virtue, but an acci-

dental good consequence from a vice ; the

difficulty to conquer, the merit to display,

the evangelical feeling to possess, is to cherish

no sentiment of aversion for him, who

warmly denies, what you warmly affirm ;

who believes that form to be indifferent,

which you have always been taught to con-

sider as essential ; if you wish to such a

person no punishment, and no privation,

because such has been his religious discipline,

and such yours ; if at the moment you
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firmly believe yourself right, you are aware

it is possible you may be wrong ; if you are

at once sincere, and indulgent, zealous, and

forgiving, firm, and modest, you have then,

indeed, fought a good fight, the true spirit of

the gospel is within you, and good, and great

is that man, who has thus brought you up in

the nurture, and admonition of the Lord.

It is a great difficulty in religious edu-

cation, to inspire proper notions concern-

ing the forms, and ceremonies of religion;

one danger is, that the practice of religion

may come in time to be considered as interior

in importance to those very forms which were

only instituted to promote, and protect it; the

opposite danger is that from the neglect

of forms, the essential part of religion may

be itself impaired ; the age, however, in

which we live, is some guide to him, who

would steer safely through those opposite

extremes, the genius of which is, I am afraid,

rather to neglect those forms which are

necessary, than to cultivate those which are

superfluous.

Fanaticism is one of those great

perils, which is cautiously to be guarded
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,

against, in bringing up children to the nur-

ture, and admonition of the Lord ; they are

to be taught, that God is not served by ex-

travagance ; that it is possible to be fervent

without being foolish, that the least accepta-

ble sacrifice to Heaven is the sacrifice of

propriety, and common sense ; that though

it be a true sign, that you are drawing near

to God when men persecute you for your

righteousness ; it is a sure sign that you have

mistaken the way to him, when all men de-

ride you for your absurdity. Arrogant igno-

rance, insisting upon persecution, and canvas*

sing for contempt, will never reap the re^

wards of that modest righteousness which,

shunning the notice of men, will ^till rather

endure persecution, than do wrong.

,. It is no inconsiderable part of religious

discipline, to guard the mind from the

influence of superstition, and to inspire just

notions of the Deity, so that the soul may

not be afraid where no fear is, nor those prin*

ciples be converted to our punishment, which

were intended for our happiness. A super-

stitious man is afraid ofjoy, and amusement,

and trembles when he is not wretched lest

God should be angry ; he perceives- that the
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means of happiness are given, but he thinks

they were placed here to tempt, not to bless

;

even perpetual sadness cannot make him

safe ; a thousand involuntary thoughts soring

up, which he thinks the angels record for

his future punishment ; he is perpetually

acting, and looking, and thinking sin, and

there is always near him a cruel and envious

God whomade him frail, and marks his frailty

for guilt : For him Nature has no ordinary

course, and Providence no general law

;

every death is a judgment, and every sick-

ness a visitation ; nothing that concerns him

is ever brought about by secondary means ;

he becomes healthy, and ill, rich, and poor,

by a special interposition of Providence

;

lives under a separate dispensation, and is the

subject of more miracles than were employed

for the establishment of the sacred truths of

Christ : All these are false, and superstitious

notions of the Deity, for though we may
believe that God does sometimes interfere,

*we cannot know when, and it is derogatory

to the wisdom of those general rules by

which the world is governed, to suppose,

that they so perpetually require correction,

and change: this is not the true nurture,
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and admonition of the Lord.—It is our

business rather to shew the young that this

world does not belong to the just, and the

good ; that wickedness triumphs in it, and

sin is prosperous ; but that there is one on

high who sees it all, and will not endure it

for ever ; to please whom, you must possess

a mind prone to compassion, swift to forgive,

and able to suffer long ; which no aspiration

for power, or wealth, can make base, which

loves to be good, and just better than it

loves any one thing human ; which employs

life in mortifying sin, promoting righteous-

ness, and rendering itself better fitted for

Heaven ; these are the true notions of the

Almighty, which the gospel teaches ; and

these are the feelings the apostle would

inspire, when he commands a parent to rear

up his children in the nurture, and admoni-

tion of the Lord.

^/)
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WORLD.





SERMON XXIII.

1st Corinthians VII. Verse XXXI.

They that use this tvorld as not abasing it.

If we attend to the general tenor of the

language of our blessed Saviour, and his

disciples, upon the subject of worldly pur-

suits, it is quite clear that, their object was

not to abolish, but to regulate them ; not

to persuade mankind that they should not

use the world, but that they should so use

it, as not to abuse it. The whole of life of

course cannot be passed in the fervor of

prayer, and the effusions of piety ; the greatest

part must be spent in action, and to act we
must have desires sufficiently strong, and

systematic to become pursuits ; it is not
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only lawful, to engage in worldly pursuits,

but absolutely necessary to do so ; without

them righteousness would be fantastical

speculation, or criminal indolence; the

great points for consideration are, as we
must pursue something, what is best worth

the pursuit ? what are those objects at which

a w lse, and religious man may fairly aim ?

how may he use the world, without abusing

it ? imperfect as all its pleasures are, what

are the best, and' the greatest that world

can afford ? For I repeat again, that righte-

ousness cannot consist in neglecting, and

despising every thing in this world, but in

selecting proper objects of our attention ;

and in rendering even those proper objects

subordinate to the higher considerations of

religion.

It has been, ever, a great question with

the pious, and the good, what degree of

happiness the world can afford ; the holy

scriptures call it the valley of tears ; the

dark shadow of death is said to be shed over

it ; all things have been denominated vanity,

and vexation of spirit which are under the

sun ; but these melancholy views of humarji
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life, either respect the errors of Jife, and the

common foolish objects of our ambition, or

they are intended to contrast the brief,

fluctuating;, and half-satisfactory joys of

the world, with a perfect, and eternal

felicity. It is still therefore, true, that

there are some pursuits which will probably

confer happiness upon him, who, at the

same time, firmly connects this world with

that which succeeds it ; such happiness is

not, to be sure, consummate, and certain,

but it is highly probable, and very

important.

I will, therefore, expatiate upon the

methods of using the w^orld, without abu-

sing it, and enumerate those objects, which

are truly worthy of a wise man's best

exertions.

The first rule for using the world, is,

to live in it with a clear conscience, with-

out the startings, and trembling of guilt

;

in innocence, openness, and decent freedom ;

this is the basis of happiness, the rock on

which the house is reared. Whatever be

our external condition, if there is not a
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perfect clearness within, from all great, and

atrocious sin, life is but a load of an-

guish, and the greatest man breathing, a

"wretch who would gain by exchanging

his existence, with the lowest of human
beings*

This obvious point of a good consci-

ence disposed of, the world is to be used,

and not abused, with regard to wealth ; and

this is not so easy a point to adjust ; it may,

however, be stated (I think) with safety,

that a wise, and religious man, may strive

to obtain that middle station of opulence,

which places him above contempt, and

below envy ; which, while it shelters him

from that unfortunate ridicule, which is too

often the lot of poverty, neither affords the

opportunity, nor encourages the disposition

to exercise a depraved superiority over his

fellow-creatures ; beyond this, riches are not

an evil if they come, but they are not a

good worth the toil of pursuit : The state

of enjoyment which one degree of wealth

affords over another, soon becomes habi-

tual ; what is sumptuous fare to one, is daily

food to another ; and your luxuries, are the
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common enjoyments of some man greater

than you. The proportion between an

ordinary state, and an unusual gratification,

is the same in all, though each class in life,

positively sets out from a different degree in

the scale ; from which of those degrees it is

our lot to begin our career, is a circumstance

perfectly immaterial to happiness ; the abuse

of the world, is to eat for ever the bread

of carefulness ; to come late to rest, to rise up

early, to add vineyard to vineyard, and field

to field, till there is no one (as the scriptures

say) left upon the earth ; to horde up, and

to gather into garners, as if we were to

equal the rocks, and hills in duration ; and

were to remain here, till the heavens them-

selves had waxed old, and were rolled up

like a garment, and changed as a vesture

is changed.

To use the world aright, there must

be a vigorous employment of time, a

great, and absorbing occupation to prevent

the temptation, and dispel the melancholy

of idleness. The effects of inactivity make

the intentions of Almightv God clear, as

they regard the destiny of man; for to do

aothing is so horrible, that we are often
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compelled to do harm to avoid it ; and sin

becomes the natural resource of indolence

:

The want of occupation gives birth too

to that anticipation of evil ; those dismal

views into futurity, which occasion much

more unhappiness, than the evils them-

selves when they do occur : An occupied

man has no leisure for counterfeit misfor-

tune ; an inward impulse hurries him on

through little doubts, jealousies, suspicions,

and distant fears, and keeps him ever cheer-

ful, andever serene; anevil which is not come,

he thinks may not come ; if its approach is

certain, he does not magnify its degree ; life

receives in him all that assistance from

sweetness of temperament, harmony of

disposition, and wise arrangement of

thought, which their ministry can pos-

sibly supply ; and though there are of

course many evils which do not depend

upon our method of judging of them, yet

there are many others, which may be mag-

,

nifled into serious misfortunes, or will sub-

side into insignificant trifles, according to

the tenor of that disposition upon which

they fall. AH these advantages are gained
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by a full, and active occupation of time 5

without which it is hardly possible to en-

joy much of innocence, dignity, or hap-

piness in this life, or to use the world

without abusing it.

Another great ingredient for the in-

crease of happiness, and the proper use

of life, is the cultivation of kindness and

benevolence ; nothing be more worthy the

exertions of a wise man than this dis-

cipline, or so likely to reconcile him to

the world for the short period in which

he remains in it; the lowest degree of

it, consists in avoiding all just cause

for offence ; no callous indifference to

other men's feelings ; no belief that

strength, or greatness of mind, is. evinced

by contempt of the little niceties which

inflict pleasure, and pain ; no superiority

founded on that unchristian asperity,, which

any man can assume who is sufficiently de-

void of delicacy, and shame to do so ; but

a firm conviction, and a perfect recollection,

that all men have as much right to be hap-

py as ourselves ; and an earnest desire to

study, and respect their feelings, in the

vol. 11. e c
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most minute parts of life, so that no man
may know on our account one moment of

pain, which a deliberate sense of duty does

not compel us to inflict : but these are

narrow limits for the feelings of kindness

;

a wise man will not only please by not of-

fending, but please by positive efforts to

comply, ( so far as sincerity, and innocence

permit, ) with the leading notions, and

prevailing systems of those with whom
he lives, so as to be a perpetual source

of satisfaction to his little portion of the

world, and to contribute his efforts to

gladden, and to embellish human inter-

course. It is possible for any man in

time to teach himself the strongest sym-

pathy with the happiness of others, how-

ever distant and unknown ; so that every

blessing which it pleases Almighty God

to vouchsafe to the children of men,

the sick rescued from death ; the poor

defended from oppression ; the good re-

warded ; an injured nation victorious over

its powerful enemies ; any history of joy,

any page out of the annals of happiness,

may bring with it its tribute of calm, and

placid satisfaction. These habits of bene-
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volence, necessarily procure not only ge-

neral good will, but raise up by degrees

the blessings of friendship, the shield and

ornament of life ; and if there is any worldly

thing worth the notice of a religious mind,

it is to be cared for by good, and upright

men ; to feel that you have endeared your-

self to those who have sagacity to discern

what you really are, and to compare you

with the rest of the world ; to enjoy that

noble proof, that your struggles for righ-

teousness have not been fruitless, or your

efforts to meliorate your fallen nature

quite in vain ; that you have some value,

some attraction, some source of concili-

ation, some little portion of good ; that

you are not quite left alone, and aban-

doned, in the wilderness of life. This is

one of the greatest goods the world affords,

and I wish most forcibly to impress upon

the younger part of my congregation, that

the friendship of just, able, and pious

men, is the highest prize they can

obtain ; the most signal blessing wiiich God
bestows ; the soundest proof of having

done well ; the best security for doing well

;

the highest human barrier against all sor-

c c 2
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did impurities, and base compliances ; the

greatest comfort, and hope, and embellish-

ment of life.

The world may be said to be used

without abuse, when a portion of life is

dedicated to the acquisition of knowledge ;

to discover more of truth, and to become

better acquainted with the properties, and

relations of those objects by which we are

surrounded, promotes the happiness of

others, while it secures, or increases our

own ; to see what this world is, in which

we are placed, to investigate the curious

attributes of each object it contains, seems

to be a life agreeable to that Providence

which has placed us in the midst of won-

ders, and roused us by inward feelings to

their contemplation ; the love of knowledge

may be fairly, and religiously indulged

from an experience of the beneficial effects

which it produces upon human happiness,

from remembering, that the sick are healed

by knowledge, the hungry fed by it; the

blessings of nature generally diffused, and

equally divided by it ; the appetites, and

passions of mankind, arranged in civil institu-
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lions by knowledge ; and all the powers of

matter, turned from the destruction of the

human race, to their use, and convenience ;

the most zealous Christian of us all, in cul-

tivating human knowledge, will find the

amplest occasions for carrying into effect all

its provisions of benevolence ; it will add

power to his charity, and give to him those

enlightened views, and strengthened facul-

ties, which confer wisdom, and skill in doing

good ; besides too, though life is a moment,

compared with eternity, it brings with it

many weary, weighing hours, which

are best lightened by the varied, and inex-

haustible resources of knowledge ; by hs

exuberance of images ; by its fertility of

thought, and the busy inward world which

it makes within the breast ; a man is not

saved by knowledge, and if he is puffed up

wTith it, it is laughter, and lightness before

God ; but we must use the world in some

way while we are in this place of sojourn-

ing ; we must do the best that the temporary

nature intrusted to us seems to indicate
;

and there is nothing better which we can

do, than to love that which is always the

guardian of innocence, the friend of true
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religion, and the handmaid of laborious

virtue.

The last point which I shall state as

conducive tohappiness, and as using the world

aright, is a moderate, and temperate enjoy-

ment of the praises of our fellow creatures ;

not that human praise is ever to be a motive

for action ; the love of Christ, and sincere

faith in his holy name, is the only lawful,

and religious motive for human actions ; but

when we have acted from these motives,

wrhen, in compliance with the precepts of

the gospel, we have dedicated a great part

of existence to the good of mankind, then

if praise does come, it is a pure joy of life ;

if all men say with one accord, we have

ever beheld in you the beautiful signs of

mercy, and compassion ; we have long seen

you forgetful of yourself, labouring even for

those who could never know the author of

their happiness, giving up day after day, and

year after year, to plans of benevolent wis-

dom, and exalted goodness ; ifall this bursts in

upon a human being, and moves the springs

of his heart with joy, his Saviour does not

call upon him to hear with coldness the
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overflowing gratitude of his own flesh, and

blood ; his pleasure is lawful, and there is

joy in heaven itself over the tenderness,

and the happiness of the world.

This then it is to use the world, and not

abuse it ; at these solemn seasons of humilia-

tion, and review, it is our duty to direct aright

the objects of human ambition, to reclaim

mankind from the paths of sin, and death,

and to prevent them from losing that trifling

portion of good, which this world is able to

supply ; a conscience clear of crime, a mode-

rate competence of wealth, the soul of

charity, and brotherly love ; a thirst for

knowledge ; a fair distinction among men,

earned by a life of zealous, and enlightened

benevolence ; this is the frame, and tenor of

mind, in which, (if I could) I would live my
short hour on the stage of life ; and in this

manner, would I least tremble to meet my
Redeemer, and my Judge. How is it that

men do use the world ? Too often for

gain ; too often for conquest ; too often for

inordinate vanity ; for sensual pleasure ; for

palaces built by crimes; for trophies reared

by cruelties; for bad joys gained by breaking
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men's hearts, and by grinding them to the

dust ; in this way we seek for happiness,

where no happiness is to be found, mistaking

and forgetting the boon of God : for the Al-

mighty has vouchsafed to us here, a little

portion of joy to comfort us in this time

of our pilgrimage, and to charm our pained

steps over the soil of life ; yet that pleasure

is quiet, modest, unassuming, evangelical,

coming from a good heart, tender to all

men, humbled before God, using the world,

not abusing it, waiting day, and night, in all

faith, and all humility, and resignation, for

the coming of Christ.
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SERMON XXIV.

1st Book of Corinthians XV. Verse XIV.

If Christ be not risen then is our preaching

vain, and your faith is also vain.

* The history of the resurrection of Christ,

is one of the most valuable parts of the

Christian evidence ; not that, as a miracle,

the resurrection is to be accounted a more

decisive proof of supernatural agency, than

any other miracle ; not that, as it stands, it

is better attested than many others ; but that

it is completely certain, that the apostles of

Christ, and the first teachers of Christia-

nity asserted the fact ; and this would have

been equally certain, if the four gospels had

* The greater part of the arguments in this sermon,

and in the sermon on the Nature of Christianity, are taken

from Paley's Evidence.
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been lost, or never written ; every piece of

scripture recognizes the resurrection ; every

epistle of every apostle ; every author con-

temporary with the apostles ; of the age

immediately succeeding the apostles ; every

writing, from that age, to the present,

genuine, or spurious, on the side of Chris-

tianity, or against it, concur in representing

the resurrection of Christ as an article of his

history, received without doubt, by all who
called themselves Christians, alledged from

the beginning by the propagators of the

institution, and alledged as the centre of

their testimony. Nothing which a man

does not himself hear, or see, can be more

certain, than that the apostles, and first

teachers of Christianity gave out, that Jesus

had risen from the dead ; in the other parts

of the gospel narrative, a question may be

made by infidels, whether the things related

of Christ, be the very things which the

apostles, and first teachers of the religion

delivered, concerning him r And this ques-

tion depends a good deal upon the evidence

we possess of the genuineness, the antiquity,

the credit, and the reception of the books

;

upon the subject of the resurrection, no

such discussion is necessary, because no
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such doubt is entertained ; whatever else is

certain of the resurrection, it is quite certain,

that it was outwardly asserted to be true, by

the disciples of Christ ; and the only points

which can enter into our consideration, are,

wThether the apostles knowingly published

a falsehood, or whether they were them-

selves deceived : If either of these suppo-

sitions is possible, or highly probable, the

resurrection of our Saviour cannot be con-

sidered as that strong evidence of the truth

of Christianity, which the ministers of the

gospel have always represented it to be.

The supposition of fraud, (after a con-

siderable trial of its efficacy) is, I believe,

pretty generally given up by the enemies of

the gospel ; the nature of the undertaking,

and of the men ; the vast improbability that

such men should engage in such a measure,

as a scheme ; their personal toils, dangers,

and sufferings, in the cause ; their appropria-

tion of their whole time to the object ; the

warm, and seeming;! v unaffected zeal with

which they profess their sincerity, exempt

their memory from the suspicion of impos-

ture; their conduct, as preachers of the

gospel, was disinterested, noble, and gene-
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rous ; they quitted house, land, occupation,

friend, kindred, parent, wives, children,

country ; every pursuit, and every endear-

ment of life, to propagate, with infinite

labour, through innumerable difficulties, and

dangers, the salvation of mankind, certain of

meeting, in every new region, with new
enemies, and yet requiring of those who
through their preaching, were become

friends, and brethren, nothing but a bare

subsistence, and sometimes labouring, even

with their own hands, to save them from

that light, and reasonable burthen ; dis-

claiming for themselves all authority, pre-

eminence, and power, and teaching that

savage people, wTho took them for Gods,

that they were men like themselves, and

servants of that Being, to whom alone

worship was due.

It is related in the history, what indeed

the story of the resurrection necessarily

implies, that the body was missing out of

the sepulchre ; it is related also in the his-

tory, that the Jews reported the followers of

Christ to have stolen it away; but says St.

Paul, Christ did rise from the dead ; he was
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seen of Cephas ; then of the twelve ; then

of five hundred brethren, of whom tne

greater part are still alive; then of James
;

then of the apostles ; last, he was seen

of me also, as of one born out.of due time.

Now it is plain, whatever fraud there was,

St. Paul concurred in it ; he combined with

others, for the promotion of a shameless false-

hood ; and at the very moment that he was

preaching Christ as the son of God, he must

have known, that the promises of Christ's re-

appearance were completely frustrated, and

every hope which had hitherto supported the

courage of his disciples, dissolved into air.

Yet this was the man who was in labours

more abundant, in stripes above measure,

in prisons more frequent, in deaths often
;

thrice was this man beaten with rods ; once

was he stoned ; three times did he surfer

shipwreck ; a night, and a day, was he in

the deep ; God, (he declares) had sent forth

the apostles, appointed unto death ; we are,

says he, a spectacle to the world ; even unto

this present hour, we both hunger, and thirst,

and are naked, and beaten, and have no

certain dwelling place, and labour, working

with our own hands; being reviled, we
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bless; being persecuted, we suffer it ; being

defamed, we entreat ; we are made the filth

of the world, and the refuse of all things,

unto this dav. This is one of those who
deceived the world with the story of Christ's

resurrection from the dead, and these the

splendid objects which he proposed to him-

self, by that deception.

I will produce only one more instance

of his simple, and heroic courage, in sup-

port of his imposture. It was necessary for

the good of the church, that St. Paul should

go to Jerusalem ; and this, at a time, when

it was quite certain, from the various accounts

brought from that citv, that his destruction

was intended ; his disciples are so much

alarmed by the magnitude of his danger,

that they beseech him not to go ; this is his

answer, and in that answer, I request you

to examine with all diligence, for those

symptoms of false, and perjured imposture

with which he is charged by his enemies.

" What rne:m you, (he says,) to weep, and

break my heart, for I am ready, not to be

bound only, but to die at Jerusalem for the

name of Jesus. I go, not knowing the
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things that shall befal me there, save that

the Holy Ghost witnesseth m every city,

that bonds, and afflictions abide me ; but

none of these things move me, neither count

I my life dear unto myself, so that I might

finish my course with joy, and the ministry

which I have received of the Lord Jesus,

to testify the gospel of the grace of

God : I know that ye all, among whom I

have gone preaching the kingdom of God,

shall seemv face no more, wherefore I take

you all to record, that I am innocent of the

blood of all men ; I have not shunned to

declare unto you all the counsel of God

;

neither for the space of three years, Lave I

ceased to warn every one, night, and day,

with tears. I have coveted no man's silver,

or gold, or apparel. Ye yourselves know
that these hands have often ministered to my
necessities, and to them that weie with me

;

I have shewed you that ye ought to support

the weak, remembering the words of the

Lord Jesus, how he said, " it is more blessed

to give than to receive ;" and whan he had

thus spoken, they all wept, sorrowing fi r

the words which he spake, that they should

see his face no more; he did go to Jerusa-

VOL. II. d d
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lem, he was imprisoned, and beaten with rods ;

his speech declares his former sufferings,

which we know from other sources to be

true; his subsequent misfortunes were as

great, his whole life was a continued series

of affliction, and persecution, not acci-

dentally incurred, but clearly foreseen*

bravely met, and patiently endured ; bravely

met, and patiently endured, because he had

seen Christ risen from the dead, and was by

that miracle convinced, that he was the Son

of God ; if not, where in any human his-

tory is there any conduct similar to that

evinced by the apostles • in the ten thousand

frauds which have been exercised in the

world, where is there any parallel to this

;

if Christ did not rise from the dead, their

preaching was vain, and they knew it to be

vain ? why then did they die for it ? why
did they live in misery for it ? why did they

persevere in it, not in the first warm, and

faithful moment of conspiracy ; but after

years, after separation in different corners of

the earth ; questioned by different tribunals,

awed by different kings, these poor mar-

tyrs, in the agonies of death, all said, Jesus

had risen from the grave ; that they had
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seen him ; that he was their God ; that they

would never disown him, for he would give

them immortal life, and not leave them to

perish in the grave ; and for what temporal

purpose could they say this ? To preach a

pure, and enlightened morality : A number of

uneducated men, all concurring in a most

impudent falsehood, dedicating their lives to

it, suffering, and perishing for it, with no

other assignable motive, but to make their

fellow creatures pious, charitable, and just

;

can the whole world produce, besides, one

single instance of so fraudulent a conspi-

racy, for the mere purposes of morality, and

benevolence ? the friends of religion are

surely entitled to observe, in such an opi-

nion, some faint symptoms of that credulity,

so frequently, and so unjustly, objected to

them.

Dismissing then this supposition of

fraud, which is too extravagant to deserve

the attention bestowed upon it, let us con-

sider the charge of enthusiasm; let us

suppose that the apostles, thoroughly per-

suaded of the truth of the resurrection,

were deluded by their own healed minds;

d d2
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that with them, as with visionaries in

general, a very slight proof, coinciding w^ith

their enthusiastic notions, had the force of

perfect conviction. But upon this suppo-

sition of enthusiasm, there occur two, or

three questions, which it appears to be quite

impossible to answer ; was the body in the

grave ? if it was, how^ could they believe

Christ to be risen from the dead ? if it was

not, by whom was it removed ? If we
admit, upon the concurrent testimonies of

all the histories, so much of the account

as states that the religion of Jesus was set

up at Jerusalem, and set up wTith asserting,

a few days after he was buried, his resur-

rection from the grave ; it is evident the

Jews would have produced it as the shortest,

and most complete answer to the whole story;

the attempt of the apostle; could not have

survived this answer for a single instant. If

we also admit, upon the authority of St.

Matthew, that the Jews were aware of the

expectations of Christ's followers, that he

wTould rise again; and that in consequence

of this expectation, the body was in marked,

and public custody ; this argument is of

#till greater force : Notwithstanding their
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precaution, when the story of Christ's

resurrection came forth as it immediately

did, when it was publicly asserted by his

disciples, and made the ground, and basis of

their preaching in his name, and collecting

followers to his religion ; the Jews had not

the body to produce, but were obliged to

meet the testimony of the apostles by

asserting that the body had been stolen ; a

supposition compatible enough with fraud,

but certainly not with enthusiasm. The

very circumstance that Christianity went on

at all, that it did not completely terminate

with the death of our Saviour, is at once a

decisive proof of the truth of the resurrec-

tion : It was a point of time, at which the

truth of the christian religion was brought

to the most rigid test, for they had pur-

posely involved it with this supernatural

condition, that the great author, and founder

of it should rise again from the dead. Why
was this added if their religion was not

true ? it was a difficulty, which hardly any

falsehood could overcome ; and it is quite

impossible to conceive why it was made a

criterion of the truth of a spurious religion;

but as it was made the criterion of christia-
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nity, it is still more difficult to conceive, why
it was not seized hold of by the inveterate

enemies of Christianitv, finallv. and com-

pletely to exterminate it. There is your

prophet dead ; there is his sepulchre ; there

is the lifeless body of him who, as you

believe, had power to call the dead from

their graves ; he saved others, himself he

cannot save. Such an answer as this,

wduM for ever have put an end to Christia-

nity ; it is the answer which incipient fana-

ticism, and imposture, have received,

in every century of the world, and which,

in every instance with which we are ac-

quainted, has been found sufficiently power-

ful to strangle them in their birth. If these

means were never used, or if being used

they were powerless against the faith ; if

that faith grew from hour, to hour ; if it

w^as propagated by men, who declared

themselves willing;, and who evinced them-

selves able to endure every earthly affliction

for Jesus whom they had seen rising from

his tomb; if that faith was adopted, not-

by cold hearts at distant ages, but by men

of that time, who might have heard the

groans of Jesus, and looked upon his
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blood; if the voluptuous Asiatic, yielded

up to it the pleasures of the flesh ; if the

Roman saw that his chains could not scare

it, nor his sceptre rule it, nor his gods thun-

der it away ; if curbing every lust, and in-

spiring every virtue, it crept into all men's

hearts, and the earth, with all its kingdoms,

principalities, and powers; and prayedaloud to

the mangled Jesus; then, indeed, arewebound

to believe that the grave held him not ; then

we are sure that there is another life than

this ; that we also shall rise from our graves

to glory, or to sorrow, as we have gratefully

remembered his resurrection, and accu-

rately imitated his life.





ON

SEDUCTION.





SERMON XXV.

Proverbs XII. Verse XVI.

The way of the wicked seduceth them.

I intend, in my present discourse, to treat

on the seduction of the lower class of females

in this town ; an evil, which has arisen to a

very alarming height, and which menaces,

with utter corruption, the morals of one of

the best, and wisest nations in Europe : I

have no scruple to attribute this calamity to

the profligacy of men in a superior situation

of life, and to such I principally mean to

apply my observations on this subject.

It is so much the custom to confine

ourselves to generalities in the pulpit, and to

direct the force of evangelical prohibition

against sin, in general, rather than any parti-
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cular species of it, that it may be necessary to

remind you how much we gain in precision,

and how much we communicate of interest,

bv this abatement of dignity, and circum-

scription. The reasoning which applies to

all crimes, acts languidly against each

individual crime ; it does not paint the

appropriate baseness, or echo the reproaches

of the heart.—Our Saviour has signified to

us his commandments clearly, but generally,

and it must therefore, be our care to point

them at the fluctuating vices of the times,;

if he has said, do no evil, and love thy

neighbour as thyself, it is our duty to state to

mankind an instance, in which they are

guilty of an irreparable evil to their fellow

creatures, and in which they are entailing

endless destruction upon the most unprotected

of the human race.

Among the far greater number who resort

here, for the purposes of real devotion, there

may be a few who, led to this sacred place

by habit, or a principle of conformity, would

be glad to convert their listles^ness into

mirth, and to catch from my lips some

indiscretion, which would justify a moment

ef shallow pleasantry ; -this, God helping,
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they shall not do ; but they shall hear me
pleading for the happiness of undefended

women, pouring forth for all this church.

their honest indignation, and hxiiling the

damnation of God, on base, brutal, sensual

seducers.

First, The character of a seducer is

base, and dishonourable ; ifdfcdek is faanisl

from among equals ; if the condnci or e^ cry

man, to those of his own station of lift,

should be marked by veracity, and pood

faith; why are fallacy, and falsehood justified,

because they are exercised by taJe'nts agairist

ignorance, cunning against simplicity, power

against weakness, opulence against poverty r2

No man ever lured a wretched creature to her

ruin, without such a complication of infa-

mous falsehoods, as would Ivave condemned

him to everlasting infamy, had they been

exercised to the prejudice of any one in an

higher scene of life ; and what must the

depravity of that man be, who has no other

criterion of what he shall do, or from what

he shall abstain, than impunity ? who has

no lov# of truth, but only a dread of the

infamy consequent upon falsehood? and who,
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as often as he believes that the eye of the

world is not turned upon him, will descend

to the meanest lies, to gratify the foulest

vices ? A seducer, of this class, owes his

escape from infamy, to the inconsistency of

his conduct in different situations ; it is not

believed by the better half of the world,

that a man of unimpeached integrity in his

own walk of life, who never deviates from

truth, and who would repell, at the risque

of his life, the imputation of falsehood, it

is not believed that such a man can stoop to

the most disgraceful subterfuge where he has

no equal to awe him into better faith ; and

that his real object is to unite the gratifica-

tions of vice, to the convenience arising

from the reputation for moral worth.

—

What a dignified occupation this, for a

gentleman, a scholar, and a Christian, to

blind the understanding of an ignorant

creature with specious sophistry, to inflame

her vanity, to weaken her distinctions

between right and wrong ; to give her a

distaste for honest industry, and to lead her,

by imperceptible gradations, to guilt, to ruin,

and to sorrow ; how must such a man des-

pise himself in the midst of all his artifices ?
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What shame must he feel, to find himself

scattering the principles of vice, and misery,

and breaking down every barrier which the

good, and wise have reared against the pas-

sions ? What human being, not arrived Lt

the last stage of profligacy, has not suffered

the bitterest reproaches of his own heart for

these crimes, and envied in the good, the

safe, and tranquil feelings of inflexible virtue ?

The friends of human happiness must

contrast with pain, the hard-earned progress

of moral order, and the irresistible inroads

of the passions ; the one struggles against a

strong current, where a momentary remis-

sion from labour, loses the space which a

long toil has gained ; the other glides down
a torrent which art can make stronger,

though nature has made it impetuous. The

more we contemplate this world, the greater

does the necessity appear for the active

vigilance of virtue, and wisdom ; it has

cost whole ages to bring the earth to its

present appearance, and to render it fit for

culture ; millions of our fathers, now dust

and ashes, chained up the wild waters, pre-
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vailed over the furious beasts, rooted up the

forests, let in the beat, and light, on the green

herb, and gave shape, and plenty to thatwhich

was without form; and void; in a few years or

plague, or war, the creatures of the forest

would resume their former dominion, and

the earth would relapse into its antient,

horrid silence ; so with our minds, as our

fields ; moral law, and government, have

been built under the revelation of God, by

the arts, the eloquence, and the wisdom of

mighty men ; but the worst, and lowest of

human beings can destroy them, and let

loose from their prison all the primitive

horrors of savage life ; these are melancholy

reflections, and they augment the painful

indignation we feel at seduction ; it is not for

the miserable victim alone we grieve, but for

the waste of parental affection ; the fruitless

exertions which have been bestowed on

early years, to infuse into an human mind

the love of virtue, and an horror of every

evil action ; we sympathize with the poor

industrious parents of a misguided child,

more than if her seducer had robbed them of

their possessions, they have deprived them-

selves of clothing, and food, and often
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endured the cold, and made their meal more

scanty, that they might procure for this

child the blessing of a little knowledge; it

appears trifling to dwell on such details, but

they are the happiness, and misery of mil-

lions of humble people ; every body knows

the anxiety with which the poorest people

send forth for the first time, a daughter into

the world ; the efforts which they make to

supply the loss of her natural protectors,

and to fortify her with every good principle,

which rustic piety, and prudence could

suggest ;
perhaps proud of her appearance

;

perhaps soothing themselves with the notion

that she might contribute something to the

support of their declining years ; to ruin, and

corrupt this innocence, is an outrage, which

the levity, even of youth, cannot carry off in

ridicule; which leaves a young man covered

with infamy, and guilt, and the imputation

of the basest cruelty ? With what feelings

can he face the just indignation of those

into whose humble dwelling he has carried

misery, and tears ; to whom he has laid

open the prospect of beholding their daugh-

ter, the wickedest, and most abandoned of

human creatures ; whose noble pride of

VOL. ii. e e
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adorning poverty with virtue, he has frus-

trated and mocked ? Is it to be borne, that

the welfare of human beings should be thus

sported with, that the religious, and moral

principles inspired into the poor with such

difficult attention, should be sacrificed to

the basest passions of the vilest men, and

that any human being should exercise un-

punished, the power of infusing fresh bit-

terness into the cup of poverty ? I know
the contempt with which such sort of feel-

ings are apt to be received ; but there is a

right, and a wrong in human affairs, whose

irresistible power breaks through every bar-

rier, and makes the heart confess, while the

looks defy, and the tongue denies : there

never was a libertine, whose soul did not

sink within him at the sight of the wretched

creature whom he had ruined, who did not

know, that he was followed by the curses,

and the condemnation of every upright

man, and that the vengeance of the Al-

mighty was lowering over his head.

To the cruelty of seduction, is gene-

rally added the baseness of abandoning its

object, of leaving to perish in rags, and

hunger, a miserable being bribed by pro-
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rnises, and oaths of eternal protection, and

regard : Now let us be just even to sinners;

just do I say; let us be merciful; in the mi ^t

of horror, for their crimes ; let us fix before

our eyes, every circumstance that can exte-

nuate ; let us place by the side of the guilt

the temptation, and try them, as w.e hope

to be tried in a perilous day, by the Great

Judge of all ; let us allow all the indulgence

to youth, which youth can require ; still if

we excuse the errors, we have a right to

expect the virtues of that period of life ; if

the accused party plead the perilous situation,

in which he is placed, and seizes on all the

palliation which that situation can supply

;

we have a right at least to ask if he has

done all the good, which that situation

prompted : a man may say, tha^: his youth

excuses him for this vice ; but does his youth

prompt him to starve a woman he has

ruined. If his youth made him susceptible

of beauty, did it also make him forgetful of

weakness ? was it youth that taught him to

fly from a wretched creature for fear she

should ask him for bread ? Does youth unite

fervor wTith meanness ? does it without a

single compensatory virtue, combine its own

e e 2
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vices with the vices of every other period

of life ? is it at once violent, and sordid, ava-

ricious, and impassioned ; the slave of every

other feeling, and the master of generous

compassion alone ? This is not youth, it has

nothing to do with the origin of life; it is cold

and callous profligacy began in brutal passion,

fosteredby irreligion, strengthened by associa-

tion with bad men, and become so hardened,

that it laughs at the misery which it creates.

If I were to shew you in this

church, the figure of a wretched woman,

a brutal, shameless creature, clothed in rags,

pale with hunger, and mouldering with dis-

ease ; if I were to tell you that she had

been once happy, and once good, that she

once had that chance of eternal salvation,

wThich we all have this day : If I were to

shew you the man, who had doomed her to

misery in this world, and to hell in the world

to come, what would your feelings be ?

But if I were to tell you, that the constant

occupation of this man, was to search for

innocence, and to ruin it, that he was a se-

ducer by profession, that the great object for

which he existed, was to gratify his infa-

mous passions at every expence of human
happiness; would you not say that his life
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was too bad for the mercy of God ? If the

earth was to yawn for him as it yawned for

Dathan, and Abiram ; is there one eye that

would belifted up to ask forgiveness for hissoui?

The crime of seduction has this in it

of aggravation over other crimes, that it

cannot be defended under any of the inge-

nious systems by which men are perpe-

tually vitiating their understandings, and

defending the painful perspicuity of the law

of Christ : all the arrogance of theoretical

reasoners upon morals, has never extended

so far as to assert, that any one human being

has the right to make others as miserable as

he pleases; some men have sided with

Christ, and some with the reasoners of this

world : Some have said that the Deity was

every w^here, and that he guided all ; others

have contended that he took no care of this

world ; and the fool hath said in his heart

there is no God ; but all have said, it is bad

to rob, and plunder ; all have taught us to

respect human happiness ; all have cursed

the oppressor, and the maker of lamentations

and tears, this load of solid substantive

guilt ; no human ingenuity, no dissipation,

no prosperity can shake off, the eternal laws

of nature, which regulate growth, and
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motion, and decay, have fixed also the ever-

lasting empire of conscience ; her voice you

shall hear in the time of sickness, and ofpain ;

it shall follow you to the bed of death ; it

shall go down with you to the tomb ; it shall

rise up with you to the resurrection ; it shall

descend with you to the bottomless pit.

I would not wish to make the cha-

racter of a seducer worse than it is, perhaps,

I could not if I did wish ; but I would ask

these miners of the lower class of females,

if a great part of their infamous conduct is

not to be attributed to impunity ; does it

never come into their minds in the course of

their disgraceful, ungentiemanly conduct,

that they have nothing to fear from the

sword of a brother, or a father pointed at

their throats, that the object of their designs

is without protectors, or with protectors

of so knv a stamp ; that their indignation

would excite rather ridicule than apprehen-

sion
;
put this kind of feeling into language,

and see what it means : it says thus to a

fellow creature, I know you are poor,

and because you arc poor you are

helpless^ and I will oppress you ; from

vour indignation at the ruin of your child,
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my rank protects me, and I may pretend to

despise what I should fear to oppose ; to the

laws of your country you have neither

wealth, nor knowledge to appeal, and your

illiterate storv of vour own injuries can

never attract attention : Is there any human

being who dares openly to express these sen-

timents ? is it possible to view the conduct

of such men as I have been describing,

and not be convinced, that by such sen-

timents their conduct must be swayed ?

or do we thick that tenderness to

the reputation of a daughter, is a mere

refinement of education, a privilege, or,

perhaps, a weakness of opulence, a A

rank? if so, go to the meanest of human

beings, and bargain with him for the dis-

honor of his child, offer to him ease, and

plenty ; if this will not do, bribe him with

all that luxury can give, and see if the

proudest monarch would repulse you with

fiercer disdain, and more decided contempt

If I have been too warm in my animad-

versions on this crime, ascribe such warmth

to its real cause ; a rooted anxiety to do

good : The conscience of young men is

seldom so hardened, as to be proof against

remorse ; they are seldom desperately, and
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In ecoverably wicked ; but while they do

wrong they repent, and their lives roll on

to maturity, amid the gratifications of sin,

and the bitterness of self-reproach ; how
blessed is he, above his fellows, who
arrives at the middle period of human

existence, ungoaded by the remembrance of

great, and irreparable crimes ; for whose

profligacy no child need to blush ; on whose

account no wretched woman sits at the gate

of her seducer crying for bread. Therefore,

on account of these sad things, while

you are vet young, remember the time

of old age ; remember what a thing

it is to destroy purity of heart ;—and if

you do chance to meet with an innocent,

and unprotected woman, whom you might,

perhaps, have art enough to * ruin, and

degrade, hear the voice of compassion, and

lead her not into the paths of death : The

memory of this good deed shall cheer you

in many an arduous struggle ; shall make

you dear to your own soul ; shall give ycu

the feelings of angels in this life, and their

rewards in a life to come.

THE END.
/

G. SIDNEY, Printer,

Northumberland Street, Strand.
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